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Abstract
ABSTRACT OF THESIS
submitted by Jennifer A Gupta to The University of Manchester for the Degree of
Doctor of Philosophy and entitled
Multiwavelength studies of radio-loud active galactic nuclei in the Fermi era.
June 2012

Radio-loud active galactic nuclei where one of the jets is directed towards the observer
at a small angle to the line of sight are known as blazars. Now is a particularly exciting
time in blazar research, as the recently launched Fermi gamma-ray space telescope has
detected hundreds of blazars at gamma-ray energies, allowing true multiwavelength
studies of large samples of these objects for the first time. However, blazar research is
plagued by selection effects, which has hindered progress in their understanding.
The majority of this Thesis involves the definition and exploitation of a new sample of nearby flat spectrum core-dominated radio sources, the Survey of Extragalactic
Nuclear Spectral Energies (SENSE) sample, which contains 121 blazar-like objects.
While the sample was designed to contain sources with similar core radio properties, no restrictions were placed on the optical properties, so the sample contains the
expected BL Lacs, as well as passive elliptical galaxies, and some optical AGN. 25
SENSE sources are currently without redshifts. Work carried out using SDSS images
to separate the host galaxy from the AGN core indicates that higher resolution images
would allow the host galaxies to be detected and characterised so that the redshift could
be estimated.
It was found that the SENSE sample shows no evidence for cosmological evolution using the hV/Vmax i test. This result is consistent with the SENSE sample being the
beamed versions of FR-I galaxies. 78% of the SENSE sample show extended emission in available radio maps, and the extended luminosities of these sources are also
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consistent with a FR-I parent population. Cross-correlation of the SENSE sample with
the second catalogue from the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope (2FGL) revealed that
only 29 of the SENSE sources are gamma-ray loud. The properties of these gammaray detected sources were compared to the rest of the sample and no difference could
be found in the available data.
The small number of SENSE sources detected by Fermi meant that the sample
could not be used to investigate the relationship between synchrotron and inverse
Compton emission in blazars. Instead, the CRATES radio catalogue was cross-correlated
with 2FGL. The Compton efficiency parameter was defined as the ratio of (νS ν ) at the
inverse Compton SED peak to (νS ν ) at radio frequencies. No difference was found between the Compton efficiencies of BL Lacs and FSRQs, indicating that the high energy
emission in blazars is dominated by the synchrotron self-Compton process.
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AGN
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: Australia Telescope Compact Array

BL Lac

: BL Lacertae object (a blazar subclass)
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: A multifrequency catalogue of known blazars

CD

: Compton Dominance

CGRO

: Compton Gamma-ray Observatory
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: Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey
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: Combined Radio All-sky Targeted Eight-GHz Survey

DXRBS

: Deep X-ray Radio Blazar Survey

EGRET

: Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope

EMSS

: Einstein Medium-Sensitivity Survey

EW

: Equivalent Width

FIRST

: Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm

FR-I

: Fanaroff-Riley I galaxy

FR-II

: Fanaroff-Riley II galaxy

FSRQ

: Flat Spectrum Radio Quasar (a blazar subclass)

GAIA

: Graphical Astronomy and Image Analysis Tool

GB6

: The Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky survey

GMRT

: Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope

GPS

: Gigahertz Peaked Spectrum

HBL

: High synchrotron peak frequency BL Lac

HEASARC

: High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center

HSP

: High Synchrotron Peak (blazar)
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HST

:

Hubble Space Telescope

IRAF

:

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
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:

Intermediate Synchrotron Peak (blazar)

LAT

:

Large Area Telescope (on board the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope)

LBL

:

Low synchrotron peak frequency BL Lac

LINER

:

Low-Ionisation Nuclear Emission-line Region (galaxy)

LSP

:

Low Synchrotron Peak (blazar)

MOJAVE

:

Monitoring Of Jets in Active galactic nuclei with VLBA Experiments

NED

:

NASA Extragalactic Database

NOT

:

Nordic Optical Telescope

NVSS

:

NRAO VLA Sky Survey

OCRA-p

:

One Centimetre Receiver Array prototype

OVRO

:

Owens Valley Radio Observatory

PEG

:

Passive Elliptical Galaxy

PMN-CA

:

Parkes-MIT-NRAO Compact Array survey

PSF

:

Point Spread Function

RBL

:

Radio-selected BL Lac

ROSAT

:

Röntgensatellit (X-ray telescope)

SDSS

:

Sloan Digital Sky Survey

SED

:

Spectral Energy Distribution

SENSE

:

Survey of Extragalactic Nuclear Spectral Energies

TNG

:

Telescopio Nazionale Galileo

ULIRG

:

Ultra-Luminous Infra-Red Galaxy

XBL

:

X-ray-selected BL Lac

VLA

:

Very Large Array

VLBA

:

Very Long Baseline Array

WRST

:

Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
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Multiwavelength image of the radio galaxy M87 showing the radio (red), optical
(yellow) and X-ray (blue) emission. Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/CfA/W. Forman et
al.; Radio: NRAO/AUI/NSF/W. Cotton; Optical: NASA/ESA/Hubble Heritage Team
(STScI/AURA), and R. Gendler.
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1
Introduction
The discovery by Karl Jansky in the 1930s of radio emission that originated from
beyond the Earth opened up a new window on the Universe. The field of radio astronomy was advanced in particular by Grote Reber in the 1940s, and by the 1950s,
several ‘radio galaxies’ had been identified, including Centaurus A (Bolton, Stanley &
Slee 1949), M87 (Bolton, Stanley & Slee 1949; Stanley & Slee 1950) and Cygnus A
(Baade & Minkowski 1954).
Identifying the optical counterpart was key to the search for extragalactic radio
objects in surveys like the 159 MHz third Cambridge (3C) catalogue of radio sources
(Edge et al. 1959) and the 178 MHz revised 3C catalogue (Bennett 1962). Several radio
sources, such as 3C 48 and 3C 273, looked like stars in optical images, so these objects
were referred to as quasi-stellar radio sources, or quasars . In 1963, Maarten Schmidt
solved the mystery of the peculiar optical spectra of these quasars, when he identified
the Balmer series in the spectrum of 3C 273, placing it at a redshift of z = 0.158
(Schmidt 1963) and making it one of the most distant known objects at the time.
Today, radio galaxies and quasars are brought together under the term Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). This Chapter gives an overview of AGN (Section 1.1), in particular
blazars (Section 1.2) and how they fit into AGN ‘unified models’ (Section 1.3). The
history of blazar research is outlined (Section 1.4), the spectral energy distributions are
described (Section 1.5) and the ‘blazar sequence’ is discussed (Section 1.6).
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the unified AGN model taken from Urry &
Padovani (1995). Part of the dusty torus has been cut out to show the black hole and
accretion disk. See text for further details of this model.

1.1 Active Galactic Nuclei
Some galaxies appear to emit far more electromagnetic radiation than can be attributed
to their stars. Since this excess emission is seen to come from the centre of these
galaxies, they are known as Active Galactic Nuclei or AGN. Many different types of
extragalactic object are included under the definition of AGN, such as quasars, radio
galaxies and Seyfert galaxies, and these various sources can have widely differing observed properties. Fundamentally, it is accepted that AGN are powered by the release
of gravitational energy from matter accreting onto a supermassive black hole, and it
is believed that all AGN can be described by one ‘unified model’ if orientation and
redshift effects and intrinsic luminosity are taken into consideration.
The most widely adopted of these unified models is illustrated in Figure 1.1, taken
from Urry & Padovani (1995). In this model, there is a central supermassive black hole
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surrounded by an accretion disk, which emits predominately in the ultraviolet and soft
X-ray. The broad-line region is found close to the black hole and arises from clouds
of fast-moving gas in the potential of the black hole producing strong optical and ultraviolet emission lines. At some viewing angles, this broad-line region is obscured
from the observer by a dusty torus or warped disk that is present beyond the broad-line
region. Further out is the narrow-line region which results from slower-moving gas
clouds that produce narrow emission lines. In some objects, relativistic radio jets are
emitted from the poles of the disk or torus. The multiwavelength nature of AGN means
that observations across the electromagnetic spectrum, from radio to gamma-rays, are
necessary in order to fully understand these objects.
AGN are often divided into categories depending on their observed properties.
They can be classified based on the optical spectrum, as type 1 if they show both broad
and narrow emission lines, or as type 2 if they only have narrow lines. In the context
of the unified model described above, type 2 AGN are explained as those viewed at angles where the dusty torus is obscuring the broad-line region from view. Occasionally
a third category, type 0, is used to classify objects that exhibit unusual spectral features
(Urry & Padovani 1995).
AGN are also split into ‘radio-loud’ and ‘radio-quiet’ based on the ratio of radio
to optical flux density (or luminosity), known as the ‘radio-loudness’. Typically radio
measurements at 5 GHz and optical measurements at b-band (4400 Å) are used in the
definition of radio-loudness, with radio-loud AGN having F 5 GHz /F b−band > 10 (Kellermann et al. 1989; Urry & Padovani 1995), although the transition between radio-loud
and radio-quiet appears to occur at higher values for lower luminosity AGN (see e.g.
Chiaberge & Marconi 2011 and references within). It should be noted that radio-quiet
does not mean ‘radio-silent’, and while AGN exist that have not been detected in the
radio (for example, >50% of Seyfert galaxies in the Palomar Spectroscopic Sample
of bright northern galaxies were not detected by Nagar, Falcke & Wilson 2005 using
the VLA), this is more likely to be due to the sensitivity limits of current radio telescopes, rather than a complete lack of radio emission. The radio-loudness of AGN is an
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area of on-going investigation, with current research exploring the link between radioloudness and the central black hole properties (e.g. Sikora, Stawarz & Lasota 2007;
Chiaberge & Marconi 2011), the existence of the radio-loud/radio-quiet dichotomy
(e.g. Cirasuolo et al. 2003; Broderick & Fender 2011) and the origin of radio emission
in radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN (e.g Kimball et al. 2011; Padovani et al. 2011).

1.2 Blazars
Blazars are identified by a compact luminous radio core, a smooth and flat broad-band,
non-thermal continuum spectrum from the radio to the infra-red/optical bands, variable emission, sometimes on timescales as short as minutes to hours, and high optical
polarisation, typically > 3%. These observed properties of blazars are explained by
the theory that they are radio-loud AGN where one of the relativistic jets is pointing
towards the observer at a small angle to the line of sight, an idea first proposed by
Blandford & Rees (1978). The combination of a small viewing angle and the relativistic motion of the jet results in Doppler boosting of the jet emission, causing the
extreme properties observed in blazars.
Blazars can be divided into two sub-groups: BL Lacertae objects (BL Lacs) and
Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs) 1 . The main difference between these two types
of source lies in their optical spectra. BL Lacs are characterised by a relatively featureless optical spectrum lacking strong emission or absorption lines; traditionally they
are defined (somewhat arbitrarily) as having emission lines with equivalent widths less
than 5 Å and a 4000 Å break contrast ≤ 25% (e.g. Stocke et al. 1991 but see Marchã
et al. 1996 for a more detailed discussion). In contrast, FSRQs exhibit the strong broad
emission lines typical of a quasar. FSRQs also tend to be more luminous than BL
Lacs and are typically found at higher redshifts. However, the distinction between BL
Lacs and FSRQs can be blurred, for example, variations in the strength of the optical
continuum can mean that the equivalent width of an emission line varies enough for a
1
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source to change from a BL Lac to a FSRQ or vice versa. This has been seen in several
BL Lacs, including the prototype BL Lac object, BL Lacertae, which in the past has
shown optical emission lines of equivalent width > 5 Å (e.g Vermeulen et al. 1995;
Corbett et al. 2000).
It has been known for some time that there are BL Lacs which appear to be similar
to FSRQs when examining intrinsic properties such as extended radio luminosity (see
Section 1.3.2 below). This has led to the suggestion that the BL Lac population is
made up of two types of objects: those with intrinsically weak emission lines and
those where the emission lines are swamped by the optical continuum, i.e. “hidden”
FSRQs (e.g. Giommi et al. 2012a). In particular, recent work by Rau et al. (2012) and
Padovani, Giommi & Rau (2012) indicates that BL Lacs for which the redshift cannot
be determined spectroscopically are likely to be high redshift FSRQs. The difference
between BL Lacs and FSRQs, in the context of external photons, is discussed further
in Section 6.7.7.

1.3 Blazars within Unified Models
It is thought that blazars can be unified with radio galaxies by considering the orientation of the AGN with respect to the line of sight of the observer. A common, but
probably overly simplistic, view is that BL Lacs and FSRQs are the beamed equivalents of Fanaroff-Riley type I (FR-I) and Fanaroff-Riley type II (FR-II) radio galaxies
respectively (see Urry & Padovani 1995 and references therein).

1.3.1 Fanaroff-Riley Galaxies
Extended radio-loud AGN (sometimes referred to as radio galaxies) are often split
into two categories based on their morphology and luminosity, named after Fanaroff &
Riley (1974) who first noticed the link between the two properties. In Fanaroff-Riley
type I (FR-I) galaxies, the jet is brightest near the core with the brightness decreasing
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Figure 1.2: Radio maps of 3C272.1, showing the typical FR-I galaxy morphology (left;
Laing & Bridle 1987) and 3C47, showing the typical FR-II galaxy morphology (right;
Leahy 1996). Both images were taken from the online Atlas of DRAGNs2 .
along the jet; an example of a typical FR-I galaxy is shown in the left panel of Figure
1.2. In contrast, the jet is often only visible on one side for Fanaroff-Riley type II (FRII) galaxies, with the highest surface brightness in lobes on both sides, ending in hot
spots, as shown in the right panel of Figure 1.2.
The two types of radio galaxy also show a difference in radio luminosity, with FRI galaxies having lower luminosities than FR-II galaxies. This was first discovered
by Fanaroff & Riley (1974) who found that the dividing luminosity at 178 MHz was
∼ 2 × 1025 W Hz−1 sr−1 . At higher frequencies there is more of an overlap, for example
it has been found that at 1.4 GHz, both types can have radio luminosities in the range
1024.5 ≤ L ≤ 1026 W Hz−1 (e.g Owen & Ledlow 1994; Landt & Bignall 2008).

1.3.2 Blazar and FR Galaxy Unification
As already mentioned, the classic view is that BL Lacs are the beamed equivalents
of FR-I galaxies, and FSRQs are beamed FR-II galaxies. In order for this unification
scheme to be valid, the unbeamed properties of BL Lacs and FR-I galaxies, and FS2
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RQs and FR-II galaxies, must be comparable (see Urry & Padovani 1995 for a detailed
review). There is increasing evidence that the parent population of BL Lacs is comprised of both FR-I and FR-II galaxies (see e.g. Jackson & Wall 1999; Landt & Bignall
2008). Two aspects of unified models relevant to this Thesis are briefly discussed here.
Extended Luminosity
In addition to the compact core emission, extended radio emission can also be detected
in most blazars (see e.g. Antonucci & Ulvestad 1985; Cassaro et al. 1999; Kharb,
Lister & Cooper 2010). This extended emission will not be relativistically beamed,
and therefore can be compared to the extended emission from the theorised parent
population. As already stated in Section 1.3.1, FR galaxies can broadly be identified
on the basis of the extended radio luminosity. Studies of the extended luminosities of
FSRQs have found that they are consistent with the high power FR-II galaxies (e.g.
Urry & Padovani 1995). However, while the majority of BL Lacs are of low extended
radio luminosity (e.g. Browne 1983; Padovani 1992), as to be expected if FR-I galaxies
are the parent population, BL Lacs with extended luminosities typical of FR-II galaxies
have also been found (e.g Landt & Bignall 2008; Kharb, Lister & Cooper 2010).
The existence of FR-II-like BL Lacs potentially poses a challenge to unified models. However, these sources could be brought into line with unified models if they are
the hidden FSRQs discussed earlier in Section 1.2. Extended emission is investigated
in Chapter 5 of this Thesis.
Cosmological Evolution
The spatial distribution of sources in a complete sample can provide information about
the cosmological evolution of that type of source. If more sources are seen at high
redshifts, then either the sources were more numerous or more luminous in the past,
referred to as positive cosmological evolution. Conversely, if there are more sources
nearby, then the number of sources, or the luminosity, is increasing with time, so-
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called negative cosmological evolution. Cosmological evolution can be probed using
the hV/Vmax i test (Schmidt 1968; see Section 4.1) and it is expected that the cosmological evolution of the beamed and unbeamed populations should be similar (Urry
& Padovani 1995). FSRQs show strong evidence for positive cosmological evolution (e.g. Padovani 2007), and FR-II galaxies show similar evolution (e.g. Jackson &
Wall 1999), in line with unification of the two populations. However, within BL Lacs,
different cosmological evolution is seen, depending on the waveband of the sample selection, potentially posing a challenge for unification schemes (e.g. Marchã & Browne
1995). Cosmological evolution is explored further in Chapter 4.

1.4 A Brief History of Blazar Research
The term ‘blazar’ was first used over 30 years ago at the Pittsburgh Conference on
BL Lac Objects as a way to group BL Lacs and FSRQs together. There are two approaches to conducting blazar research. One is to study individual objects in detail,
such as Markarian 421 (e.g. Fossati et al. 2008; Acciari et al. 2009), 3C 454.3 (e.g.
Vercellone et al. 2009; Ackermann et al. 2010) and PKS 2155-304 (e.g. Aharonian
et al. 2009a,b). The other is to study samples of blazars containing enough objects to
carry out statistical studies of their properties. The latter is the approach taken in this
Thesis.
Historically most research has been done using samples of either BL Lacs or FSRQs (see Section 1.4.1). It is only in the past ∼ 15 years that ‘blazar’ samples have
been compiled. In the following, BL Lac, FSRQ and blazar samples will all be discussed.

1.4.1 Blazar Samples
Traditionally, samples of blazars have been selected from either radio or X-ray surveys.
Observations in other wavebands, particularly optical, are then used to confirm whether
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Table 1.1: Summary of blazar samples.
Sample name

Selection band

N

1-Jy BL Lac Sample
Radio
34
EMSS BL Lac Sample
X-ray
22
2-Jy FSRQ Sample
Radio
50
Einstein Slew Survey BL Lac Sample
X-ray
51
200 mJy Sample
Radio
64
Deep X-ray Radio Blazar Survey
Radio/X-ray
224
1
Roma-BZCAT
N/A
3061
1 BZCAT is a catalogue of blazars compiled from the literature.

Ref.
Stickel et al. (1991)
Morris et al. (1991)
Padovani & Urry (1992)
Perlman et al. (1996)
Marchã et al. (1996)
Perlman et al. (1998)
Massaro et al. (2009)

sources in the sample are blazars or not. In the past, it was noted that samples of
BL Lacs selected from radio surveys tended to have slightly different properties to
those selected from X-ray surveys: radio-selected BL Lacs (RBLs) were seen to be
more extreme compared to X-ray-selected BL Lacs (XBLs) with regards to the blazar
properties listed in Section 1.2, i.e. they were more core-dominated, luminous, variable
and polarised (Padovani & Giommi 1995). The apparent existence of these two subclasses of BL Lac objects was initially explained in terms of a difference in viewing
angle: it was proposed that RBLs are viewed at a smaller angle to the line of sight
compared to XBLs (Giommi & Padovani 1994) and therefore their emission would
be boosted to a greater extent. However, it is now widely accepted that only a single
population of BL Lacs exists (e.g. Polatidis 1989; Giommi, Ansari & Micol 1995) and
that RBLs and XBLs simply exist at the extremes of this population.
There are now many samples of blazars selected in different ways and with different criteria. The details of the blazar samples that are relevant to this Thesis are
summarised in Table 1.1 and further details are given below; the selection criteria,
waveband and method are all important whenever comparisons between samples are
carried out. Often these samples are updated and revised, so the most recent versions
of the samples listed may contain different numbers of sources than stated here.

1-Jy BL Lac Sample. The 1-Jy catalogue of radio sources (Kühr et al. 1981) covers
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9.811 sr of the sky and contains 518 extragalactic radio sources with a radio flux density S 5 GHz ≥ 1 Jy. From this catalogue, 34 BL Lacs were selected (Stickel et al. 1991)
that had a flat radio spectrum (αradio ≥ −0.5), were brighter than optical magnitude 20
(mV ≤ 20) and had weak, or no, emission lines (EW ≤ 5 Å). At the time, this was the
largest complete radio BL Lac sample.

EMSS BL Lac Sample. The Einstein Medium-Sensitivity Survey (EMSS; Gioia et al.
1990) is comprised of 835 serendipitous X-ray sources detected in Einstein Imaging
Proportional Counter images. The complete EMSS BL Lac sample (Morris et al. 1991)
contains 22 BL Lacs at declination δ > −20◦ and with X-ray flux > 5×1013 erg cm−2 s−1
in the 0.3–3.5 keV band, identified as BL Lacs according to the traditional criteria, i.e.
EW < 5 Å and 4000 Å break contrast < 0.25.

2-Jy FSRQ Sample. The 2-Jy catalogue (Wall & Peacock 1985) contains 233 extragalactic sources with a radio flux density of S 2.7 GHz ≥ 2 Jy, covering 9.81 sr. A
complete sample of 50 FSRQs was taken from this catalogue by Padovani & Urry
(1992) with a radio spectral index αradio ≥ −0.5 between 2.7 and 5 GHz.
Einstein Slew Survey BL Lac Sample. The Einstein Slew Survey catalogue (Elvis
et al. 1992) contains 809 X-ray sources detected while the satellite was moving between targets. The survey has a sensitivity of ∼ 3 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.2–4.0
keV band. The Slew Survey BL Lac sample (Perlman et al. 1996) contains 51 BL Lacs
and at the time was the largest complete X-ray-selected BL Lac sample.

Deep X-ray Radio Blazar Survey. The DXRBS (Perlman et al. 1998) used a combined radio and X-ray selection method to find blazars by correlating the ROSAT
WGACAT database (White, Giommi & Angelini 1994) with existing radio catalogues.
The survey had a sensitivity of ∼ 2 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 and selected sources with a
radio flux density S 5 GHz & 50 mJy and a radio spectral index αradio ≥ −0.7. The
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complete sample contains 37 BL Lacs and 187 FSRQs (Padovani 2001). Currently the
DXRBS is the deepest and largest sample of X-ray-selected FSRQs (Padovani 2007).

200 mJy Sample. The revised 200 mJy sample (Antón et al. 2004) contains 64 nearby
core-dominated extragalactic radio sources (z . 0.2) selected with a radio flux density
of S 5 GHz ≥ 200 mJy, flat radio spectra (αradio ≥ −0.5) and within the optical magnitude
limit R ≤ 17 (see Marchã et al. 1996 for further details of the selection process). The
200 mJy sample was selected in such a way that it is free from many of the selection effects introduced into previous BL Lac samples (e.g. from placing constraints on
emission line equivalent widths). It therefore contains sources that have extremely similar radio properties, but different optical properties. A similar selection method has
been used to select the Survey of Extragalactic Nuclear Spectral Energies (SENSE)
sample (see Chapter 2).

Roma-BZCAT. The Roma-BZCAT (Massaro et al. 2009) is a multifrequency blazar
catalogue, compiled from the literature. It is maintained online3 and is updated as more
blazar samples are published. It contains 3061 sources as of June 2012.

2LAC. The second catalogue of AGN detected by the Large Area Telescope on board
the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope (2LAC) contains 1017 gamma-ray sources that
have been associated with an AGN (Ackermann et al. 2011b). The ‘clean’ sample
contains 886 AGN, of which 395 are associated with BL Lacs and 310 are associated
with FSRQs.

1.4.2 Challenges to Blazar Research
While there have been a lot of research efforts concentrated towards blazar studies in
recent years, progress towards understanding the physics behind them has been some3

http://www.asdc.asi.it/bzcat/
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what slow. Part of the problem lies with the term ‘blazar’ itself; this creation of a new
category of extragalactic sources implies that there is a precise definition of what constitutes a blazar, in other words that all blazars will have the same intrinsic properties.
Instead, sources are defined as blazars based on their observed properties. This means
that it is likely that many blazar samples will have excluded objects that have the same
intrinsic properties as traditional blazars, but whose observational properties do not
meet the selection criteria (Browne 2004).
The other issue that hinders progress in blazar research is the selection effects that
will be introduced into a blazar sample by the method of selection. Much of what
is ‘known’ about blazars has come from studying relatively small blazar samples that
only contain intrinsically bright sources, therefore these results are unlikely to be representative of the whole blazar population. It is only within the last decade or so that
deeper surveys have been carried out which are able to probe the distribution of blazars
in the universe more accurately (Padovani & Urry 2001) by detecting to a lower flux
limit.
As discussed in Section 1.4.1, the majority of blazar samples are initially selected
using a radio or X-ray survey and then followed up with optical observations. Each
of the selection methods will introduce a bias, and these selection effects have to be
carefully considered and taken into account if reliable conclusions are to be drawn from
these samples (Browne 2004). The most obvious example of selection effects is the
differences between BL Lacs found in radio and X-ray surveys, which led researchers
to the erroneous conclusion that two subclasses of BL Lac objects existed (as already
discussed in Section 1.4.1).
In the past, samples have often been selected by the strength of the emission lines,
i.e. EW < 5 Å. However, this will exclude FSRQs, meaning that any sample selected
in this way would not be a complete sample of blazars. Contamination by the emission from the host galaxy can also induce selection effects when compiling a sample
based on emission lines and/or degree of polarisation. Selecting on optical magnitude
poses the problem that if the magnitude limit is too bright, sources will be excluded
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that are fainter than the arbitrary limit, but that would otherwise be classified as a
blazar. Another consequence of this selection method is that the sample will contain
sources with more than average optical emission. This means that the spectral energy
distributions (see Section 1.5) will have flatter radio to optical spectral indices and the
synchrotron peak frequencies will be higher than average. Any statistical analysis of
a sample selected in this way would therefore conclude that the range of synchrotron
peak frequencies in blazars is higher than it actually is.
Obviously it is vital to understand the bias that will be introduced into any sample
by its selection process. However, even then it might not always be possible to extend
and apply the results derived from a single blazar sample to the entire population of
blazars (Padovani & Urry 2001).

1.4.3 BL Lacs and Passive Elliptical Galaxies
The definition of a source as a BL Lac, whether radio-selected or X-ray-selected,
requires confirmation at optical wavelengths. The so-called ‘recognition problem’
(Browne & Marchã 1993; Marchã & Browne 1995) states that this will impose a low
cut-off in optical luminosity because of the difficulty in identifying BL Lacs when the
host galaxy starlight is brighter than the non-thermal BL Lac emission.
The 200 mJy sample (Marchã et al. 1996; see Section 1.4.1) was created as a way
to combat this systematic exclusion of low luminosity BL Lacs. Because the sample
was selected to have uniform radio properties, but with no restrictions on the optical
spectral type, the 200 mJy objects display a variety of optical properties; only ∼ 30%
of the 200 mJy sample have optical spectra typical of BL Lacs, with the rest of the
sample comprising of emission line objects (both broad and narrow line) and elliptical
galaxies with no evidence for AGN activity in their optical spectra (Antón et al. 2004).
These elliptical galaxies have come to be known as passive elliptical galaxies, or PEGs.
The relationship between PEGs and BL Lacs is not fully understood and is yet to
be explored in depth. Bondi et al. (2004) studied the parsec scale properties of a subset
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of the 200 mJy sample using VLBA (Very Long Baseline Array) observations and
found that all of the BL Lacs and half the PEGs observed had a core+jet morphology
and similar core polarisation. They suggested two ways to explain why the PEGs do
not show any evidence for a non-thermal contribution to the optical spectrum, when
the radio properties are indistinguishable from BL Lacs: variability has caused the
optical non-thermal BL Lac emission to become weak enough to be swamped by the
host galaxy light or the PEGs are intrinsically weak at optical wavelengths, due to the
spectral energy distribution (see Section 1.5) reaching a minimum.

1.5 Spectral Energy Distributions
The spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of blazars are instantly recognisable by a
characteristic two-bump shape when plotted in log-space, as seen in Figure 1.3 for
the blazar Mkn 421. The frequencies at which the two peaks occur can vary widely
between different blazars. The lower frequency peak can be found anywhere between
the infrared and soft X-ray (e.g. Giommi, Ansari & Micol 1995), while the higher peak
is usually found in the gamma-ray band (e.g. Abdo et al. 2010a).
The general consensus is that the lower frequency peak is caused by synchrotron
emission from electrons spiralling in the magnetic field of the relativistic jet. However, the origin of the higher frequency peak is less well understood; the most widely
accepted emission mechanism is inverse Compton scattering of low energy photons
by the relativistic jet electrons, although it has been suggested that this peak could be
a result of hadronic processes, such as proton acceleration (e.g. Mücke et al. 2003).
Even within the inverse Compton model, the nature of the seed photons is unknown.
The two possible processes are synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) scattering of the synchrotron photons and external Compton (EC) scattering of photons from the accretion
disk or broad-line region. A third, perhaps more likely, scenario is that a combination
of the two processes is occurring, especially in FSRQs where the presence of emission
lines indicate that a source of external photons exists. The inverse Compton process is
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Figure 1.3: The spectral energy distribution (SED) for the blazar Mkn 421, taken from
Abdo et al. (2010a). The red points show quasi-simultaneous data and the grey points
show archival data (the blue data points are from AGILE). The dashed line is the best fit
to the quasi-simultaneous data, and shows the two-bump shape typical of blazar SEDs.
discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.
Much of the blazar research to date has focused on the synchrotron peak frequency,
as it is seen to vary by several orders of magnitude between blazars that otherwise have
extremely similar properties. This observation led to another division of BL Lacs into
two categories: those with high synchrotron peak frequencies (HBLs) and those with
low synchrotron peak frequencies (LBLs), or blue and red BL Lacs respectively (Urry
1999). It has been noted that radio-selected BL Lacs tend to have lower synchrotron
peak frequencies while XBLs tend to also be HBLs (Padovani & Giommi 1995) but this
is not always the case. These definitions have been extended by Abdo et al. (2010a) to
encompass all blazars, defining low synchrotron peaked blazars (LSP; νpeak . 1014 Hz),
intermediate synchrotron peaked blazars (ISP; 10 14 . νpeak . 1015 Hz) and high synchrotron peaked blazars (HSP; νpeak & 1015 Hz).
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1.6 The Blazar Sequence
The blazar sequence describes an anti-correlation seen between the synchrotron peak
frequency and the radio luminosity of a blazar. It was first published 14 years ago
in two papers, one describing the observational results (Fossati et al. 1998) and the
other providing a theoretical understanding of the observed sequence (Ghisellini et al.
1998). The same negative trend between radio luminosity and peak frequency was
found in a study of blazars conducted at higher energies in the X-ray regime by Donato et al. (2001). However, as more blazars are discovered that appear to not fit in
the sequence, doubts have been cast over its existence (e.g. Antón & Browne 2005;
Padovani 2007; Nieppola et al. 2008). The blazar sequence has been extended by
Ghisellini & Tavecchio (2008) who link the properties of the jet, and therefore the
SED, with the black hole mass and accretion rate. More recently, Meyer et al. (2011)
have proposed that the blazar sequence forms the upper limits of a so-called ‘blazar
envelope’ in the synchrotron νpeak − Lpeak plane. The existence of the blazar sequence
remains a controversial topic within blazar research.

1.6.1 Theory and Observations
The blazar sequence was first seen by Fossati et al. (1998) when plotting the synchrotron peak frequency of 126 blazars against their radio luminosity at 5 GHz, shown
in Figure 1.4. The 126 blazars used were taken from three separate complete samples:
the Einstein Slew Survey BL Lac sample, the 1-Jy BL Lac sample and the 2-Jy FSRQ
sample (see Section 1.4). The SEDs were compiled using data from seven frequencies
covering radio to X-ray: 5 GHz (radio), 230 GHz (millimeter), 60 µm (far-IR), 25 µm
(far-IR), 2.2 µm (near-IR, K-band), 5500 Å (optical, V-band) and 1 keV (soft X-ray).
As can be seen in Figure 1.4, a strong anti-correlation exists between the synchrotron
peak frequency and radio luminosity for the sources in these three samples; the more
luminous a source, the lower its synchrotron peak frequency. This relationship was
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Figure 1.4: Synchrotron peak frequency against radio luminosity at 5 GHz showing the
blazar sequence anti-correlation as plotted by Fossati et al. (1998), where the triangles
are the FSRQs, the open circles are the 1-Jy BL Lacs and the filled circles are the
Einstein Slew BL Lacs.
quantified as
νpeak,sync ∝ L−η
5 GHz ,

(1.1)

where η = 0.6 for log(νLν )5 GHz > 42.5 and η = 1.8 for log(νLν )5 GHz < 42.5 (Fossati
et al. 1998).
A theoretical explanation of the observed blazar sequence was provided by Ghisellini et al. (1998) who studied the relationship between the Lorentz factor at the break
of the electron distribution, γpeak , and various other physical SED parameters. γpeak
defines the electron energy at the peak of the synchrotron output, so constrains the position of both SED peaks (synchrotron and inverse Compton) and therefore the overall
shape of the SED. It is related to the synchrotron peak frequency by
2
νpeak ∝ Bδγpeak
,

(1.2)

where B is the magnetic field strength and δ is the Doppler factor (Padovani 2007). A
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strong correlation was found between γpeak and the total energy density,
γpeak ∝ (Ur + UB )−0.6

(1.3)

where Ur and UB are the energy densities in the radiation and magnetic fields respectively. This relationship was used by Ghisellini et al. (1998) to physically explain the
existence of the anti-correlation seen by Fossati et al. (1998) in the following way. It
can be assumed that γpeak arises from a competition between the radiative cooling and
the acceleration of the emitting electrons. In more luminous sources, it is postulated
that the energy density will be higher so there is a higher probability that the emitting
electrons will lose energy i.e. the electrons will be subject to stronger radiative cooling
because the source is emitting more photons. This means that γpeak will occur at a
lower energy which in turn means that the synchrotron peak frequency will be lower.
In contrast, the energy density will be lower in less luminous sources so the emitting
electrons will experience less radiative cooling. This means that the electrons will
continue to be accelerated at higher energies, resulting in a higher synchrotron peak
frequency (Caccianiga & Marchã 2004).

1.6.2 Testing the Blazar Sequence
Since its publication nearly 15 years ago, the blazar sequence has been the subject of
intense debate. In particular, it has been argued that the blazar sequence arose from
selection effects, particularly by only considering bright sources from three different
samples (see Padovani 2007 for a review). No anti-correlation has been found when
other blazar samples were used to reconstruct the plot of radio luminosity against synchrotron peak frequency (e.g. Padovani et al. 2003; Antón & Browne 2005). In addition
to this, several blazars with low radio luminosity and low synchrotron peak frequency
were found, which are not expected in the blazar sequence. Searches for blazars that
contradict the sequence at the other end, i.e. high radio luminosity and high synchrotron peak frequency, have not been as successful. Although several studies have
found high power sources with possible synchrotron peaks at hard X-ray frequencies
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(e.g. Giommi et al. 2007; Bassani et al. 2007), re-analysis of the SEDs suggest that the
hard X-ray emission is caused by the inverse Compton process (e.g. Maraschi et al.
2008; Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2008), in which case these objects fit within the blazar
sequence. Recently, Padovani, Giommi & Rau (2012) claimed to have discovered high
power, high synchrotron peak sources.
Nieppola et al. (2008) suggest that the blazar sequence is a consequence of Doppler
boosting. the anti-correlation is not seen when the synchrotron peak frequencies and
luminosities are Doppler-corrected, and instead there is a positive correlation. However, it should be noted that Nieppola et al. (2008) use the synchrotron peak luminosity,
instead of the radio luminosity used by Fossati et al. (1998).

1.6.3 Updating the Blazar Sequence
A updated version of the blazar sequence was proposed by Ghisellini & Tavecchio
(2008), where the jet power, and therefore the SED, are linked to the mass of the
black hole and accretion rate. This revised blazar sequence allows for the existence
of ‘blue quasars’, i.e. objects with a high synchrotron peak frequency and high radio
luminosity, although the general anti-correlation between synchrotron peak frequency
and radio luminosity is expected to hold. More recently, Meyer et al. (2011) introduced
the concept of the ‘blazar envelope’, in which the original blazar sequence forms the
upper limit in the synchrotron peak frequency against luminosity plot, with the lessaligned radio galaxies underneath.

1.7 Open Questions in Blazar Research
There is much that is not known or understood about blazars. Some of the open questions in blazar research are summarised below. Not all of these questions will be answered in this Thesis but they are provided here to place this piece of work in context.
1. What are the intrinsic properties of blazars? Are BL Lacs and FSRQs intrinsi-
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cally the same, i.e. should they be classified together as blazars? How do PEGs
fit into this scheme?
2. Why do blazars show such a range of synchrotron peak frequencies between
sources that are otherwise similar? Does the blazar sequence exist?
3. Where does the gamma-ray emission from blazars originate? What role (if any)
do the external photons play in the inverse Compton process?
4. How can blazars be unified with other AGN?

1.8 This Thesis
This Thesis is set out as follows. Chapter 1 has introduced the concept of blazars and
outlined some of the outstanding issues and questions surrounding these objects. In
Chapter 2 the SENSE sample of blazar-like objects is introduced, including details of
the sample selection process and sample statistics. Chapter 3 describes work carried
out using optical data to constrain redshifts for SENSE sources. The cosmological evolution of the SENSE sample is explored in Chapter 4 and the extended radio emission
is investigated in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes work done with Fermi observations
of CRATES blazars. Finally Chapter 7 summarises the work described in this Thesis
and outlines plans for future work. Throughout this Thesis, a standard cosmology of
H0 = 71.0 km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73 is assumed.
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The SENSE Sample
The Survey of Extragalactic Nuclear Spectral Energies (SENSE) sample is a new sample of nearby compact radio-core objects. It is unique in being a redshift-limited sample and does not discriminate based on the prior classification of an object. This means
that the sample contains sources that would not traditionally be included in a blazar
sample. In terms of conventional classifications, the 121 sources in the sample can be
split into 91 galaxies, 21 BL Lacs, 6 blue stellar objects (BSOs) and 3 unclassified objects (see Section 2.2 for further details on the source classifications). Therefore it can
be argued that SENSE is not actually a blazar sample as such; the aim of the sample
is to understand the physics of all AGN with relativistic radio jets. Those with a jet
directed towards the observer (i.e. ‘blazars’) are simply the easiest to study.
The idea behind the compilation of the SENSE sample is to collect together a sample of blazar-like sources that is free from many of the selection effects that are present
in previously-compiled blazar samples (see Section 1.4.2). The original sample compilation in 2007 was motivated by the (then imminent) launch of the Fermi gamma-ray
space telescope, along with several other programmes such as VIPS (VLBA Imaging
and Polarimetry Survey; Helmboldt et al. 2007) and CRATES (Combined Radio AllSky Targeted Eight GHz Survey; Healey et al. 2007) working to have ground-based
data ready for the release of data from Fermi. However, it has since been found that
only a handful of SENSE sources are present in the Fermi catalogues released so far
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(this is discussed further in Section 2.4).
In this Chapter, the SENSE Sample and its properties are presented. Section 2.1
describes the sample selection process, and presents the sample in Table 2.1. The types
of sources included in the sample are explored in more detail in Section 2.2. Section
2.3 presents the properties of the sample, and the SENSE sample is cross-correlated
with the Fermi catalogue in Section 2.4. Finally Section 2.5 provides a summary of
the Chapter.
Note that the work presented in this Chapter takes into account the results presented
in future Chapters, in particular the redshift measurements from Section 3.2. The
SENSE sample referred to in this Chapter is the current sample at the time of the
submission of this Thesis.
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2.1 Sample Selection
The initial sample selection was carried out by the Author during Summer 2007 while
working as a summer student at the Jodrell Bank Observatory. The selection process
is similar to that used by Marchã et al. (1996) to select sources for the 200 mJy sample
(see Section 1.4.1 for more information about the 200 mJy sample). Radio and optical
archive data were used to select all sources in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
imaging area within the redshift limit z ≤ 0.2, with a compact core radio flux density at
5 GHz greater than 90 mJy and with an SDSS optical r-band magnitude brighter than
18 (see Section 2.1.1 for details of the selection process).
The justification for the SENSE sample selection criteria is as follows: 5 GHz observations were used for the radio flux density limit primarily for convenience because
observations were readily available from the GB6 catalogue (see below), and also for
consistency with previous samples, such as the 200 mJy sample and the 1-Jy sample,
which were both selected based on 5 GHz flux densities. It was decided to have a
radio flux density cut-off at 90 mJy to increase the number of sources included in the
sample compared to the 200 mJy sample. It was also chosen to increase the likelihood
of VLBI observations of SENSE sources already being available from VIPS. The optical magnitude limit and redshift limit are linked. Assuming that the vast majority
of jet-producing synchrotron AGN have host galaxies of a specific absolute magnitude (see Section 3.3.1), imposing an optical magnitude limit should ensure that all
sources are within the corresponding redshift limit (any additional nuclear emission
would only serve to make the object brighter). This is particularly useful for samples
like SENSE, where redshifts might not be known for all sources due to the inclusion
of BL Lac objects (with typically featureless optical spectra). The z ≤ 0.2 limit was
chosen because SDSS spectroscopy is available down to the magnitude limit r = 17.7
which corresponds to z ∼ 0.2. Therefore the SENSE redshift limit should maximise
the chance of spectroscopy already existing in SDSS without the need for additional
observations. The magnitude limit was raised slightly to r = 18 to account for some of
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the spread in the relationship between redshift and absolute magnitude; note that two
SENSE sources with known redshifts < 0.2 would have been rejected from the SENSE
sample if the optical magnitude cut-off had been r = 17.7.
Through this selection criteria, SENSE is striving to be a redshift-limited sample
of sources that have been selected only on the strength of the compact core radio emission and with no dependence on the optical properties of the source. This method of
selection should avoid many of the selection effects discussed in Section 1.4.2. Further
details regarding the process of creating the SENSE sample are given below in Section
2.1.1.

2.1.1 Selection Details
The initial selection process was as follows:
1. Sources were initially selected using the FIRST (Faint Images of the Radio
Sky at Twenty-Centimeters) survey1 (Becker, White & Helfand 1995; White
et al. 1997) which used the VLA in B configuration to observe the north and
south Galactic caps at 1.4 GHz. The most recent catalogue available at the
time (03Apr11 version) was used to select all sources with a peak flux density
S FIRST ≥ 30 mJy.
2. The list of sources with S FIRST ≥ 30 mJy was compared to the GB6 catalogue2
(Gregory et al. 1996), which contains sources selected at 4.85 GHz using the
91 m Green Bank telescope. Any S FIRST ≥ 30 mJy source within one arcminute
of a GB6 source that had flux density S GB6 < 90 mJy was removed from the
sample.
3. The sources were checked against the CLASS (Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey)
source catalogue3 (Myers et al. 2003) which contains flat spectrum radio sources
1

http://sundog.stsci.edu/index.html
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/∼jcondon/gb6ftp.html
3
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/research/gravlens/class/
2
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observed at 8.4 GHz with the VLA in A configuration. Any source within one
arcminute of a CLASS source was kept. A second FIRST flux cut was applied to
the sources not in CLASS and any of these sources with S FIRST < 160 mJy were
removed from the sample. This second FIRST flux cut was to ensure that the
sources have a flat radio spectral index (α4.85
1.4 ∼ −0.46 for S 1.4 GHz = 160 mJy and
S 4.85 GHz = 90 mJy, but see Section 2.3.4 for further discussion on the spectral
indices of the SENSE sample).
4. Data Release 6 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS)4 was used to remove sources fainter than r-band magnitude 18 and/or
sources at redshift greater than 0.2. The redshifts provided by SDSS were automatically calculated from the optical spectra and each quoted redshift has an
assigned confidence level. A redshift confidence greater than 85% was also
required in order for a source with z > 0.2 to be removed from the sample.
This confidence cut was necessary because the SDSS spectra-fitting pipeline
will attempt to assign a redshift to BL Lacs, despite the lack of spectral features, as demonstrated later in Figure 2.3 where the SDSS assigned redshift is
zSDSS = 0.0005 with a confidence of 30%. In at least one case, this has resulted
in a negative SDSS redshift (zSDSS = −0.003 for the SENSE source J1439+499).
In practice, every SDSS spectrum for a SENSE source was examined visually.
5. The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)5 was used to find published redshifts for those sources with redshift confidence less than 85%, as well as those
with no SDSS redshift. This required careful checking of the redshift given
in NED because for some objects, such as J1104+075, NED listed the redshift
taken from SDSS regardless of the confidence level.
Through this selection process, the sample was reduced from the 811,117 sources
in the FIRST survey to 219 candidates, and at the start of this PhD project the SENSE
4
5

http://www.sdss.org/dr6/
http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/
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sample contained 179 sources. The refinement of the sample is an on-going process,
carried out by examining individual sources and comparing the SENSE sample with
other samples and catalogues. 58 sources have been removed from SENSE during
this PhD project, for example on the basis of new redshift measurements placing them
at z > 0.2, or following additional radio data analysis (e.g. from the VLA archive)
showing that the 5 GHz core flux density is < 90 mJy. The work described from this
point forward has been completed as part of this PhD.

2.1.2 Current Status
The SENSE sample currently contains 121 objects, listed in Table 2.1. A summary of
the sample properties is presented in Table 2.2 and notes on individual objects can be
found in Appendix A.
It is likely that a few more sources will be removed from the SENSE sample in the
future, as better data become available. In particular, there are 25 sources in the current
sample with no redshift measurements, these sources are discussed further in Sections
2.3.1 and 3.1. However, the bulk of the SENSE sample is unlikely to change.
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample: source name, J2000.0 right ascension and declination from FIRST, redshift,
SDSS redshift confidence (where applicable), FIRST (1.4 GHz) flux density in mJy, GB6 (5 GHz) flux density
in mJy, SDSS r-band magnitude and optical image and spectroscopic classification. Further information on
individual sources is given in Appendix A.
Position

z

zconf

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

J0148+003
J0749+451
J0752+459
J0758+377
J0809+349
J0809+523
J0814+129
J0819+525
J0822+470
J0829+179
J0831+461
J0831+044
J0832+185
J0832+278
J0834+440
J0839+288
J0839+430
J0841+324
J0843+456
J0843+510

01 48 16.218 +00 19 45.36
07 49 06.375 +45 10 33.84
07 52 44.201 +45 56 57.00
07 58 28.157 +37 47 11.39
08 09 38.874 +34 55 37.12
08 09 49.191 +52 18 58.23
08 14 44.033 +12 58 17.13
08 19 47.759 +52 32 22.13
08 22 09.553 +47 05 52.90
08 29 04.869 +17 54 15.56
08 31 39.811 +46 08 00.75
08 31 48.859 +04 29 39.23
08 32 16.038 +18 32 12.16
08 32 19.664 +27 52 43.89
08 34 58.189 +44 03 38.24
08 39 15.849 +28 50 39.07
08 39 52.358 +43 01 48.80
08 41 13.052 +32 24 55.21
08 43 07.094 +45 37 42.90
08 43 59.179 +51 05 25.56

0.092
0.192
0.052
0.041
0.083
0.138
0.176
0.189
0.127
0.089
0.131
0.174
0.154
0.079
0.070
0.192
0.126

0.994
0.999
0.942
0.994
0.998
0.978
1.000
0.999
0.998
0.932
0.968
0.996
0.999
0.997
1.000

359.15
79.46
39.87
198.59
149.79
184.03
296.96
165.76
49.94
188.45
124.48
729.39
852.07
477.84
136.89
122.11
125.74
215.22
258.76
63.84

291
113
286
1105
157
184
659
797
96
210
98
1913
707
263
128
275
109
277
168
116

15.978
16.672
14.462
13.061
15.754
15.337
17.682
17.978
15.528
15.663
16.025
15.367
17.030
14.813
17.804
14.282
17.857
16.926
17.535
15.692

Optical Classification
image
spectrum
G
BSO
G
G
G
BL
G
G
G
G
G
BL
G
?
BL
G
G
G
G
G

LINER
Sey1
Sey2
PEG
BLa
BL
PEG
LINER
blb
PEG
BL
Sey2
BL
PEG
PEG
PEG
PEG
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Name
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Name

Position

z

zconf

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

J0850+077
J0901+290
J0906+466
J0909+194
J0910+334
J0912+533
J0912+279
J0915+295
J0931+196
J1006+349
J1024+235
J1036+001
J1037+100
J1058+564
J1104+075
J1104+382
J1105+020
J1108+020
J1110+215
J1112+074
J1117+025
J1125+200
J1133+490

08 50 10.419 +07 47 58.40
09 01 05.321 +29 01 46.46
09 06 15.522 +46 36 18.98
09 09 37.444 +19 28 08.42
09 10 37.060 +33 29 24.54
09 12 01.675 +53 20 36.66
09 12 20.795 +27 55 47.32
09 15 52.398 +29 33 24.14
09 31 51.895 +19 36 35.76
10 06 01.738 +34 54 10.43
10 24 53.624 +23 32 34.02
10 36 05.724 +00 06 06.62
10 37 36.739 +10 00 09.57
10 58 37.768 +56 28 11.65
11 04 24.088 +07 30 52.98
11 04 27.324 +38 12 31.60
11 05 38.981 +02 02 57.19
11 08 45.514 +02 02 40.51
11 10 20.460 +21 31 45.93
11 12 09.564 +07 24 49.04
11 17 47.665 +02 31 53.24
11 25 58.737 +20 05 54.44
11 33 59.249 +49 03 44.57

0.180
0.194
0.085
0.028
0.102
0.158
0.099
0.165
0.097
0.143
0.030
0.105
0.157
0.134
0.133
0.032

0.841
0.975
0.973
0.986
0.988
0.938
0.908
0.999
0.998
0.995
1.000
0.999
0.990
0.990
0.999

217.82
731.69
306.81
64.03
102.94
130.81
224.04
324.36
216.32
3285.68
121.33
86.60
32.67
207.96
70.30
557.26
175.71
90.47
274.52
87.28
149.66
576.47
116.07

94
942
159
106
101
93
97
215
152
1591
135
251
98
247
191
723
295
584
110
170
106
640
364

17.376
17.634
15.619
13.884
15.568
15.855
17.331
15.887
17.902
15.349
17.101
15.009
17.282
16.002
17.034
13.098
16.036
16.617
16.783
17.718
14.766
16.623
13.128

Optical Classification
image
spectrum
G
G
G
G
BL
G
G
BL
G
G
G
G
BSO
G
BL
G
G
G
G
BSO
G
G
G

Sey2
SF
LINER
PEG
BL
Sey2
LINER
BL
LINER
?
PEG
BL
BL
BL
Sey1
Sey2
Sey2
SF
PEG
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample (continued).
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample (continued).
Position

z

zconf

J1141+598
J1143+613
J1144+009
J1145+196
J1147+350
J1148+594
J1150+242
J1151+589
J1154+124
J1156+265
J1203+605
J1209+413
J1216+094
J1217+301
J1218+010
J1219+058
J1220+292
J1221+282
J1229+021
J1229+178
J1230+253
J1231+287
J1241+163

11 41 16.033 +59 53 09.10
11 43 12.141 +61 22 10.26
11 44 08.718 +00 54 36.41
11 45 05.042 +19 36 23.39
11 47 22.132 +35 01 07.31
11 48 50.353 +59 24 56.69
11 50 19.220 +24 17 53.73
11 51 24.652 +58 59 17.44
11 54 10.403 +12 25 09.65
11 56 54.681 +26 32 32.32
12 03 03.447 +60 31 18.68
12 09 22.798 +41 19 41.45
12 16 06.219 +09 29 09.31
12 17 52.085 +30 07 00.46
12 18 27.781 +01 02 37.27
12 19 23.227 +05 49 29.89
12 20 06.821 +29 16 50.70
12 21 31.698 +28 13 58.46
12 29 06.736 +02 03 08.93
12 29 32.594 +17 50 20.56
12 30 14.099 +25 18 07.13
12 31 43.589 +28 47 49.71
12 41 35.917 +16 20 33.61

0.011
0.022
0.063
0.011
0.200
0.081
0.156
0.065
0.093
0.130
0.117
0.007
0.002
0.103
0.158
0.135
0.070

0.999
0.950
0.950
0.994
0.997
0.978
0.999
0.950
0.990

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

97.54
65.88
283.93
441.57
608.81
454.89
721.89
149.20
56.43
115.22
165.35
397.21
107.16
375.97
77.41
135.57
389.38
908.33
35558.55
945.93
225.99
93.78
43.37

147
94
285
1929
669
566
645
131
117
103
182
459
141
478
160
287
372
1085
43572
419
324
114
107

12.457
17.942
17.826
12.678
14.521
11.694
16.139
15.971
15.804
17.049
15.231
17.634
15.321
15.142
16.977
10.662
10.689
15.047
12.883
17.617
14.697
17.225
15.038

Optical Classification
image
spectrum
G
BL
G
G
G
G
BL
BL
G
G
G
BL
G
BL
G
G
G
BL
BSO
G
BL
BL
G

BL
PEG
Sey2
BL
BL
LINER
Sey2
?
BL
blc
BL
LINER
PEG
BL
Sey1
BL
BL
PEG
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Name
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Name

Position

z

zconf

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

J1245+571
J1250+137
J1254+189
J1256+568
J1306+112
J1314+238
J1317+412
J1342+050
J1345+535
J1347+122
J1350+096
J1356+183
J1356+052
J1407+284
J1411+528
J1416+108
J1419+543
J1424+045
J1427+238
J1428+274
J1432+363
J1438+125
J1439+499

12 45 10.019 +57 09 54.11
12 50 28.213 +13 43 40.48
12 54 33.251 +18 56 02.24
12 56 14.222 +56 52 25.10
13 06 19.221 +11 13 39.55
13 14 43.804 +23 48 26.82
13 17 39.206 +41 15 45.98
13 42 43.614 +05 04 29.02
13 45 45.400 +53 32 52.15
13 47 33.377 +12 17 24.09
13 50 22.140 +09 40 10.71
13 56 02.897 +18 22 18.66
13 56 07.192 +05 15 17.22
14 07 00.395 +28 27 14.78
14 11 49.492 +52 49 00.77
14 16 52.962 +10 48 27.01
14 19 46.604 +54 23 14.79
14 24 09.500 +04 34 52.25
14 27 00.414 +23 48 00.09
14 28 31.766 +27 24 32.24
14 32 39.823 +36 18 08.11
14 38 37.795 +12 35 34.15
14 39 46.971 +49 58 05.55

0.115
0.042
0.086
0.066
0.136
0.135
0.121
0.132
0.050
0.004
0.077
0.076
0.025
0.153
0.014
0.013
-

0.990
0.999
0.999
0.991
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.973
0.999
0.998
0.869
0.976
-

104.02
162.78
80.19
235.28
101.69
168.97
247.39
492.63
70.58
4823.33
288.56
349.45
126.16
819.00
218.37
34.93
573.09
149.64
288.51
50.87
110.35
112.89
91.39

100
280
127
415
261
132
195
1090
223
3112
380
103
114
2353
354
1198
1350
245
335
153
137
159
198

17.432
17.979
16.180
13.702
14.915
16.825
14.650
16.439
16.889
15.790
15.330
14.584
10.210
14.761
14.673
12.044
15.389
17.726
14.555
12.377
12.673
17.918
17.580

Optical Classification
image
spectrum
BL
BSO
G
G
G
BL
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
BL
BL
BL
G
G
BSO
?

BL
PEG
ULIRG
PEG
BL
PEG
Sey2
Sey1
Sey2
LINER
LINER
Sey1
PEG
PEG
BL
BL
BL
LINER
?
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample (continued).
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample (continued).
Position

z

zconf

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

J1440+059
J1446+090
J1449+423
J1502+338
J1503+196
J1503+102
J1506+128
J1507+103
J1509+159
J1511+053
J1516+002
J1516+070
J1521+043
J1530+379
J1539+355
J1542+614
J1543+048
J1553+238
J1559+594
J1602+527
J1603+159
J1603+110
J1604+177

14 40 17.966 +05 56 33.79
14 46 07.047 +09 03 38.26
14 49 20.711 +42 21 01.42
15 02 33.971 +33 50 55.84
15 03 30.889 +19 39 08.36
15 03 39.511 +10 16 03.60
15 06 56.401 +12 50 48.91
15 07 21.872 +10 18 45.11
15 09 50.574 +15 57 25.73
15 11 41.253 +05 18 09.45
15 16 40.205 +00 15 02.11
15 16 44.566 +07 01 19.36
15 21 22.549 +04 20 30.71
15 30 16.241 +37 58 31.16
15 39 01.642 +35 30 45.99
15 42 56.985 +61 29 55.13
15 43 33.924 +04 52 19.02
15 53 43.606 +23 48 24.34
15 59 01.691 +59 24 22.14
16 02 46.392 +52 43 58.66
16 03 38.075 +15 54 02.37
16 03 41.924 +11 05 48.98
16 04 26.511 +17 44 31.20

0.061
0.194
0.179
0.151
0.095
0.022
0.078
0.188
0.084
0.052
0.034
0.052
0.152
0.078
0.040
0.118
0.060
0.106
0.110
0.143
0.041

0.998
0.999
0.950
0.990
0.880
0.987
0.990
0.999
0.993
0.999
0.905
0.954
0.959
0.980
0.998
0.970

114.72
150.51
159.08
78.32
88.83
106.14
50.59
403.45
393.20
75.20
734.80
501.18
139.44
98.53
87.86
108.20
253.90
54.29
173.84
557.47
85.12
159.39
69.42

162
109
118
93
107
115
116
221
259
465
1585
947
397
164
92
121
293
309
191
208
251
626
143

14.555
17.581
17.294
17.502
16.596
16.834
13.115
15.276
17.031
16.301
14.851
12.923
13.930
17.386
16.092
16.144
13.541
15.360
14.329
15.702
15.262
17.756
15.384

Optical Classification
image
spectrum
G
G
G
?
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
BL
G
G
G
G
G
BL
G

PEG
PEG
Sey2
?
PEG
PEG
PEG
PEG
Sey2
LINER
PEG
Sey2
PEG
BL
Sey1.5
PEG
PEG
LINER
BL
PEG
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Name

Name

Position

z

zconf

S FIRST
(mJy)

S GB6
(mJy)

r

Optical Classification
image
spectrum

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

J1606+182 16 06 16.039 +18 14 59.78 0.037 0.998
227.23
258 13.484
G
PEG
J1611+406 16 11 48.550 +40 40 20.90 0.151 0.995
553.55
166 17.046
G
LINER
J1615+471 16 15 41.208 +47 11 12.02 0.199 0.985
93.41
175 17.236
G
blb
J1644+263 16 44 42.536 +26 19 13.19 0.144 1.000
87.53
99 17.646
G
Sey1
J1647+291 16 47 26.877 +29 09 49.83 0.132
115.47
197 16.090
G
PEG
J1647+498 16 47 34.914 +49 50 00.43 0.048
103.62
191 15.870
G
J1653+397 16 53 52.214 +39 45 36.65 0.034
1394.38
1375 13.036
G
BL
J1700+301 17 00 45.206 +30 08 12.71 0.034
60.55
307 14.474
G
PEG
J1718+546 17 18 54.397 +54 41 48.21 0.147
323.32
110 16.839
G
Sey2
a Defined as a BL Lac in the 200 mJy sample.
b Candidate BL Lac according to NED. SDSS spectrum is that of an elliptical galaxy suppressed by the presence of
a BL Lac.
c Candidate BL Lac according to NED.
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Table 2.1: The SENSE sample (continued).
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Table 2.2: Summary of the SENSE sample properties. The last column lists the relevant section in this Thesis for more information if applicable.
Property

Redshift

Image Classification

Spectrum Classification

Cross-correlation

N
SDSS
Literature
None
Galaxy
BL Lac
BSO
Unclassified
PEG
BL Lac
AGN
Other
Unclassified
CLASS
NVSS
2FGL

72
24
25
91
21
6
3
32
28
35
6
20
105
121
29

Section
2.3.1

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.4

2.2 Source Classifications
The SENSE sample has been selected in such a way that it contains sources that might
not be included in a traditional blazar sample. Such sources may have been excluded
from previous samples, for example, because of spectral features indicating star formation or the presence of a Seyfert-like nucleus. Although dividing up a sample based on
classifications (especially those that were not used in the selection process) can often
be distracting from the underlying physics that ties the sample together, it can be useful
to examine the sources in a sample according to traditional classification schemes, if
for no other reason than to demonstrate the diversity that can be found amongst sources
that have extremely similar properties in non-optical wavebands.
The SENSE sample has been selected primarily based on radio data. Therefore,
as would be expected, all of the sources in the SENSE sample exhibit similar radio
properties; the radio emission is nearly always dominated by a compact core with a flat
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radio spectrum (although see Section 2.3.4 for the radio spectral index distributions and
Section 5.1 for examples of the different extended radio structures found in SENSE).
However, when classified by their optical images or spectra, the SENSE sources are
much more diverse (see Table 2.2 and columns 8 and 9 in Table 2.1). This is to be
expected from the selection method, as a wide range of optical properties are also
found in the 200 mJy sample (e.g. Marchã et al. 1996) and the CLASS blazar sample
(Caccianiga et al. 2002), both of which followed a similar selection process to SENSE.
The SENSE sources have been classified based on their SDSS image and spectrum,
more details are given in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively. Where appropriate,
classifications from the literature have been used, see the notes for an individual source
(Appendix A) for further details and references.

2.2.1 Optical Image Classification
The SENSE sources have been classified based on their optical image as shown in the
online SDSS SkyServer Object Explorer6 . This classification is given in column 8 of
Table 2.1. The majority of the SENSE sources either look like elliptical galaxies or
blue stellar objects (BSOs) in the SDSS images. However, as many of these BSOs will
be BL Lac objects, the BL Lacs in this sub-group have been classified on the basis of
their optical spectra, and this classification is included instead in column 8. Further
information on the different optical image classifications is given below.
GALAXY (G)
91 of the SENSE sources have been identified as galaxies based on their SDSS image,
denoted as ‘G’ in column 8 of Table 2.1. Over 80% of these SENSE galaxies are
morphologically elliptical galaxies, an example of which is shown in the top left panel
of Figure 2.1. The morphology of the remaining SENSE galaxies are varied but include
spiral galaxies and interacting galaxies, such as the famous object J1256+568 (Mkn
6
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Figure 2.1: SDSS images of the different types of sources found in SENSE. Clockwise from top left: elliptical galaxy (J0831+461); interacting galaxy (J1256+568, Mkn
231); blue stellar object (BSO, J1250+137); BL Lac (J0910+334).
231) shown in the top right panel of Figure 2.1.
BL Lac (BL)
21 SENSE sources have been classified as BL Lacs (BL) in column 8 of Table 2.1. Of
these sources, 14 appear as blue stellar objects (BSOs, see below) in the SDSS images,
and the other seven look like BSOs surrounded by “fuzz”, presumably optical emission
from the host galaxy. However, all have been classified as BL Lacs based on the SDSS
optical spectra and/or are well-known BL Lacs. An SDSS image of a SENSE BL Lac
is shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 2.1.
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Blue Stellar Object (BSO)
Six of the SENSE sources have been identified as blue stellar objects (BSO) based
on their SDSS image. Note that, as mentioned above, an additional 14 BSOs (plus
seven BSO+fuzz objects) have been further classified as BL Lacs. An example BSO
is shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 2.1, as can be seen there is no distinction
between this object and the BL Lac in the bottom left panel.
Unclassified (?)
The remaining three sources in SENSE could not be classified into any of the above
categories based on their SDSS images. Two of these appear stellar (J1439+499 and
J1502+338) but the SDSS spectrum does not look like that of a BL Lac so they have
not been classified. For the other source (J0832+278), the difference in the radio and
optical position is too large, but upon inspection of the optical image, it is thought that
there may be a redder object to the south that could be the optical counterpart, so it has
remained in the sample.

2.2.2 Optical Spectrum Classification
The SENSE sources have also been classified based primarily on their optical spectra.
These classifications are given in column 9 of Table 2.1. This allows for the different
types of AGN present in SENSE to be identified. Optical spectra from SDSS are available for 90 of the SENSE sources. The literature has been searched for further spectra
and classifications, and these are used where appropriate (references for spectra not
from SDSS can be found in the notes for the source in Appendix A). However, spectra
are still not available for all of the sample, so 20 SENSE sources are not included in
this classification scheme.
There are two main spectral features that have been used to classify the SENSE
optical spectra:
• 4000 Å break. The optical spectra of galaxies show a “break” at λ ∼ 4000 Å
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in the rest frame of the galaxy. This feature is also known as the Ca  break, or
the HK break, because it is caused in part by two strong Ca  absorption lines
(historically known as the H and K lines). The 4000 Å break can be seen in
the optical spectrum shown in Figure 2.2 at a wavelength of λ ∼ 4100 Å. The
strength of the 4000 Å break is diluted by the beamed emission in BL Lacs, so
it has been used to distinguish between the BL Lacs and the passive elliptical
galaxies (PEGs) in the SENSE sample (see below). It should be noted that in
addition to BL Lac non-thermal emission, any AGN emission (i.e. Seyfert-like)
will also dilute the 4000 Å break.
• Emission Line Equivalent Width. The equivalent width (EW) of a spectral line
measures its strength in relation to the strength of the continuum emission. It is
defined as the width of a rectangle with the height of the continuum emission
and the same area as the emission feature. The EW of lines has been used to
identify BL Lacs and PEGs.
Based on the properties of the two features listed above, as well as the nature of any
emission lines (i.e. broad or narrow), the SENSE sources have been spectroscopically
classified as follows.
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Figure 2.2: Example of a passive elliptical galaxy (PEG) optical spectrum taken from
SDSS (J0758+377). The spectral features were automatically identified and annotated
by SDSS.
Passive Elliptical Galaxy (PEG)
32 SENSE sources have the optical spectrum of a passive elliptical galaxy (PEG; see
Section 1.4.3). PEGs are defined as having a 4000 Å break contrast C ≥ 0.4 and weak
emission lines of equivalent widths EW . 40 Å (e.g. Antón 2000; Antón et al. 2004).
An example PEG spectrum from SDSS is shown in Figure 2.2.
BL Lac (BL)
25 of the SENSE sources have been classified as BL Lacs based on their optical spectra
and a further three have been classified as BL Lac candidates (denoted as a lower-case
‘bl’ in column 9 of Table 2.1 and explained in the Table footnotes). This is more than
the number of BL Lacs listed in column 8 because there are four SENSE sources that
look like galaxies in SDSS but either have the spectrum of a BL Lac or have been
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Figure 2.3: Example of a BL Lac optical spectrum taken from SDSS (J0910+334).
The spectral features were automatically identified and annotated by SDSS.
classified as a BL Lac in the literature.
An example of a BL Lac optical spectrum found in SENSE, showing the typical
featureless nature, is presented in Figure 2.3. As noted in Section 2.1.1, the SDSS spectra pipeline has still attempted to identify features in this spectrum and has erroneously
assigned this source a redshift of z = 0.0005 with a 30% confidence.
Seyfert galaxy
21 SENSE sources have optical spectra typical of Seyfert galaxies. These can be further divided into six Seyfert 1 galaxies, 14 Seyfert 2 galaxies and one Seyfert 1.5
(Osterbrock 1977). An example spectrum of a Seyfert 1 object in SENSE is shown in
the top panel of Figure 2.4 showing the characteristic broad and narrow lines. The bottom panel of Figure 2.4 shows an example Seyfert 2 spectrum in SENSE, featuring the
narrow lines characteristic of Seyfert 2 galaxies. The one SENSE source, J1553+238,
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Figure 2.4: Example of a Seyfert 1 optical spectrum (top; J1105+020) and a Seyfert 2
spectrum (bottom; J0752+459) taken from SDSS. The spectral features were automatically identified and annotated by SDSS.
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Figure 2.5: Example of a LINER optical spectrum taken from SDSS (J1218+010).
The spectral features were automatically identified and annotated by SDSS.
that has been classified as a Seyfert 1.5 galaxy (between Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2) has
a slightly peculiar optical spectrum, with a strong broad Hα emission line but not the
corresponding Hβ emission expected for a Seyfert 1 spectrum.
Low-Ionisation Nuclear Emission-line Region Galaxy (LINER)
13 of the SENSE sources have been identified as low-ionisation nuclear emission-line
region galaxies or LINERs (Heckman 1980). An example LINER spectrum is shown
in Figure 2.5. Note the similarity between this LINER spectrum and the Seyfert 2
spectrum in the bottom panel of Figure 2.4. The main difference is that the ratio of
[O ]λ5007 to Hβ is much higher in Seyfert 2 galaxies compared to LINERs, also
LINER spectra show stronger low-ionisation lines (such as [S ]λλ6548, 6583 and
[O ]λ3727) compared to Seyfert 2 galaxies.
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Figure 2.6: Example of an optical spectrum with evidence for star-formation taken
from SDSS (J0901+290). The spectral features were automatically identified and annotated by SDSS.
Star Forming (SF)
Two SENSE sources have optical spectra with an excess of absorption, indicating star
formation activity, an example of which can be seen in Figure 2.6. The features to note
in this spectrum are the Balmer absorption lines and the weak 4000 Å break.
Unclassified (?)
The remaining four SENSE sources with SDSS spectra were not classified. Two of
these (J1439+499 and J1502+338) are the sources also unclassified based on the image, and have odd spectra (see the individual sources notes in Appendix A). The other
two (J1024+235 and J1203+605) have optical spectra that look like that of a PEG superimposed onto a blue (BL Lac) continuum and therefore have not been classified
into one of the above categories.
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2.2.3 Discussion
It is obvious from Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 that SENSE contains a variety of objects,
especially when classified based on the optical spectra. In addition to this, the most
popular classifications for sources often depend on the observational history and are not
consistent, for example the SENSE source J1256+568 (Mkn 231) has the spectrum of
a Seyfert 1 galaxy (e.g Khachikian & Weedman 1974) but is better known as a ULIRG
(ultraluminous infrared galaxy; e.g. Kim & Sanders 1998) so this classification has
been used in Table 2.1. This highlights some of the difficulties that can be encountered
when attempting to compile a complete sample of blazar-like AGN.
As already discussed, one of the aims of this Thesis is to move away from traditional classifications and compile a sample of blazar-like sources, i.e. objects with
a synchrotron radio jet directed towards the observer. Nevertheless, it is sometimes
useful to divide a sample into the conventional categories. SENSE can be divided up
into 91 galaxies, 21 BL Lacs, 6 BSOs and 3 unclassified based on the optical images,
or 32 PEGs, 28 BL Lacs, 35 AGN (Seyfert galaxies and LINERS), 6 other and 20
spectroscopically unclassified. As the spectroscopic classification is incomplete for
the SENSE sample, the imaging set of classifications is used for the majority of this
Thesis.

2.3 Sample Properties
While the SENSE sample is still not quite complete (mainly because some sources are
without redshifts), the majority of the sample is in place and therefore some analysis
can be done on the sample properties. Examining the distributions and trends of the
sample properties can reveal information about the physics of the sources, as well as
the completeness of the sample.
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Figure 2.7: Redshift distribution for the SENSE sample, excluding the 25 sources
without a redshift measurement.

2.3.1 Redshift
The redshift distribution of the SENSE sample is presented in Figure 2.7. Note that, at
the time of writing, redshifts were only available for 96 of the SENSE sources therefore
this plot excludes the 25 SENSE sources that currently have no redshift available. The
redshift distribution is flat and spans the entire SENSE redshift range from z = 0.002
(J1220+292) to z = 0.2 (J1150+242). The mean and median redshifts of the SENSE
sample are both z = 0.10, this similarity between the mean and the median is to be
expected from such a distribution. There is a hint that the number of sources drops off
at the high redshift end (see below).
Of the 25 SENSE sources with no redshift measurement, 13 are confirmed BL
Lacs, a further four are BSOs, five are galaxies and the final three sources fall into the
“unknown” category. Without a redshift, it is not possible to determine whether these
sources belong in the sample. However, based on the Hubble diagram shown later
in Figure 2.8, it is likely that the faint SENSE galaxies with no redshift will be close
to the redshift limit. Adding these sources to Figure 2.7 would increase the number
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of sources at high redshift and therefore flatten out the SENSE redshift distribution.
It is harder to predict the redshifts of the BL Lacs and BSOs, although spectroscopic
observations of three of the stellar-like SENSE objects indicate that they are at redshifts
z ∼ 0.1 (see Section 3.2). Work to constrain the redshifts of the redshift-less SENSE
sources is described in Chapter 3.
The redshift distribution of a sample can give an indication of the sample’s completeness. For a sample with a redshift limit but no flux density limit, the number of
sources would be expected to increase with redshift, as the volume enclosed by the
sample increases. Imposing a flux density limit will act against this, but the exact redshift distribution expected will depend on the slope of the luminosity function. Therefore it is difficult to decide whether the redshift distribution is as expected for SENSE.
The completeness of the SENSE sample is tested in Chapter 4, using the hV/Vmax i test.

2.3.2 Hubble Diagram
Figure 2.8 shows the Hubble diagram for the SENSE sample. The SENSE sources
classified as galaxies are shown in red, with the different spectroscopic classifications
represented by different symbols. The BL Lacs and BL Lac candidates are shown in
blue, in this plot the BL Lacs category includes the galaxies with BL Lac spectra. There
is a linear relationship (for the majority of sources) between magnitude and log10 (z);
the relationship is tighter when only considering the galaxies, with the exception of
one outlier: the well-known AGN J1221+021 (3C273), classified as a Seyfert 1 galaxy
based on its optical spectrum (e.g Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006), but also classified as
a FSRQ (e.g. in BZCAT). As to be expected, most of the objects with evidence for
optical nuclear activity (i.e. BL Lacs) have lower (brighter) magnitudes than galaxies
at the same redshift.
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Figure 2.8: Hubble diagram for the SENSE sample. Galaxies are shown in red with
different symbols for the different spectroscopic classes, BL Lacs (and candidates)
are shown in blue. The “unknown” category includes the galaxies with no spectral
classification and those classified as unknown (designated ‘-’ and ‘?’ in column 9 of
Table 2.1 respectively).

2.3.3 Radio Flux Density
Radio flux densities of the SENSE sources are available from a number of catalogues.
The distributions of flux densities from the two main radio catalogues used in the
selection process (FIRST and GB6) are shown here. The mean flux density for the
sample will be skewed by the very high flux density of 3C273 (J1221+021) so in the
following, the median value will be quoted, as it is less sensitive to outliers.
Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of peak flux density at 1.4 GHz for the full sample, taken from the FIRST survey. There is not a completely sharp drop-off at low
flux densities (c.f. Figure 2.10) because the primary core selection is at 5 GHz. The
1.4 GHz peak flux densities of SENSE sources are distributed in the range 32.7 mJy ≤
S 1.4 GHz ≤ 35560 mJy with a median value of S 1.4 GHz = 159.08 mJy.
The distribution of the 5 GHz flux densities from the GB6 catalogue for the full
sample is shown in Figure 2.10. The sharp cut-off is due to the 5 GHz flux density
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Figure 2.9: The distribution of peak 1.4 GHz flux density for the SENSE sample from
the FIRST survey. The flux densities are distributed in the range 32.7 mJy ≤ S 1.4 GHz ≤
35560 mJy and the median value is S 1.4 GHz = 159.08 mJy.
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Figure 2.10: GB6 5 GHz flux density distribution for the SENSE sample. The flux
densities are distributed in the range 92 mJy ≤ S 5 GHz ≤ 43570 mJy and the median
value is S 5 GHz = 208 mJy.
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limit imposed on the SENSE sample. The range of the GB6 flux densities is 92 mJy ≤
S 5 GHz ≤ 43570 mJy with a median value S 5 GHz = 208 mJy.

2.3.4 Radio Spectral Index
The compact cores of blazars have flat radio spectra, and a flat radio spectrum is often
a requirement for inclusion in a blazar sample (see e.g. the 200 mJy sample). As stated
in Chapter 1 of this Thesis, a source is defined as having a flat radio spectrum if αradio ≥
−0.5, where the spectral index, α, relates the flux density, S ν , to the frequency, ν, by
S ν ∝ να . An indirect spectral index criteria has been imposed on the SENSE sample
through the third step in the selection process described in Section 2.1. However, as
there is not an explicit spectral index limit, it is possible that there will be some SENSE
sources with αradio < −0.5, especially when using radio observations that do not have
high enough resolution to separate the core from extended emission.
When calculating spectral indices, it is important to consider the resolution of
the observations used to measure the flux densities. The radio flux densities of the
SENSE sources that are presented in Table 2.1 are from the FIRST and the GB6 surveys (see Section 2.1). However, these two surveys have different angular resolutions
(θFIRST ∼ 5′′ , θGB6 ∼ 3′ ) so they do not necessarily probe the same emission regions
of a source: the FIRST observations have high enough resolution to distinguish the
compact core emission from the extended emission for most of the sources (see Section 2.3.5) while the GB6 flux density measurements will typically include all of the
radio emission. Therefore, the spectral indices presented in this Section have been derived using additional observations from other radio surveys, details of which are given
below.
• NVSS. The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) was carried
out at 1.4 GHz using the VLA in D configuration. The NVSS resolution is
therefore θNVSS ∼ 45′′ . All of the SENSE sources are in NVSS.
• OCRA-p. OCRA-p is a 30 GHz receiver mounted on the 32 m telescope in
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Torun with an angular resolution of θOCRA−p ∼ 1.2′ (e.g. Lowe et al. 2007). The
full SENSE sample has been observed with OCRA-p and the weighted mean flux
densities have been provided by Dr Michael Peel who reduced the data following
the method described in Peel et al. (2011).
• CLASS. The Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS; Myers et al. 2003) was
used in the SENSE selection process (see Section 2.1). CLASS observed flat
spectrum sources at 8.4 GHz with the VLA in A configuration, therefore these
observations have an angular resolution of θCLASS ∼ 0.2′′ . 105 SENSE sources
are in CLASS.
The top panel of Figure 2.11 shows the distribution of radio spectral index between 1.4 GHz and 4.85 GHz, α4.85
1.4 , calculated using flux densities from NVSS and
GB6 respectively. The median spectral index is α4.85
1.4 = −0.12 and, as to be expected,
the majority of SENSE sources (∼80%) have flat radio spectra between 1.4 GHz
and 4.85 GHz. However there are 21 SENSE sources that show a steep spectrum
(α4.85
1.4 < −0.5) in this frequency range. Of these, two-thirds (14) show extended structure in available radio maps, so it is likely that the steep spectra of these sources are
because the NVSS and GB6 flux densities will include emission from both the flat
spectrum core and the steep spectrum extended structure.
The bottom panel of Figure 2.11 shows the distribution of radio spectral index
between 4.85 GHz and 30 GHz, α30
4.85 , calculated using flux densities from GB6 and
measured with OCRA-p. The median spectral index in this frequency range is α30
4.85 =
−0.51, indicating that the spectra of SENSE sources steepen at higher radio frequencies. This can be seen when comparing the two distributions in Figure 2.11.
The steepening of the radio spectrum at higher frequencies is shown more clearly
in Figure 2.12, with the majority of SENSE sources below the (dotted) line of equality
4.85
when α30
4.85 is plotted against α1.4 . This steepening of spectra with frequency is consis-

tent with the findings of Peel et al. (2011) for a subset of the CRATES sources observed
with OCRA-p (see also Lowe et al. 2007). Studies of the radio–microwave spectra of
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Figure 2.11: Spectral index distributions for the SENSE sample between 1.4 GHz
and 4.85 GHz (top) and between 4.85 GHz and 30 GHz (bottom). The 1.4 GHz flux
densities are from NVSS, the 4.85 GHz flux densities are from GB6 and the 30 GHz
flux densities have been measured using OCRA-p. The three surveys have comparable
angular resolutions so can be compared. The distribution shifts to steeper spectral
indices at higher frequencies.
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blazars detected by the Planck satellite (covering a frequency range of 30–857 GHz)
show that blazar spectra are flat up to a frequency of ∼ 70 GHz and above this steepen
to α ∼ −0.6 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011; Giommi et al. 2012b). The higher steepening frequency for Planck blazars is likely to be a selection effect, indicating that they
are drawn from a different blazar sub-population compared to SENSE.
Figure 2.13 shows the distribution of radio spectral index calculated between 1.4 GHz
and 8.4 GHz for the 105 SENSE sources in the CLASS catalogue. The flux densities
are the peak measurements from FIRST (1.4 GHz) and CLASS (8.4 GHz). The median spectral index in this frequency range is α8.4
1.4 = −0.05 and the majority of sources
(∼ 90%) have a flat spectrum. The flatter spectral indices seen when considering the
peak flux densities only supports the idea that the spectral indices shown in Figure 2.11
have been influenced by the extended emission.

2.3.5 Extended Radio Emission
The SENSE sample selection process made use of the peak flux densities, S peak , provided in the FIRST survey catalogue. However, FIRST also provides integrated flux
densities, S int , which means that the flux density in extended emission can be esti-
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Figure 2.13: The distribution of 1.4 GHz to 8.4 GHz spectral index for the 105 SENSE
sources included in the CLASS catalogue. The flux densities are the peak values taken
from FIRST (1.4 GHz) and CLASS (8.4 GHz).
mated. Establishing the unbeamed parent population of blazars is hindered by difficulties in obtaining the jet parameters required to de-boost the emission. However, the
extended emission is unbeamed and therefore can be directly compared to the extended
emission of other types of AGN, such as the Fanaroff-Riley galaxies that are thought
to be the blazar parent population (as discussed in Section 1.3). The extended radio
properties of the SENSE sample are explored in more depth in Chapter 5, however
preliminary results using the FIRST flux densities are presented here.
Following the method of Marchã et al. (2001), it is assumed that the FIRST peak
flux density measures the core emission from the source and that the extended flux density, S ext , can then be calculated as S ext = S int − S peak . The core dominance parameter7 ,
R, is then defined as
R=

S peak
.
S ext

(2.1)

The distribution of core dominance at 1.4 GHz for the SENSE sample is shown in
7

The core dominance parameter is also referred to as the radio compactness parameter (e.g. Marchã

et al. 2001) and the radio core prominence parameter (e.g. Kharb, Lister & Cooper 2010).
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Figure 2.14: The distribution of core dominance for the SENSE sample using flux
densities from the FIRST survey.
Figure 2.14. The core dominance has been k-corrected, assuming αpeak = 0 and αext =
−0.8 (see Section 5.6.1), and assuming z = 0.2 for the four faint galaxies with no
redshift, z = 0.06 for J1117+025 and z = 0.1 for the remaining redshift-less objects
(see Section 3.1). For two sources, the FIRST integrated flux density was less than
the peak flux density; in Figure 2.14 these two sources are included in the highest
log10 (R1.4 GHz ) bin.
As can be seen from Figure 2.14, the majority of SENSE sources show some extended emission in the FIRST observations; the median core dominance for the sample
is log10 (R1.4 GHz,median ) = 1.33, i.e. S peak = 21.4S ext . The extended emission of sources
in the SENSE sample is investigated in more detail in Chapter 5.

2.4 SENSE in Gamma-rays
The SENSE sample has been cross-correlated with the second Fermi-LAT catalogue
of sources (2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012, see Section 6.3.1). The cross-correlation was
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Figure 2.15: 1.4 GHz flux density (left) and optical magnitude (right) distributions for
2FGL (green, dashed) and non-2FGL (black, solid) detected SENSE sources.
conducted in two parts. First the semi-major axis of the 95% confidence position
error ellipse was used as the search radius between the 2FGL position and the FIRST
position of the SENSE source. This gave 28 matches between 2FGL and SENSE
sources. For three of these objects, the separation radius was less than the semi-major
axis but greater than the semi-minor axis of the error ellipse. Two of these sources
have been associated with the SENSE source by the Fermi collaboration already so the
association was accepted. No association has been made in 2FGL for the final source
(2FGL J1614.8+4703); for now it is assumed that this 2FGL source is associated with
the SENSE object. The SENSE sample and 2FGL were then cross-correlated using a
10’ correlation radius (the default when searching 2FGL online using the HEASARC8 )
to check if any sources had been missed by using the semi-major axis of the position
error ellipse. One additional 2FGL source (2FGL 0834.3+4400) was found within 10’
of a SENSE source and the association given in 2FGL is consistent with the SENSE
source. This gave a total of 29 SENSE sources with a gamma-ray counterpart in 2FGL.
Given that one of the motives behind the compilation of the SENSE sample was to
compile a list of blazar-like objects that were likely to be detected by the Fermi gammaray space telescope, it is interesting that <25% of SENSE sources have a counterpart in
2FGL. The left panel of Figure 2.15 shows the distribution of peak 1.4 GHz flux density
8
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for the SENSE sources in 2FGL and the SENSE sources not in 2FGL. The distributions
are similar and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test gives a 52% probability that the
distributions are drawn from the same parent population. The right panel of Figure
2.15 shows the distribution of r-band magnitude for the 2FGL and non-2FGL detected
SENSE sources. Again, the distributions cannot be distinguished (P = 32%). This
shows that the gamma-ray bright SENSE sources are not the brightest SENSE sources
at other wavelengths.
Although less than a quarter of the full SENSE sample has a counterpart in 2FGL,
23 of the 29 SENSE sources in 2FGL are BL Lacs, meaning that >80% of the SENSE
BL Lacs are gamma-ray loud. The six gamma-ray loud SENSE sources that are not
BL Lacs comprise of two Seyfert 1 galaxies (including 3C273), one LINER and three
unclassified. In 2FGL, the two Seyfert galaxies have been classified as FSRQs, the
LINER and two unclassified as BL Lacs and the final unclassified (J1647+498) as a
non-blazar AGN.
The higher SED peak frequencies of BL Lacs compared to FSRQs mean that they
are preferentially included in 2FGL (see e.g. Ackermann et al. 2011a), therefore it
is possible that systematic differences between the SEDs of the BL Lacs and other
SENSE sources can account for the relative gamma-ray quietness of the majority of
the SENSE sample (although it should be noted that the PEGs are not expected to
have similar SEDs to FSRQs). Antón (2000) constructed the synchrotron SEDs for
the 200 mJy sample and found an anti-correlation between the 4000 Å break contrast
and the cut-off frequency, indicating that PEG SEDs should peak at lower frequencies
to BL Lacs. Multiwavelength coverage of the SENSE sample is required before the
SEDs can be constructed to test this possibility. It is also of interest to note that none
of the PEGs in SENSE are strong enough gamma-ray emitters to be included in 2FGL.
As the gamma-ray emission in blazars is believed to originate in the jet, this suggests
that there could be a difference in the jet properties of BL Lacs and PEGs that does not
reveal itself in the radio flux densities. This is explored further in Section 5.6.5.
Studies of blazars detected with the Fermi-LAT show that these objects have dif-
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Figure 2.16: 1.4 GHz flux density from FIRST against 1–100 GeV flux from 2FGL.
There is a positive correlation (ρ = 0.56).
ferent jet properties compared to the non-detected blazars, such as faster apparent jet
speeds (Lister et al. 2009) and higher brightness temperature parsec-scale cores (Kovalev et al. 2009). This has led to the suggestion that the Doppler boosting factor is
higher for gamma-ray bright blazars (e.g. Savolainen et al. 2010). Observations of the
SENSE sources on VLBI scales (e.g. from VIPS) would enable the jet properties of
the SENSE sources to be examined further to see if a difference could be found.
In Figure 2.16, the 1.4 GHz peak flux density from FIRST is plotted against the 1–
100 GeV flux from 2FGL for the SENSE–2FGL sources. There is a positive correlation
(Spearman rank test coefficient ρ = 0.558); the outlier source at high radio flux density
is 3C273. This correlation between radio and gamma-ray flux density has been seen for
several other blazar samples (e.g. Kovalev et al. 2009; Mahony et al. 2010; Ackermann
et al. 2011a), and the connection between the radio and gamma-ray emission in blazars
is investigated in Chapter 6.
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2.5 Summary
This Chapter has presented the results of compiling a new sample of blazar-like objects. The SENSE sample contains 121 nearby extragalactic sources selected on the
strength of their core radio emission (Section 2.1). The selection process used was
intended to minimise the selection effects present in the sample, so that the underlying
physics of these sources can be studied without biases introduced into the results. In
terms of conventional classifications (Section 2.2), the sample contains 91 galaxies, 21
BL Lac objects, 6 BSOs and 3 unclassified sources.
The sample properties have been presented (Section 2.3), including the distribution
of redshift, radio flux density and radio spectral index. The SENSE sample has been
cross-correlated with the second catalogue from the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope
(Section 2.4). Only 29 SENSE sources were found to have a gamma-ray counterpart,
however 23 of these 29 sources are BL Lacs, which means that the majority of SENSE
BL Lacs are gamma-ray loud. A correlation was seen between the radio and gammaray flux density.
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Constraining SENSE Redshifts using
Optical Data
As discussed several times in this Thesis (see e.g. Section 1.2), the division of blazars
into BL Lacs and FSRQs is done on the strength of emission lines and the 4000 Å
break contrast in the optical spectrum. However, these classic definitions of blazars,
based on observed properties, have been criticised for various reasons (see e.g. Marchã
et al. 1996), particularly because emission line equivalent widths depend on the strength
of the optical continuum emission, which can vary. Recently other definitions have
been proposed, such as the suggestion by Ghisellini et al. (2011) to define BL Lacs
and FSRQs based on the luminosity of the broad line region, LBLR , with a separation
at LBLR /LEdd ∼ 5 × 10−4 , where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity. The physical differences between BL Lacs and FSRQs are discussed in more detail in Section 6.7.7, with
a focus on the existence of external photons.
At the current stage of the SENSE project, as described in this Thesis, the focus
in the optical regime has been on obtaining redshift measurements for those SENSE
sources without redshifts. Obviously determining whether these sources belong in the
sample or not is extremely important, as SENSE is a redshift-limited sample. A lack
of redshift measurements for some of the SENSE sources will affect results such as the
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hV/Vmax i test (see Chapter 4). The result of the hV/Vmax i test on the SENSE sample
shows that there is no cosmological evolution, assuming that the redshift-less sources
are at the mean redshift of the sample. However, this changes to positive evolution
if these sources are all at the redshift limit, and the sample shows a hint of negative
evolution if these sources are beyond the SENSE redshift limit and removed from the
sample.
This Chapter describes work carried out using optical observations to try to constrain the redshifts of a subset of SENSE sources, and is arranged as follows. Section
3.1 gives a brief overview of the redshift-less SENSE sources at the time of this work.
The Chapter is then split into two main Sections. Section 3.2 presents optical spectroscopic observations of some of the SENSE sources obtained in 2010 using the TNG.
Section 3.3 describes work carried out using SDSS images of SENSE BL Lacs to try
to detect the host galaxy as an alternative method to determine redshifts. The results
from Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are compared in Section 3.4 and the Chapter is summarised
in Section 3.5.
Note that the work described in this Chapter involves the removal of some sources
from the SENSE sample, therefore these sources will not be listed in Table 2.1. In
the following, when reference is made to the SENSE sample, this refers to the SENSE
sample at the time of the work, not the current SENSE sample presented in Chapter 2.
In addition to this, the two projects were carried out simultaneously, so Section 3.3 will
still consider sources later removed from the sample on the basis of work described in
Section 3.2.
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3.1 Redshift-less SENSE Sources
The sources in the SENSE sample with no redshift can crudely be divided into two categories: BL Lacs which have optical spectra but no redshift measurement because of a
lack of spectral features, and galaxies that are too faint to have an SDSS spectrum. The
likely redshifts of these sources were briefly discussed in Section 2.3.1 but the work
described in this Chapter was carried out to try to gain firmer redshift measurements.
At the time of writing the TNG proposal discussed in Section 3.2 (October 2009), there
were 31 sources in the SENSE sample with no redshift measurement. However, between the submission of the proposal and the observations, five of these sources were
removed from the SENSE sample, leaving 26 redshift-less objects in the sample prior
to the work described in this Chapter.
Five of the SENSE sources with no redshift have been visually classified as galaxies. Four of these galaxies are close to the SENSE magnitude limit so it is assumed that
these galaxies do not have spectra from SDSS because they are fainter than the spectroscopic magnitude limit (r < 17.7), although one source, J1229+178, is within this
limit (r = 17.62). The Hubble diagram for the SENSE sample, shown in Figure 2.8, indicates that these four galaxies are likely to be at redshifts of z ∼ 0.2. The final galaxy,
J1117+025, is brighter (r = 14.77) so it is not clear why there is no spectroscopic
redshift for this source. However, from Figure 2.8, it is expected that the redshift of
this galaxy will be in the range 0.03 . z . 0.1 and therefore almost certainly belongs
to the sample; it has been assumed that z = 0.06 for this source when a redshift value
is required (e.g. to calculate luminosity). Assuming that these galaxies are similar to
the other SENSE galaxies, spectroscopic observations should yield redshift measurements. Although these sources were submitted as part of the TNG proposal, they were
unfortunately not observed (through lack of time).
18 of the remaining 21 redshift-less sources appear stellar in SDSS images, and,
of these, 13 have been further classified as BL Lacs, based on a featureless optical
spectrum. The final three sources, J0832+278, J1439+499 and J1502+338, are un-
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classified (see the source notes in Appendix A for more details). It is harder to predict
the redshifts of these sources. The work presented in the rest of this Chapter deals with
obtaining redshift measurements for these sources in particular.

3.2 Spectroscopic Observations
The SENSE sample contains objects that exhibit optical spectra typical of several different classes of extragalactic sources, as shown in Section 2.2.2. However, the spectroscopic coverage of the SENSE sample is not complete, and at the time of the work
presented in this Section, spectra were not available for 19 of the SENSE objects. The
majority of these are without a spectrum because they are too faint to be included in
the SDSS spectral coverage, although there are a few bright SENSE sources with no
optical spectrum. In addition to this, there were eight sources where the SDSS spectrum was not of good enough quality to determine the redshift. This Section describes
spectroscopic observations obtained of some of these SENSE sources in 2010.

3.2.1 Data
The Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) is a 3.58 m optical/infrared telescope located
on La Palma and operated by the INAF1 . A proposal was submitted in October 2009
to observe 27 SENSE sources using the LR-B grism on the DOLORES2 instrument
(resolution R = 585 for a 1” slit). The LR-B grism was chosen because its wavelength
range (3000–8430 Å) is similar to that of SDSS (3900 – 9100 Å) and means that
features such as the 4000 Å break and Hα will be covered for sources within the
SENSE redshift limit (excepting featureless BL Lacs). The proposal was accepted for
observations in the AOT21/10A period.
Although the proposal was accepted, the observations were allocated ‘queuing
time’. This meant that only eight sources were observed, totalling 80 minutes of ob1
2
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Table 3.1: Summary of the TNG observations: source name, J2000 right ascension and
declination, SDSS r magnitude, date of observation and exposure time.
Name

Position (J2000.0)

r magnitude

Date

Exp. time (s)

1143+613
1424+045
1427+238
1439+499
1502+338
1559+080

11 43 16.02 +61 21 15.01
14 24 12.83 +04 34 21.51
14 27 03.91 +23 47 33.51
14 39 50.57 +49 57 47.33
15 02 37.82 +33 50 36.16
15 59 52.64 +08 05 18.13

17.94
17.73
14.55
17.58
17.50
17.37

2010-05-05
2010-07-12
2010-07-17
2010-07-17
2010-06-06
2010-06-06

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0

serving time. However, one of these sources (J1624+568) has since been rejected
from the SENSE sample based on an imaging redshift measurement (Meisner & Romani 2010) and one source (J1438+125) was observed using the wrong grism. This
left useable observations of six SENSE sources. The exposure time on each source was
600 s, split into two 300 s observations to minimise contamination by cosmic rays. A
summary of the observations is presented in Table 3.1.
The data reduction was carried out using the astronomical software I (Image
Reduction and Analysis Facility) with the help of Liz Guzman. In order to correct and
calibrate the target frames, bias, flatfield and arc (lamp) images were downloaded from
the TNG archive. First the target frames were bias corrected, to account for the zero
noise level of the CCD, and flatfield corrected, to account for the relative response for
each pixel. This was done by averaging the bias images using zerocombine and averaging the the flatfield images using flatcombine and response, then using ccdproc
with the average bias and flatfield images to correct the target files. Cosmic rays were
removed using the cosmic ray removal algorithm dcr (Pych 2004). Wavelength calibration was performed using an observation of a ArKrNeHg lamp, with the tasks
identify and reidentify to input the wavelengths of the emission lines in the lamp
image, and transform to apply the wavelength calibration. The images were trimmed
using ccdproc and the background was subtracted using background. Finally the
spectra were extracted using scopy.
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3.2.2 Results and Discussion
The reduced spectra are shown in Figure 3.1. Two sources have the characteristic featureless spectra of BL Lacs, one shows broad emission lines that place it outside the
SENSE redshift limit and three show evidence for an absorption feature that could be
the 4000 Å break; each source is discussed in more detail below.

J1143+613. This source is a blue stellar object in SDSS. There is an SDSS spectrum
but it is featureless. The TNG spectrum (Figure 3.1, top left) also does not show any
features.
J1424+045. This source is a blue stellar object in SDSS. There is a spectrum in SDSS
but it is featureless. In the TNG spectrum (Figure 3.1, top right) there is an absorption
feature at 4135 − 4465 Å. Assuming that this is the 4000 Å break would place this
source at z ∼ 0.12 (see below), which does not agree with the redshift listed on NED
(z = 0.665), although this redshift is from Collinge et al. (2005) who note that it is
uncertain.
J1427+238. This source appears blue in SDSS but looks slightly extended (this could
be due to the source being saturated). There is no SDSS spectrum. The TNG spectrum
(Figure 3.1, middle left) is featureless.
J1439+499. This source is a blue stellar object in SDSS. There is a spectrum in SDSS
but it is featureless. The TNG spectrum (Figure 3.1, middle right) shows an absorption
feature at 4160 − 4430 Å. This would place the source at z ∼ 0.10, assuming that this
is the 4000 Å break (see below). The redshift from the TNG spectrum is lower than
that in NED (z = 0.174) from Falco, Kochanek & Munoz (1998), but a more recent
spectrum gives a tentative redshift of z = 0.078 (Muñoz et al. 2003).
J1502+338. This source looks stellar in SDSS but with a colour gradient from blue at
the top to red at the bottom. There is an SDSS spectrum but it does not look like that
of a BL Lac. There is an absorption feature at 4135 − 4460 Å in the TNG spectrum
(Figure 3.1, bottom left). Assuming that this is the 4000 Å break would place this
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Figure 3.1: TNG spectra of J1143+613 (top left), J1424+045 (top right), J1427+238
(middle left), J1439+499 (middle right), J1502+338 (bottom left) and J1559+080 (bottom right). The flux scale is arbitrary as flux calibration has not been applied.
source at z ∼ 0.12 (see below).
J1559+080. This source is a blue stellar object in the SDSS image. The TNG spectrum
(Figure 3.1, bottom right) shows three broad emission lines at λ ∼ 4461 Å, λ ∼ 4925 Å
and λ ∼ 6050 Å. These lines have been identified as O , C  and C ] respectively,
which places this source at z ∼ 2.17 (see Table 3.2). This source was therefore re-
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Table 3.2: Summary of the emission features detected in the TNG spectrum of
J1559+080: feature, rest and observed wavelength and corresponding redshift.
Feature

λrest (Å)

λobs (Å)

redshift

O 
C 
C ]

1406
1549
1909

4461
4925
6050

2.173
2.179
2.169

Table 3.3: Summary of the possible 4000 Å break detections in the TNG spectra of
three of the SENSE sources: source name, rest and observed wavelength and corresponding redshift.
Source name

λrest (Å)

λobs (Å)

redshift

J1424+045
J1439+499
J1502+338

4000
4000
4000

4462
4415
4460

0.116
0.104
0.115

moved from the SENSE sample.

As discussed above, three of the sources observed with the TNG (J1424+045,
J1439+499 and J1502+338) show evidence for an absorption feature, which, if assumed to be the 4000 Å break, would place all three objects at z ∼ 0.1 (see Table 3.3
for details). This “break” does not occur at the same wavelength for each source, and
it is not seen in the featureless spectra of J1143+613 and J1427+238. However, the
expected G band (λrest = 4303 Å) and Mg b (λrest = 5174 Å) absorption lines are not
detected for J1424+045, J1439+499 and J1502+338. In addition to this, the redshifts
in Table 3.3 are lower than would be expected for BL Lacs of these magnitudes from
the SENSE Hubble diagram (Figure 2.8). More specifically, the Hubble diagram for
BL Lac host galaxies, shown later in Figure 3.2, indicates that a BL Lac at z ∼ 0.1
should have a host galaxy of magnitude r ∼ 15.5, which is clearly not the case for
these sources. Therefore, these three sources are considered to be without redshift
measurements in the rest of this Thesis.
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3.2.3 Summary
Spectroscopic observations were obtained for six SENSE sources using the TNG. The
reduced spectra are presented in Figure 3.1 and details of any spectral features detected
are given in Table 3.2. Strong, broad emission lines were detected in one source,
J1559+080, which resulted in the removal of this source from the sample because
of its redshift. An absorption feature that could be the 4000 Å break was seen in
the spectra of three sources (J1424+045, J1439+499 and J1502+338). However, no
other absorption features were observed and the redshift estimates are low given the
magnitudes of these objects, so these redshifts have not been adopted. The spectra of
the remaining two sources (J1143+613 and J1427+238) did not show any emission or
absorption features.
At the same time as this spectroscopic campaign, analysis of SDSS images of the
SENSE BL Lacs with no redshift measurement was taking place. This work is presented in Section 3.3. Because these two projects were being carried out simultaneously, the work described in Section 3.3 does not take into account the results from the
TNG spectroscopic observations. Three of the sources considered here (J1143+613,
J1424+045 and J1559+080) are included in Section 3.3, a comparison of the results
from the two Sections is presented in Section 3.4.

3.3 Imaging Redshifts
As mentioned several times in this Thesis, BL Lac objects are traditionally characterised by a featureless optical spectrum (EW < 5 Å), an example of which has already
been shown in Figure 2.3. This means that it can be impossible to obtain a spectroscopic redshift for some BL Lacs (as already seen in Section 3.2), although some
limited progress has been made by using large optical telescopes to take deep spectroscopic observations, with a high signal-to-noise ratio (e.g. Sbarufatti et al. 2005, 2006,
2009; Shaw et al. 2009). However, many BL Lacs remain with no spectral features
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detected in their optical spectra, and therefore no redshift measurement.
When spectroscopic observations are unable to determine BL Lac redshifts, an
alternative way to estimate redshifts is to use optical imaging to try to resolve the host
galaxy. In the absence of a detectable host galaxy, a lower limit can be placed on
the redshift. This Section presents the results of applying this method to some of the
SENSE BL Lacs, using SDSS images.

3.3.1 Background
Observations have shown that BL Lacs are predominantly hosted in massive (effective
radius reff ∼ 10 kpc; see e.g. Nilsson et al. 2003) elliptical galaxies. It has further
been proposed that BL Lac host galaxies have relatively uniform intrinsic properties
and therefore can be treated as standard candles. This is consistent with the SENSE
Hubble diagram (Figure 2.8), which shows that, in general, BL Lacs are found to be
brighter than galaxies at the same redshift. Therefore, the redshift of a BL Lac can
be inferred from the apparent magnitude of its host galaxy. For example, Sbarufatti,
Treves & Falomo (2005) used Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of BL Lacs to
construct the Hubble diagram shown in Figure 3.2, where the solid line corresponds
to a host galaxy absolute magnitude of MR = −22.9. From this, they established the
relationship between redshift, z, and apparent magnitude, mR ,
log(1 + z) = (0.293m2R − 7.19mR + 45.1) × 10−2

(3.1)

for BL Lacs in the redshift range z < 0.7.
One of the first attempts to obtain a redshift measurement for a BL Lac from its
host galaxy magnitude was done by Feigelson et al. (1986) who used a V filter on a
0.9 m telescope (pixel scale 0.86′′ pix−1 ) at the Kitt Peak National Observatory to image
the highly variable BL Lac H0323+022; the calculated redshift was spectroscopically
confirmed in the same year by Filippenko et al. (1986). The core AGN emission will
dominate over the host galaxy starlight in BL Lacs, so high resolution optical imaging
is typically required in order to separate out the host galaxy. The majority of the
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Figure 3.2: Host galaxy apparent magnitude against redshift for HST observed BL
Lacs, taken from Sbarufatti, Treves & Falomo (2005). The solid line shows the relationship between apparent magnitude and redshift for host galaxy absolute magnitude
MR = −22.9, and the dashed lines show 0.5 magnitude fainter (top) and brighter (bottom). The bottom panel shows the residuals from the MR = −22.9 fit.
more recent ground-based imaging redshift observations have been carried out using
the 2.5 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) with an r-band filter, using various cameras
with pixel scales in the range 0.11−0.189′′ pix−1 (e.g. Falomo & Kotilainen 1999; Heidt
et al. 1999; Pursimo et al. 2002; Nilsson et al. 2003). Images taken at r-band allow for a
large contrast between the light from the host galaxy and the boosted optical emission
from the jet (i.e. the blazar emission). In the last few years, imaging redshifts have
been obtained using near-infrared observations with cameras in the same pixel scale
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range (see e.g. Meisner & Romani 2010; Kotilainen et al. 2011).

3.3.2 Modelling
Determining a redshift from the optical image of a BL Lac requires careful modelling
of the contributions by the AGN and the host galaxy to the image. This can be achieved
by assuming that the BL Lac comprises of a bright point source superimposed onto the
centre of a galaxy.
The central point source can easily be modelled by using the point spread function (PSF) of the telescope. The intensity of galaxies as a function of radius is well
described by the Sérsic profile,
1

I(R) = I0 exp(−kR n ),

(3.2)

where I(R) is the intensity at radius R, I0 is the intensity at R = 0 and n is the Sérsic
index (Sérsic 1963, 1968; see also Caon, Capaccioli & D’Onofrio 1993). A Sérsic
profile with n = 1 can be used to describe disk galaxies (exponential profile), while a
Sérsic profile of n = 4 is also known as the de Vaucouleurs profile (de Vaucouleurs
1948) and is used to describe elliptical galaxies, such as those that host BL Lacs.
The galaxy fitting algorithm G (Peng et al. 2002, 2010) has been used in
this Section to model some of SENSE BL Lacs without redshift measurements. An
example G input file is show in Figure 3.3, further details on the fitting are given
in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Data and Method
Data
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, separating the host galaxy emission from the AGN emission to determine the magnitude of the host galaxy requires images of high resolution
and signal-to-noise. However, time on telescopes to do dedicated observations is extremely competitive so it was decided to investigate whether an imaging redshift analy-
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sis would be possible with existing optical image data sets, prior to requesting targeted
observations.
The obvious choice of data set to use was the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),
as it was guaranteed that images of the SENSE BL Lacs would exist in SDSS. SDSS
imaged 7646 square degrees of the northern sky in 5 optical bands using a 2.5 m
telescope. The seventh data release (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) marks the completion
of the SDSS project. SDSS r-band (λ = 6165 Å) ‘header-supplemented corrected
frames’ were downloaded from the DR7 website for the field containing each of the
SENSE BL Lacs with no redshift. These images are 2048 × 1489 pixels in size with a

pixel scale of 0.396′′pix−1 .
Inputs

G was used to create a model of each BL Lac using the SDSS image. An example
G input file is shown in Figure 3.3. This file is used to fit a PSF and a Sérsic
profile to the input image (bl.fits) based on the input PSF image (psf.fits) and
the input parameters for each component (numbered). G outputs two files: a FITS
image block (out.fits) consisting of the original (out[1]), the model (out[2]) and
the residual (out[3]; the result of subtracting out[2] from out[1]), and a text file
containing the fitted parameters and the reduced chi-squared value, χ2ν , of the fit. χ2ν
is used as an indication of the goodness of fit (see Section 3.3.5). Details of how the
inputs were prepared are given below.
The astronomical software I (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) and G
(Graphical Astronomy and Image Analysis Tool) were used to create the images for
analysis with G. For each source, the SDSS image was examined in G to
locate the BL Lac. The I task imcopy was then used to cutout a 101 × 101 pixel
image centred on the BL Lac, this image was used as input parameter A in Figure
3.3. In order to model the central AGN component of the image as a point source, a
bright star was identified in the field to use to model the PSF; this star had to be fainter
than magnitude r ∼ 14 to avoid saturation. A cutout of the star was obtained in the
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# Comments, like this line, are preceded by a #
# IMAGE PARAMETERS
A) bl.fits
B) out.fits
C) none
D) psf.fits
E) 1
F) none
G) none
H) 1 101 1 101
I) 101
101
J) 23.917
K) 0.396
0.396
O) regular
P) 0
S) 0

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Input data image (FITS file)
Name for the output image
Sigma image name (made from data if blank or "none")
Input PSF image and (optional) diffusion kernel
PSF oversampling factor relative to data
Pixel mask (ASCII file or FITS file with non-0 values)
Parameter constraint file (ASCII)
Image region to fit (xmin xmax ymin ymax)
Size of convolution box (x y)
Magnitude photometric zeropoint
Plate scale (dx dy) [arcsec/pix]
Display type (regular, curses, both)
Create output image only? (1=yes; 0=optimize)
Modify/create objects interactively?

# Object number: 1
0) psf
1) 51 51
1 1
3) 15.87
1
Z) 0

#
#
#
#

Object type
position x, y
[pixel]
total magnitude
Skip this model in output image?

# Object number: 2
0) sersic
1) 51 51
1 1
3) 18.33
1
4) 3.00
1
5) 4.00
1
9) 0.50
1
10) 25.0
1
Z) 0

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Object type
position x, y
[pixel]
total magnitude
R_e
[Pixels]
Sersic exponent (deVauc=4, expdisk=1)
axis ratio (b/a)
position angle (PA) [Degrees: Up=0, Left=90]
Output option (0 = residual, 1 = Don’t subtract)

# Object number: 3
0) sky
1) 1111.336
0
2) 0.000
0
3) 0.000
0
Z) 0

#
#
#
#

sky background
[ADU counts]
dsky/dx (sky gradient in x)
dsky/dy (sky gradient in y)
Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)

(yes=1, no=0)

Figure 3.3: G input file illustrating the parameters needed to fit a PSF (object
number: 1) and Sérsic profile (object number: 2) to the object, and then subtract these
two components and the background sky value (object number: 3) from the image. A
1 after the parameter value allows it to vary, a 0 after the value tells G to hold the
parameter at this value.
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same way as for the target. Before this image could be used as the PSF model, the
background counts had to be subtracted so that the background wasn’t fitted twice by
G. There are two components to the background counts in SDSS images: the sky
count, as given in the FITS header, and an additional 1000 counts added to each pixel
to avoid negative counts. This total background was subtracted from the PSF image
using the I task imarith; this background-subtracted PSF image was used as input
D in Figure 3.3.
The magnitude zeropoint (input J) is necessary to convert the measured counts into
a magnitude and is applied by G according to the standard definition
mag = −2.5 log10 (counts/texp ) + mag zpt

(3.3)

where texp is the exposure time. The magnitude zeropoint was determined for each
SDSS field using the PSF image: first G was used to determine the counts in an
aperture placed around the star. Then this was used with the exposure time given in the
header (texp = 53.907456 s) and the SDSS r-band magnitude of the star to calculate the
magnitude zeropoint.
Fitting
For each of the SENSE stellar-like sources with no redshift (i.e. BL Lacs), G was
used to model the object, initially as a point source. The residual image of this fit was
inspected visually for evidence of the host galaxy. If there was evidence for the host
galaxy in the residual image (as seen in the top right image of Figure 3.6), G was
used again to model the object as a Sérsic profile with a central PSF component. χ2ν
was used as an indication of whether the model was a good fit to the image.
The cut-out image for eight of the SENSE objects also contained obvious additional
sources, examples of which can be seen in the left panel of Figure 3.4, labelled ‘S’. In
the following, these additional objects will be referred to as secondary sources. These
secondary sources were also identified and fit in a similar way to the BL Lac, first as
a point source and then as a galaxy if the PSF model was not a good fit. In addition
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Figure 3.4: An example of an SDSS image of a BL Lac (left) showing the target BL
Lac (labelled T) and two secondary sources (labelled S). The resulting residual image
from fitting these three objects (right) shows another faint secondary source (circled).
to this, for a few sources, fainter objects in the target image would become visible in
the residuals, which were too faint to be properly identified in the target image. An
example of this is shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4: a magnitude 21.68 object
between the two brighter secondary sources can be seen in the residual image when
the target and two secondary sources have been modelled and subtracted. It was felt
that these objects were too faint to be characterised properly and therefore they were
not included in the fitting process. The χ2ν will be influenced by the goodness of fit
to the secondary sources, and the presence of fainter sources in the target image; the
goodness of fit is discussed further in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.4 Results
Of the 25 SENSE sources with no redshift that were included in the sample at the
time of this analysis, 18 had been classified as BL Lacs (based on their spectra) or
blue stellar objects (BSOs, based on their SDSS image). G was used to model
the r-band SDSS images of these 18 sources (referred to as BL Lacs from this point
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Figure 3.5: Example of a good PSF fit to a SENSE BL Lac (J1438+125): original
SDSS image of the BL Lac (left), model image created by G (middle) and residual
image from subtracting the model from the original image (right). χ2ν = 1.080 for this
fit, see Table 3.4 for details of the model.
forward) to determine whether these objects could be fitted with a PSF (stellar) model
or whether a galaxy component was also needed with the PSF to provide a better fit to
the source. From inspection of the residual images, it appeared that G could only
be used to successfully model the fainter (r & 16) BL Lacs. The four brightest objects
(listed in Table 3.5) are discussed further in Section 3.3.5.
The results of using G to model the remaining 14 sources are presented in
Table 3.4 and the corresponding images for all these sources (except J1112+0743) are
given in Appendix C.1. In total, 11 of the BL Lacs were well-fitted by a PSF model
and two BL Lacs required the addition of a Sérsic component. For these two sources,
the Sérsic index was held at n = 4 so that a de Vaucouleurs profile was fitted to the
host galaxy; this is consistent with the method followed by Meisner & Romani (2010),
based on the findings of previous BL Lac host galaxy studies (e.g. Heidt et al. 1999;
Urry et al. 2000; Falomo et al. 2000). Examples of a PSF fit and a PSF+galaxy fit to a
SENSE BL Lac are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.

3

J1112+074 is close to a magnitude 12.72 star which is saturated in the SDSS image and therefore

unable to be fit by G, this BL Lac is discussed further in Section 3.3.5.
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PSF
mag

mag

reff

Sérsic
n
b/a

J0834+440 08 34 58.204 +44 03 38.16
17.81
17.82
J1037+100 10 37 36.738 +10 00 09.36
17.28
17.39 19.42 0.14 4.0 0.81
J1104+075 11 04 24.075 +07 30 53.19
17.02
17.00
J1112+074 11 12 09.554 +07 24 49.04
17.71
17.7
J1143+613 11 43 12.087 +61 22 10.87
17.94
17.89
J1209+413 12 09 22.786 +41 19 41.33
17.62
17.66
J1231+287 12 31 43.578 +28 47 49.77
17.24
17.35 18.75 3.0 4.0 0.87
J1245+571 12 45 10.003 +57 09 54.36
17.44
17.45
J1250+137 12 50 28.225 +13 43 40.33
17.97
18.02
J1314+238 13 14 43.810 +23 48 26.77
16.81
16.78
J1424+045 14 24 09.502 +04 34 52.08
17.73
17.71
J1438+125 14 38 37.798 +12 35 34.32
17.92
17.92
J1542+615 15 42 56.944 +61 29 55.38
16.14
16.11
J1559+080 15 59 49.721 +08 05 17.65
17.36
17.38
a Fit influenced heavily by the presence of a saturated star in the image, see text for details.

PA
−58.32
60.87
-

χ2ν
1.086
1.031
1.082
-a
1.058
1.088
1.093
1.086
1.077
1.080
1.032
1.080
1.080
1.071
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Table 3.4: Results from G modelling of SENSE BL Lacs: source name, position, r-band SDSS magnitude from DR7, modelled
PSF magnitude, modelled Sérsic magnitude, effective radius (in pixels), Sérsic index (n), axis ratio (b/a) and position angle (in
degrees) if applicable and the reduced chi-squared value for the fit.
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Figure 3.6: Results of using G to fit the SENSE BL Lac J1037+100, illustrating
how the host galaxy can be seen in the residual of the PSF-only fit: input SDSS image
(left), G model (middle) and residual image (right) for a PSF-only fit (top; χ2ν =
1.047) and a PSF+galaxy model (bottom; χ2ν = 1.031).

3.3.5 Discussion
G has been used successfully to model the 14 faintest stellar-like SENSE sources
(BL Lacs) with no redshift measurement. Of these 14 sources, 12 were fitted well by a
stellar model and only two required an additional Sérsic component in order for G
to model the source well. As these sources have comparable apparent magnitudes, the
results suggest that the 12 PSF-only fit sources are at higher redshifts than the sources
where the host galaxy could be detected.
The aim of this work was to test whether r-band images from SDSS could be used
to estimate the redshifts of SENSE BL Lacs, by the detection of the host galaxy. The
advantage of SDSS is that it provides freely available images of a large fraction of
the sky, however, the disadvantage is that the images are not of as high resolution as
the purposely-taken observations typically used for an imaging redshift analysis. The
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results presented in Section 3.3.4 prove that the host galaxy can be separated from
the central AGN emission in the SDSS images of some BL Lacs. In the following,
the results will be discussed in the context of the goodness of the fit, the suitability
of SDSS images, and finally whether the results can be used to constrain the SENSE
sample.
Goodness of Fit
G is a ‘nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm’ (Peng et al. 2002, 2010) that uses
the reduced chi-squared value, χ2ν , to converge on a good fit to the input image. The
χ2ν given by G for the final fits to the SENSE sources are listed in column 15 of
Table 3.4. The accepted models of these SENSE sources have χ2ν in the range 1.031 ≤
χ2ν ≤ 1.093, indicating that these models are good fits to the SDSS images. However,
the decision of whether a source was better fit by a PSF-only or a PSF+galaxy model
was primarily based on a visual examination of the residual image. This was because
χ2ν was influenced by the fit to the other sources in the image (see below) and also the
fit to the sky. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The top right image shows the residual
from fitting the BL Lac with a PSF-only model, and the two secondary sources with
Sérsic profiles. Although the host galaxy is clearly visible in the residual image, the
χ2ν for this model would indicates that it is a good fit ( χ2ν = 1.047). Fitting the BL Lac
with a PSF+galaxy model only reduces the χ2ν value slightly (χ2ν = 1.031), but from
the residual image it is clearly a better fit.
The maximum and minimum pixel counts were identified in the residual image and
used as an additional measure of the goodness of the fit. For some images where there
were secondary sources, the maximum and/or minimum value pixels in the residual
image were a result of the fit to one of the secondary sources, or due to a faint object
in the image that had not been accounted for in the fitting process. In these cases, the
maximum and/or minimum counts associated with the target BL Lac were identified
visually. These values were compared to the counts in the original image and the
distribution of the percentage residuals is shown in Figure 3.7. The largest pixel values
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of maximum and minimum residuals as a percentage of the
original counts.
in the residual images are . 5% of the pixel value in the target image, indicating that
the the G models are good fits to the BL Lac images, as expected from χ2ν .
As already mentioned in Section 3.3.4, for seven of the SENSE BL Lacs there
were additional sources present in the cutout used as the input image for G. These
secondary sources were also included in the G modelling of the input image,
therefore χ2ν for these images reflects the goodness of fit to the secondary sources, as
well as the target BL Lac. This is why the residual images were also inspected visually
to determine whether the model was a good fit to the BL Lac. Again using J1037+100
(shown in Figure 3.6) as an example, χ2ν depended more on including the secondary
sources than using the correct model for the BL Lac: ignoring the secondary sources,
χ2ν = 1.311 for a PSF-only fit to J1037+100, which only changed slightly to χ2ν = 1.295
for a PSF+Sérsic model. However, when the two secondary sources in the image were
also fitted with a Sérsic model, χ2ν was reduced to χ2ν = 1.031.
One source, J1112+074 is extremely close to a bright, saturated star. The fitting
process for this SENSE source was repeated several times, masking different parts of
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Figure 3.8: The SDSS image (left), the G model (middle) and the residual image
(right) from using G to model the bright SENSE source J0915+295 as a point
source.
the saturated star. G consistently fitted the BL Lac with a point source in the
magnitude range 17.65 ≤ r ≤ 17.70, regardless of the mask used. Therefore this
BL Lac has been assigned a G magnitude of r = 17.7; it is felt that the fitted
magnitude cannot be quoted to a higher degree of accuracy for this source. In addition
to this, χ2ν for the fit to J1112+074 has not been given in Table 3.4 because χ2ν will be
dominated by the inability to fit the bright star and therefore not reflect the goodness
of fit for the target BL Lac.
Bright Sources
Inspection of the residual images from modelling the four brightest (r . 16) SENSE
BL Lacs indicated that neither a PSF or a PSF+galaxy model was a good fit to these
objects. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8, which shows the results of modelling the
r = 15.89 SENSE source J0915+295 as a point source. As can be seen, the residual
image does not look like that from a ‘good’ PSF fit (c.f. the right panel of Figure 3.5)
or from fitting a PSF to a source that also needs a Sérsic component (c.f. Figure 3.6,
top right).
The fitted magnitude and χ2ν value for a PSF model to these four bright sources
are given in Table 3.5. For all sources, the fitted magnitude is close to the observed
SDSS magnitude (within ±0.5 mag) and for one source (J0910+334) the χ2ν value is
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Table 3.5: Name, position and r-band magnitude (from SDSS) of the four bright stellarlike SENSE sources that could not be fitted well by G.
Source name

Position (J2000.0)

SDSS mag

PSF mag

χ2ν

J0910+334
J0915+295
J1151+589
J1427+238

09 10 37.034 +33 29 24.40
09 15 52.397 +29 33 24.05
11 51 24.673 +58 59 17.70
14 27 00.396 +23 48 00.03

15.57
15.89
15.97
14.55

15.55
15.87
15.97
14.60

1.047
1.091
1.196
4.220

well within the range of accepted values for the fainter objects, listed in Table 3.4. This
would indicate that the PSF model is a good fit to at least one of these sources. It is not
unexpected that these sources would be fitted well with a PSF model, as it is harder to
detect a faint host galaxy when the AGN (PSF) component is bright.
The assertion that the bright SENSE BL Lacs could not be fitted with G was
based on the resulting residual images, which did not look like those from successful fits to the fainter BL Lacs. One possible interpretation is that the ‘odd’ residuals
were somehow due to limitations of using G to model bright SDSS point sources.
Therefore the analysis was repeated using SDSS images of bright stars; if the residual
images looked similar to those for the bright SENSE BL Lacs (e.g. Figure 3.8), then it
could be assumed that the PSF models were good fits to these sources.
Stars of different magnitudes were identified in the SDSS field containing the
SENSE source J1438+125. The procedure described in Section 3.3.3 was then followed for each star, using the same PSF image that was used for J1438+125. The
input, model and residual images from this are shown in Appendix C.2, and, as an example, the images from modelling a 15.80 magnitude star are shown in Figure 3.9, for
comparison with Figure 3.8. χ2ν for the PSF-only fit to the r = 15.80 star is χ2ν = 1.085.
As can be seen in Figure 3.9, unlike the residual images from modelling the fainter
SENSE BL Lacs, the residual image from modelling a bright star as a point source
with G is not ‘blank’. However the pattern in the Figure 3.9 residual image is
also not the same as in Figure 3.8, which might be expected if the residuals were
due to the inability to create good models of bright SDSS point sources with G.
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Figure 3.9: The SDSS image (left), the G model (middle) and the residual image
(right) from using G to model a magnitude 15.80 star as a PSF.
This makes it difficult to tell whether the odd residual images seen when modelling
the bright SENSE BL Lacs as point sources are because the sources are not stellar or
because of G/SDSS limitations. One possibility is that the target BL Lac and/or
the bright star used to model the PSF is slightly saturated. Because of this, the four
bright SENSE sources in Table 3.5 were excluded from this analysis, pending further
investigation.
Comparison with published imaging redshifts
As already discussed in Section 3.3.1, most of the ground-based observations used
for imaging redshifts have pixel scales in the range 0.11 − 0.189′′pix−1 , and images
used from the HST will have higher resolutions. To investigate the limitations of using
SDSS images, previous imaging redshift investigations were searched for BL Lacs at
the SENSE magnitude limit for comparison.
Two BL Lacs were found in the SDSS imaging area at r ∼ 18, one that was observed with NOT by Nilsson et al. (2003) and one that was observed with the HST by
Urry et al. (2000). SDSS images of these two sources were downloaded and G
was used to model them, following the method described in Section 3.3.3. The results
are shown in Table 3.6; for each source the top row gives the results of the published
fit and the bottom row gives the results from this work. Further details on the sources
are given below.
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Table 3.6: Results of G for sources with published imaging redshifts: source
name, core magnitude, host galaxy magnitude, effective radius (in pixels), axis ratio
and position angle (in degrees) and reference from published work (top row) and from
this work (bottom row).
Source name

mcore

mhost

reff

b/a

17.77 ± 0.03 19.06 ± 0.04 1.6 ± 0.1 0.44
18.43
19.30
2.05
0.42
17.94 ± 0.05 20.22 ± 0.40 2.5 ± 1.2 N/Ab
1538+149
18.11
a References: U02 Urry et al. (2000); N03 Nilsson et al. (2003).
b Value not given in the literature.
1704+716

PA

Ref.a

18
40.31
N/Ab
-

N03
Present work
U00
Present work

1704+716. This BL Lac was resolved in an r-band image taken at NOT by Nilsson
et al. (2003), who estimated z = 0.35. The SDSS magnitude is r = 18.03 and the source
looks stellar in SDSS. The host galaxy was detected in the SDSS image, although the
fitted magnitudes from G are fainter than those quoted in Nilsson et al. (2003).
1538+149. This BL Lac was resolved by Urry et al. (2000) using an image from the
HST. The host galaxy magnitude from their fit is consistent with the spectroscopic
redshift, z = 0.605, from Stickel, Fried & Kuehr (1993). In SDSS the magnitude is
r = 18.07 and the source looks stellar. The host galaxy was not detected in the SDSS
image, i.e. G modelled the BL Lac as a point source.

The results of modelling these two BL Lacs agree with the idea that the host galaxies of nearby BL Lacs should be detectable in the SDSS images, whereas BL Lacs
at higher redshifts should appear stellar. The imaging redshift of 1704+716 places it
outside of the SENSE limit even though the host galaxy was detected. Although this
implies that the host galaxies of BL Lacs within the SENSE redshift limit should be
detectable in the SDSS image, it also suggests that the two SENSE BL Lacs with detected host galaxies can be at a redshift in the range 0.2 > z > 0.35 and therefore
not belong in the sample. These results do imply however that the 12 stellar SENSE
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sources reported in Section 3.3.4 are likely to be beyond z = 0.2, and therefore do not
belong in SENSE (but see Section 3.4).
Known redshift SENSE BL Lacs
Another way to test the limitations of using SDSS for imaging redshifts, is to repeat
the G analysis using SENSE BL Lacs with known redshifts. There is only one
faint BL Lac in the SENSE sample with a known redshift: J1603+110 is a blue stellar
object in SDSS with r magnitude r = 17.76. The redshift of this BL Lac is quoted by
Healey et al. (2008) as z = 0.143 from their own spectroscopic measurements 4 .
G was used to model J1603+110 using the method described in Section 3.3.3.
Emission from the host galaxy was evident when the BL Lac was fitted as a point
source so a PSF+galaxy model was used, holding the Sérsic index at n = 4. This
model was successful, fitting a r = 18.89 PSF and r = 18.02 Sérsic component to the
source, with χ2ν = 1.042.
The ability to detect the host galaxy of J1603+110 again supports the hypothesis
that BL Lacs within the SENSE redshift limit should be close enough to detect the
emission from their host galaxy in an SDSS image. Using the fitted host galaxy magnitude with Equation 3.1 gives a redshift estimate of zim = 0.28, which is almost double
the spectroscopic redshift quoted by Healey et al. (2008). Although there is dispersion
in the magnitude–redshift relationship shown in Figure 3.2, the minimum redshift for a
host galaxy of magnitude r ∼ 18 is z ∼ 0.2, which is still higher than the spectroscopic
redshift.
The relationship between host galaxy magnitude and redshift given in Equation 3.1
was constructed using HST data, so one possibility is that the resolution and sensitivity
of the SDSS images is not good enough to characterise the host galaxy properly, leading to an underestimation of the host galaxy magnitude. However, as J1603+110 is the
only SENSE BL Lac with a known redshift, no firm conclusions can be drawn based
on this result. In addition to this, it should be noted that the host galaxy of J1603+110
4
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is brighter than the central AGN component according to the G model, which is
opposite to what is seen for J1037+100 and J1231+287 (see Table 3.4).

3.3.6 Summary
Section 3.3 has presented work using G to model SDSS images of SENSE BL
Lacs to try to detect the host galaxy, and therefore constrain the redshift. Of the 14
faint (r & 16) SENSE BL Lacs with no redshift, 12 were modelled well by a PSF fit,
and two required the addition of a Sérsic component. This implies that the PSF-only fit
BL Lacs are at higher redshifts than the PSF+galaxy model BL Lacs, and are probably
beyond the redshift limit of the SENSE sample. However, the modelling results do not
give the same fitted parameters as other ‘imaging redshifts’ results using higher resolution images, and therefore no sources have been removed from the SENSE sample
on the basis of these results. While the results prove that the host galaxy can be detected in SDSS images of BL Lacs, dedicated observations are required before redshift
estimates can be established for these BL Lacs.

3.4 Comparison of Spectroscopic and Imaging Results
Three sources were discussed in both Sections 3.2 and 3.3: J1143+613, J1424+024
and J1559+080. Broad emission lines were detected in the TNG spectrum of J1559+080,
placing the source at z ∼ 2.17. This is consistent with the results of modelling the
SDSS image, where the host galaxy could not be detected. This source has therefore
been removed from the SENSE sample.
Running G on the SDSS images of J1143+613 and J1424+045 did not show
evidence for the host galaxy. The TNG spectrum of J1143+613 is featureless, which
is consistent with the lack of host galaxy detection in the image. However, an absorption feature seen in the spectrum of J1424+045 was attributed to Ca  absorption (the
4000 Å break) in Section 3.2.2, placing the source within the SENSE redshift limit,
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at z ∼ 0.12. From the Hubble diagram shown in Figure 3.2, a BL Lac at this redshift
should have a host galaxy of magnitude r ∼ 16, which is inconsistent with the observed
magnitude of the BL Lac (r = 17.73). This source is also fainter than any other SENSE
source at z ∼ 0.12 (see Figure 2.8).
In Section 3.3, the lack of host galaxy detection in the SDSS image was taken to
mean that the source is beyond the SENSE redshift limit, which does not appear to be
the case from the TNG spectrum for J1424+045. Either the redshift from the spectrum
is wrong or these results backs up the assertion in Section 3.3.6 that the results of
Section 3.3 can not be used to reject sources from the SENSE sample. The redshift
from the spectrum could be wrong because the wavelength calibration was not correct,
however this is unlikely as atmospheric absorption is seen in the spectrum in the right
wavelength range. Another possibility is that the identified absorption feature is not
actually the 4000 Å break. It is not possible to tell whether this is the case without
better spectral data.

3.5 Summary
This Chapter has presented work using optical observations to further constrain the
SENSE sample, through the determination of redshifts for those sources without.
In Section 3.2, optical spectra for six objects were presented, obtained using the
TNG in 2010. One source (J1559+080) was removed due to the detection of emission
lines that place the source at a redshift beyond the SENSE limit. Redshift estimates
were made for a further three sources, based on the presence of an absorption feature
that was assumed to be the 4000 Å break (although these redshifts are not adopted in
the rest of this Thesis). The final two sources did not show any features in the spectra.
Section 3.3 described work to estimate redshifts through the detection of the host
galaxy in optical images. G was used with SDSS images to model 13 SENSE
sources. The host galaxy was detected for two of these sources and the remaining 11
were fitted well by a point source model. These results imply that the two sources
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with host galaxy detections are at lower redshifts than the sources modelled by a point
source. However, the limitations of using SDSS images were discussed and it was
concluded that higher resolution images would be required before decisive action could
be taken, regarding the inclusion or rejection of these sources in the SENSE sample.
Results from the two methods were compared in Section 3.4. The emission lines
at high redshift in the spectrum of J1559+080 and the lack of features for J1143+613
were found to be consistent with the results from the imaging redshifts analysis, where
the host galaxy could not be detected. However, the host galaxy was also not detected
in the SDSS image of J1424+045, for which the spectral redshift was determined to
be z ∼ 0.12 based on the detection of an absorption feature assumed to be the 4000 Å
break. This suggests that the absorption feature could have been mis-identified, although higher quality data, both imaging and spectroscopic, are required before the
conflict between these results can be resolved.
To summarise:
• One object (J1559+080) was removed from the SENSE sample because of the
detection of high redshift emission lines in the TNG optical spectrum.
• The remaining 25 objects without redshifts remain in the sample pending further
investigation. However, of these objects:
– Three show possible absorption features in the TNG spectra.
– Two sources show evidence for the host galaxy in SDSS images, indicating
that they are at lower redshifts compared to the stellar-like objects.
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4
Cosmological Evolution
The spatial distribution of the sources in a sample can be determined using the hV/Vmax i
test (Schmidt 1968). This can then be used to probe the cosmological evolution of the
sources in the sample. If more sources are found at larger distances (greater redshifts)
compared to nearby, the implication is that these sources were either more numerous
or more luminous in the past. This is known as positive cosmological evolution. If,
on the other hand, more sources are found at low redshifts, either the space density
or the luminosity of the sources is increasing with time and these sources therefore
display negative cosmological evolution. However, the interpretation of cosmological
evolution from the hV/Vmax i test will only be valid if the sample is complete (Marchã
& Browne 1995). As already mentioned in Section 1.3.2, cosmological evolution is
one way to test for the parent populations of blazars, and the different results for X-ray
and radio-selected BL Lac samples potentially pose a problem for unified models.
In this Chapter, the hV/Vmax i test is applied to the SENSE sample. Section 4.1
provides a background to the hV/Vmax i test, including results from other samples. Section 4.2 describes the method used to calculate hV/Vmax i for SENSE and the results
are presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 the results are discussed in terms of the
effect of the sources with no redshift measurement (Section 4.4.1), the completeness
of the SENSE sample (Section 4.4.2), the different source types (Section 4.4.3) and
unification schemes (Section 4.4.4). Finally the results are summarised in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Background
For a simple explanation of the reasoning behind the hV/Vmax i test, assume a Euclidean
universe and a flux-limited sample of sources that are uniformly distributed in space.
By definition all sources in the sample will have a flux greater than the limit, so two
distances can be associated with each source: the distance that the source is at, r, and
the maximum distance that the source would have to be at for its flux to reduce to the
flux limit, rmax , calculated by
rmax

L
=
4πS lim

! 21

,

(4.1)

where L is the luminosity of the source and S lim is the flux limit of the sample (e.g
Kembhavi & Narlikar 1999). The two volumes corresponding to these distances are
therefore the volume enclosed at the source distance, V, and the maximum volume
that the source could have been found within and still remain in the sample, Vmax . The
quantity V/Vmax is then a measure of the position of the source within the maximum observable volume. As this hypothetical sample is uniformly distributed, there is an equal
probability that the source could have been found at any point within Vmax . Therefore
the mean V/Vmax value will be hV/Vmax i = 0.5 for a sample with uniform spatial distribution. A sample with positive cosmological evolution will have hV/Vmax i > 0.5,
while hV/Vmax i < 0.5 means the sample shows negative cosmological evolution. The
statistical error on a calculation of hV/Vmax i for a sample of N sources is
1
σ= √
.
12N

(4.2)

The same reasoning applies to the distribution of objects in a non-Euclidean universe.
The hV/Vmax i test was developed by Schmidt (1968), who applied it to a sample
of radio-loud quasars and obtained the result hV/Vmax i = 0.7 ± 0.1 (see also RowanRobinson 1968). This result implied that the number of quasars increases with distance, and was the first really convincing evidence for strong positive cosmological
evolution amongst quasars.
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Table 4.1: hV/Vmax i values for existing blazar samples: name of the sample, type and
number of sources in the sample, initial selection band, hV/Vmax i and reference.
Sample

Source Type

N

Selection Band

hV/Vmax i

Ref.a

EMSS complete
BL Lac
22
X-ray
0.33 ± 0.06
R00
EMSS extended
BL Lac
30
X-ray
0.36 ± 0.05
W94
EMSS complete
BL Lac
26
X-ray
0.40 ± 0.06
R00
EMSS D40
BL Lac
41
X-ray
0.43 ± 0.05
R00
1-Jy complete
BL Lac
34
Radio
0.60 ± 0.05
S91
1-Jy complete
BL Lac
37
Radio
0.61 ± 0.05
R01
HRX complete
BL Lac
64
X-ray
0.42 ± 0.04
B03
b
200 mJy
N/A
47
Radio
0.48 ± 0.04
M94
DXRBS
FSRQ
129
Radio/X-ray
0.64 ± 0.03
P07
DXRBS
BL Lac
24
Radio/X-ray
0.54 ± 0.06
P07
a References: S91 Stickel et al. (1991); W94 Wolter et al. (1994); R00 Rector et al.
(2000); R01 Rector & Stocke (2001); B03 Beckmann et al. (2003); M94 Marchã
(1994); P07 Padovani (2007).
b The 200 mJy sample contains low luminosity flat radio spectrum objects.

The hV/Vmax i test has since been applied to several blazar samples (see Table 4.1
for a summary of the results). The majority of blazar evolution research has been carried out using BL Lac samples and the results indicate that X-ray-selected BL Lacs
undergo negative evolution (e.g Rector et al. 2000; Beckmann et al. 2003) while radioselected BL Lacs show slightly positive or no evolution (e.g Stickel et al. 1991). FSRQs have been found to show positive evolution (e.g Padovani 2007), similar to radioselected BL Lacs and quasars in general (as to be expected because FSRQs are a subset
of quasars). The different cosmological evolution seen for the different types of blazars
has been interpreted by some (e.g. Beckmann et al. 2003) as evidence for an evolutionary sequence, where FSRQs evolve into low frequency peaked BL Lacs (LBLs), that
in turn evolve into high frequency peaked BL Lacs (HBLs). However, the different
cosmological evolution for BL Lacs is a challenge to AGN unified schemes, in which
FR-I galaxies are expected to be the parent population of all BL Lacs.
Deviation of hV/Vmax i from 0.5 for a sample can also be interpreted as evidence that
the sample is incomplete. In a BL Lac sample, objects are likely to be missed for one of
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two reasons; either they are close to one of the sample limits, in which case V/Vmax will
be high, or they are at low redshift and the BL Lac emission is overwhelmed by the host
galaxy starlight (the ‘recognition problem’; Browne & Marchã 1993), in which case
V/Vmax will be low. Marchã & Browne (1995) computed the predicted hV/Vmax i for
the 1-Jy and EMSS BL Lac samples, taking into account the recognition problem, and
found evidence that objects had been missed from both samples, but that this could not
fully explain the difference between hV/Vmax i for X-ray and radio-selected samples.
However, the results of the hV/Vmax i test on deeper samples, such the DXRBS BL
Lacs, show no evidence for cosmological evolution, or a difference between HBLs and
LBLs (Padovani 2007), suggesting that the earlier results were influenced by selection
effects within the samples. The results of the hV/Vmax i test on different blazar samples
are summarised in Table 4.1.

4.2 Calculating hV/Vmaxi for the SENSE Sample
Unlike other samples, the determination of hV/Vmax i for the SENSE sample also required the redshift limit (z ≤ 0.2) to be considered alongside the radio (S 5 GHz ≥ 90
mJy) and optical (r < 18) flux limits. The lowest of the three Vmax limits was then used
for each object to calculate hV/Vmax i for the SENSE sample.
The reasoning behind the inclusion of the redshift limit in the hV/Vmax i calculation
can be thought of as follows. Consider a flux-limited sample that is distributed uniformly in volume, where all objects in the sample have the same luminosity. Vmax will
be the same for all objects, therefore those at the highest redshifts will have the highest
V/Vmax values. The sample is uniformly distributed in volume so hV/Vmax i = 0.5. If a
redshift limit is imposed on the sample, the high V/Vmax objects will be removed, and
if only the flux limit is considered, hV/Vmax i will decrease, even though the objects
are still uniformly distributed. However including Vmax, redshift will increase V/Vmax for
some objects, bringing the mean value back to hV/Vmax i = 0.5 for the redshift-limited
sample.
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Note that not all SENSE sources could be included in the analysis because there are
25 SENSE sources without a redshift; for the remainder of this Section these sources
will be excluded from the sample, but their effect is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2.1 Distances and Volumes
For each source, the redshift was used to determine its distance and volume, following
the conventions of Hogg (1999). Briefly, the line-of-sight co-moving distance to the
source, DC , was calculated by
DC = DH

Z

z
0

dz′
,
E(z′ )

(4.3)

where DH is the Hubble distance,
c
∼ 4225 Mpc,
H0

(4.4)

p
ΩM (1 + z)3 + Ωk (1 + z)2 + ΩΛ .

(4.5)

DH =
and E(z) is defined as
E(z) =

The luminosity distance, DL , was then calculated by
DL = (1 + z)D M ,

(4.6)

where D M is the transverse co-moving distance and is equal to the line-of-sight comoving distance (DC ) for ΩK = 0 (as is assumed in this Thesis). The transverse comoving distance was also used to calculate the co-moving volume, Vc , by
4πD3M
VC =
.
3

(4.7)

For the two flux limits of the SENSE sample (optical and radio), Vmax was calculated
by determining the luminosity distance, DL , that the source would have to be moved
to for the flux to fall to below the sample limit. This was then used with Equations
4.6 and 4.7 to convert this to the co-moving volume. Therefore, in the following, any
distance should be assumed to be the luminosity distance, unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 4.1: Luminosity distance against redshift with a third degree polynomial fit to
the data to determine the relationship between the two.
The co-moving volume corresponding to the limiting luminosity distance could not
be calculated directly from Dmax . This is because the co-moving volume is calculated
using the transverse co-moving distance, not the luminosity distance, and converting
between the two distances requires the redshift. Therefore Equations 4.3 – 4.6 were
used to calculate the luminosity distance at different redshifts in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.2.
A third degree polynomial was then fitted to these data in G (see Figure 4.1),
which gave the relationship
z = 2.36136 × 10−4 D − 3.98691 × 10−8 D2 + 9.21077 × 10−12 D3 ,

(4.8)

where D is the luminosity distance in Mpc. Equation 4.8 can then be used with Equations 4.6 and 4.7 to calculate Vmax from Dmax for the two flux limits (radio and optical).
Note that the relationship between luminosity distance and redshift given in Equation 4.8 is only valid for the luminosity distance range plotted in Figure 4.1, i.e.
0.0 ≤ D ≤ 970.6 Mpc. At luminosity distances greater than this, the redshift is overestimated, therefore the flux limit Vmax will be over-estimated for bright SENSE sources.
However, this over-estimation is not a problem in the context of this work, because for
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any source with Dmax, flux > 970.6 Mpc, the corresponding Vmax, flux will be greater than
Vmax, redshift so Vmax, redshift will always be used to calculate V/Vmax for these sources.

4.2.2 Redshift Limit
The redshift limit for the SENSE sample is zmax = 0.2. This corresponds to a luminosity distance of Dmax, redshift = 970.6 Mpc and a co-moving volume Vmax, redshift =
2.22 Gpc3 .

4.2.3 Radio Flux Density Limit
The SENSE sample has a core radio flux density limit of S 5 GHz ≥ 90 mJy. The inverse
square law, S ∝ D−2 , was used to calculate the luminosity distance where the flux
density of the source decreases to 90 mJy, Dmax, radio , by
D
Dmax, radio = √
90/S 5 GHz

(4.9)

where D and S 5 GHz are the luminosity distance and 5 GHz flux density (in mJy) of
the source respectively. Equations 4.6 – 4.8 were then used to calculate Vmax, radio from
Dmax, radio .

4.2.4 Optical Magnitude Limit
The optical magnitude limit imposed on the SENSE sample is r < 18. The SDSS
magnitude system is based on the AB magnitude system (Oke & Gunn 1983) where
a source of magnitude 0 has the same number of counts as a source of flux density
S = 3631 Jy. Therefore the optical magnitude of a source can be converted into a flux
density by
S int = 3631 Jy × 10−mag/2.5

(4.10)

where S int is the intrinsic flux density. The SENSE r-band magnitude limit, r = 18,
then corresponds to an optical limiting flux density of S r=18 = 0.229 mJy. However,
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the limiting distance at which the magnitude of a source becomes fainter than r = 18
cannot be calculated directly by using the inverse square law (as it was for the radio
flux density limit) because it cannot be assumed that the optical emission has a flat
spectrum. Instead, the k-corrected emitted r-band luminosity, Lemit , was calculated
from the observed r-band flux density, S obs , by
Lemit = 4πD2 (1 + z)−(1+αrg ) S obs ,

(4.11)

where D, z and αrg are the luminosity distance, redshift and r–g band spectral index
(calculated using the SDSS r-band and g-band magnitudes) of the source respectively.
Lemit was then used to find the limiting redshift and luminosity distance at which the
observed optical flux density of the source fell below S r=18 = 0.229 mJy, through
a converging loop, and the optical-limit co-moving volume, Vmax, opt , was calculated
using Equations 4.6 and 4.7.

4.3 Results
The hV/Vmax i test was performed on the SENSE sample, excluding the 25 sources
without a redshift measurement. This gave the result hV/Vmax i = 0.460 ±0.029, hinting
at negative cosmological evolution for the SENSE sample at the 1σ level. However,
by ignoring the redshift-less SENSE sources, they have effectively been assigned a
V/Vmax value equal to hV/Vmax i. There is no reason to assume that this is the case, so
the analysis was repeated, assigning the mean redshift of the SENSE sample, hzi =
0.10, to those sources with no redshift (consistent with the method used by Padovani
et al. 2007, but see Section 4.4 for further discussion on this). This gave the result
hV/Vmax i = 0.510 ± 0.026, which is consistent with no evidence for cosmological
evolution. It should be noted that the errors quoted here and in the following Section
are statistical errors calculated using Equation 4.2 and therefore are lower limits on the
uncertainty; see Section 4.4.1 for further discussion on this.
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Table 4.2: hV/Vmax i values for the SENSE sample, when different redshift values are
assigned to the sources with no redshift. Note that all values carry the same statistical
error, σhV/Vmax i = 0.026.
Assigned redshift
0.002a

hV/Vmax i

0.507
0.05
0.508
b
0.10
0.510
0.15
0.518
0.20
0.572
a Minimum redshift in the SENSE sample.
b Mean redshift for the SENSE sample.

4.4 Discussion
Application of the hV/Vmax i test has shown no cosmological evolution for the SENSE
sample, assuming that the sources without redshifts have the mean value of the sample.
In the following, the influence of the sources without redshift on this result is explored
further and the results are discussed in the context of completeness. hV/Vmax i for the
different types of sources in SENSE is investigated and the results are discussed in
terms of unification schemes.

4.4.1 Sources with no Redshift
It has already been seen in Section 4.3 that the result of the hV/Vmax i test on the SENSE
sample is dependent on the assumptions made regarding the SENSE sources with no
redshift. To investigate the effect of the redshift-less sources on this result, the analysis was repeated, assigning different redshift values to these sources. The results are
shown in Table 4.2, from which it can be seen that the result of no cosmological evolution holds when the assigned redshift is between the minimum for the SENSE sample
(z = 0.002) and z ∼ 0.15. However, the SENSE sample shows evidence for positive
cosmological evolution (at the ∼ 2.8σ level) if it is assumed that all of the sources with
no redshift are at the SENSE redshift limit, z = 0.2.
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As already discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 3.1, the optical magnitudes of the
SENSE galaxies with no redshift can be used to estimate their redshifts. Therefore the
hV/Vmax i test was repeated, assigning z = 0.2 to the faint galaxies without redshifts,
and z = 0.06 to J1117+025. The remaining redshift-less sources were again given the
mean redshift of the sample, z = 0.1. This gave the result hV/Vmax i = 0.516 ± 0.026,
which is still consistent with no cosmological evolution, but higher than the result
when the galaxies were assumed to be at z = 0.1.
To further examine the effect of the redshift-less objects on the hV/Vmax i test, the
analysis was repeated as above, but using additional knowledge of BL Lac redshifts instead of the mean value for the sample. BZCAT was searched for BL Lacs with known
redshifts; excluding BL Lac candidates and objects with uncertain redshifts, and applying the SENSE radio flux density and optical magnitude restrictions gave a list of 184
redshift values in the range 0.023 ≤ z ≤ 1.34. Assuming that the SENSE redshift-less
BL Lacs and BSOs (referred to as BL Lacs for the remainder of this Section) have been
drawn from the same population, hV/Vmax i was re-calculated, randomly assigning one
of these 184 redshift values to each of the redshift-less BL Lacs (and subsequently excluding the object from the calculation if it was assigned z > 0.2). This was repeated
10,000 times and the results are shown in Figure 4.2 where the red solid line shows a
Gaussian fit to the distribution, as determined by the M function histfit.
From Figure 4.2 it is clear that the redshift-less BL Lacs do not greatly affect the
results. The hV/Vmax i values are distributed in the range 0.482 ≤ hV/Vmax i ≤ 0.526
and the full-width-half-maximum of the fitted Gaussian is FWHM = 0.015, again
consistent with no cosmological evolution. However, the results shown in Figure
4.2 are based on the assumption that the redshift-less BL Lacs in the SENSE sample have been drawn from the same redshift distribution as the known-redshift BL
Lacs in BZCAT, and that these objects are representative of the full BL Lac population. Nevertheless, it provides a quantitative measure of the additional error introduced by assuming redshifts for the sources without one. Based on these results, it
was decided to use the FWHM to add an additional component to the uncertainty
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of hV/Vmax i values calculated by randomly assigning redshifts
to the BL Lacs without one (see text for details). The solid red line shows a Gaussian
fit to the distribution.
on the result presented in Section 4.3, to account for the redshift-less objects, i.e.
hV/Vmax i = 0.510 ± 0.026 ± 0.015 for the SENSE sample.

4.4.2 Completeness
Although deviation from hV/Vmax i = 0.5 is usually interpreted as evidence for cosmological evolution, it can also arise if the sample is systematically excluding objects. The
selection method followed for the SENSE and 200 mJy samples means that they do not
suffer from the recognition problem discussed in Section 4.1. Therefore, if there are
any missing sources in SENSE, they are likely to be close to one of the sample limits,
and therefore have high V/Vmax values. This in turn means that the calculated hV/Vmax i
would be an underestimate.
In the 200 mJy sample, the ‘complete’ sample was defined as containing sources to
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Table 4.3: hV/Vmax i for different redshift limits imposed on the SENSE sample.
zlim

hV/Vmax i

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05

0.460 ± 0.029
0.448 ± 0.034
0.433 ± 0.041
0.417 ± 0.062

a redshift limit of z = 0.1 (Marchã et al. 1996). This is because the optical magnitude
limit imposed on the sample meant that it was likely that sources were missed between
this redshift and the redshift limit of the sample (z = 0.2), based on the Hubble diagram
(Marchã 1994). Comparison of the hV/Vmax i test for the complete sample and the ‘full’
(z ≤ 0.2) sample showed a slight deviation, hV/Vmax izmax=0.2 = 0.48 ± 0.04 compared to
hV/Vmax izmax=0.1 = 0.50 ± 0.05, which was taken as a hint that the 200 mJy sample is
only statistically complete for the redshift range z ≤ 0.1 (Marchã 1994). However, it
should be noted that the difference between hV/Vmax i for the two samples is < 1σ.
Unlike the 200 mJy sample, the SENSE redshift and magnitude limits were chosen
to be consistent with each other. However, the Hubble diagram for the SENSE sample (Figure 2.8) shows that there is a spread in the relationship between redshift and
magnitude, which means that there could be a few sources within the SENSE redshift
limit that are not included in the sample because they are fainter than r = 18. This
would mean that the sample is incomplete at high redshifts and missing sources with
V/Vmax ∼ 1. Therefore hV/Vmax i has been calculated for the SENSE sample, imposing
different redshift limits and excluding the sources with no redshift. The results are
presented in Table 4.3 from which it can be seen that there is a trend of decreasing
hV/Vmax i with decreasing redshift limit, although the hV/Vmax i values are all consistent to within 1σ. This is opposite to what is expected if the sample is missing objects
close to the redshift limit.
If it is assumed that the results presented in Table 4.3 are due to missing sources
within the SENSE sample, there are two possibilities. Either the negative cosmological
evolution seen for the lower redshift sub-samples is correct and SENSE is missing low
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Table 4.4: Source type, number of sources, hV/Vmax i and the redshift assigned to
redshift-less sources for the galaxy and BL Lac subgroups in the SENSE sample.
Source Type

N

hV/Vmax i

Galaxy
84 0.486 ± 0.031
BL Lac
28 0.536 ± 0.058
a z = 0.06 assigned to J1117+025.

zassigned
0.2a
0.1

V/Vmax objects close to the redshift limit (z ∼ 0.2), or the sample only shows a hint
of negative evolution, as seen for the full sample, and there are missing objects with
high V/Vmax at low redshifts. As there are already 25 SENSE sources excluded from
the results in Table 4.3, due to a lack of redshift measurements, it was decided to not
investigate the question of incompleteness in the SENSE sample until the redshifts of
these sources are known.

4.4.3 Different Source Types
While one of the aims of the SENSE sample is to break away from the traditional
classifications of objects, for comparison with other samples, the hV/Vmax i test has
been repeated separately for the galaxies and the BL Lacs in the sample. These results
are presented in Table 4.4. The BL Lac category includes all sources classified as BL
Lacs based on the optical spectrum and the BL Lac candidates (‘bl’ in Table 2.1). The
galaxy category includes all sources classified as a galaxy based on the optical image,
except for the four galaxies with a BL Lac spectrum and the three BL Lac candidates.
The sources with no redshift were assigned the same values as in Section 4.4.1.
hV/Vmax i for both sub-groups of the SENSE sample is consistent with no cosmological evolution. The result for the BL Lacs is in agreement with hV/Vmax i for other
radio-selected BL Lac samples (see Table 4.1). However caution must be taken with
this result because 13 of the BL Lacs have no redshift measurement and therefore were
assigned z = 0.1 in order to calculate V/Vmax .
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4.4.4 Unification
As already discussed in Section 1.3.2, the cosmological evolution of blazars and their
unbeamed equivalents should be the same, providing a way to test unified models. The
process used to select the SENSE sample means that it should contain objects with low
radio luminosities (as shown later in Section 5.6.4), for which the parent population is
expected to be FR-I galaxies (e.g. Urry & Padovani 1995).
It has generally been found that low luminosity radio galaxies (i.e. FR-I galaxies)
show little or no cosmological evolution (see e.g. Jackson & Wall 1999; Clewley &
Jarvis 2004), although there have been suggestions that they undergo “significant” cosmic evolution (e.g. Snellen & Best 2001; Sadler et al. 2007). hV/Vmax i has been calculated for the 26 FR-I galaxies in the 3CRR sample (the twice revised third Cambridge
catalogue of radio sources; Laing, Riley & Longair 1983) by Jackson & Wall (1999),
who obtained the result hV/Vmax i = 0.314 ± 0.057. This is only interpreted by Jackson
& Wall (1999) as “possibly reflecting some negative evolution”, although it should be
noted that their result deviates from no cosmological evolution, i.e. hV/Vmax i = 0.5, by
> 3σ. Their results also indicate that hV/Vmax i increases as a function of radio power,
although the small number of sources used for the analysis makes it hard to determine
the significance of this. Clewley & Jarvis (2004) found that hV/Vmax i = 0.47 ± 0.01 for
a much larger sample of 686 low luminosity sources, again showing negative cosmological evolution at the 3σ level, but interpreted as “little evidence for evolution”.
The possible negative cosmological evolution seen for FR-I galaxies by Jackson &
Wall (1999) is not in agreement with the result of no evolution for the SENSE sample,
while hV/Vmax i for SENSE and from Clewley & Jarvis 2004 are inconsistent at the
∼ 1σ level. However, as already discussed, the lack of cosmological evolution for
SENSE is dependent on the redshifts of those sources without a redshift measurement.
In the extreme case that all 25 of the objects with no redshift are beyond z = 0.2 and do
not belong in the sample, the hint of negative evolution for SENSE is consistent with
the results of Jackson & Wall (1999) and Clewley & Jarvis (2004). This highlights the
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Figure 4.3: V/Vmax against extended radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz. The solid line shows
V/Vmax = 0.5 and the dashed line shows hV/Vmax i for the full sample (excluding the
objects with no redshift). The red data points show hV/Vmax i in bins of ∆ log10 (Lext ) =
1, the V/Vmax error bars show the 1σ statistical uncertainty calculated using Equation
4.2.
need to constrain the redshifts of these 25 objects.
In Figure 4.3, V/Vmax is plotted against extended radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz (see
Section 5.6.4) for the SENSE sources with redshift measurements. Following the
method of Jackson & Wall (1999), the sample was binned by extended luminosity
and hV/Vmax i calculated in each bin, shown by the red data points. The results are
consistent with the value for the whole sample (shown by the dashed line) for objects
with extended luminosities Lext < 1026 W m−2 . The high hV/Vmax i for the highest luminosity SENSE sources is consistent with these objects being the beamed equivalents
of FR-II galaxies (as discussed later in Section 5.6.4).
It has recently been suggested by Giommi et al. (2012a) that most BL Lacs found
in radio-selected samples with a high flux density limit are actually FSRQs where the
emission lines are overwhelmed by the optical continuum (see also Rau et al. 2012).
In their classification scheme, the beamed equivalents of FR-I galaxies are mostly the
X-ray-selected BL Lacs that show signs of negative cosmological evolution. However,
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under this scheme, it is then surprising that BL Lac samples with high flux density
limits, such as the 1-Jy sample, do not show the stronger cosmological evolution that
is seen for FSRQs and FR-II galaxies. In addition to this, Cassaro et al. (1999) found
that only “a few” 1-Jy BL Lacs have extended radio luminosities that are consistent
with FR-II galaxies, which contradicts the hypothesis of Giommi et al. (2012a) that
these radio-selected BL Lacs are FSRQs.
In the context of the SENSE sample, it is possible that some of the SENSE BL
Lacs, in particular those without redshifts, could be “hidden” FSRQs, in which case
they should not be included in the hV/Vmax i calculation for comparison with FR-I
galaxies. The extended radio luminosity is one possible way to identify these objects
(see Chapter 5), although this again would require redshift measurements.

4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, the cosmological evolution of the SENSE sample has been investigated
via the hV/Vmax i test. The results indicate that the sample shows no cosmological
evolution, although this result is dependent on the redshifts of the sources that currently
have no redshift measurement; assuming that these objects have the mean redshift
of the sample gives the result hV/Vmax i = 0.510 ± 0.041. The error on this result
is higher than the pure statistical error to account for the uncertainty introduced by
assuming redshifts for the sources without one. The lack of cosmological evolution
for the SENSE sample is broadly consistent with the parent population of the sample
comprising of FR-I galaxies.
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5
Extended Radio Emission in the
SENSE Sample
The radio emission from blazars is dominated by synchrotron emission from the jet,
and the small angle of the jet to the line of sight means that this radio emission is seen to
be compact. However, while many blazar samples (including SENSE) contain objects
selected on the basis of the compact core emission, studies into the extended emission
of blazars (see below) have revealed that most blazars exhibit extended structure on
the arcsecond scales (corresponding to physical scales of a few kpc in the SENSE
redshift range) that can be probed by instruments such as the Very Large Array (VLA).
Assuming that the extended emission in blazars is unbeamed, it provides a measure of
an intrinsic property, i.e. one that is not dependent on the orientation of the jet. As
already mentioned in Section 1.3, blazar extended emission can be used to identify the
mis-aligned versions of blazars, the so-called ‘parent population’.
Following the study of a few individual objects (e.g Browne et al. 1982; Antonucci
& Ulvestad 1984), the first investigation into the extended emission of a sizable sample of blazars was by Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985) who used the VLA (mostly in A
configuration) at 20 cm to obtain high resolution images of the 54 confirmed blazars
at the time. Extended emission was detected in ∼ 90% (49) of the objects. Cassaro
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et al. (1999) found extended emission in 18 of the 28 BL Lacs in the 1-Jy sample that
they observed with the VLA and the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WRST).
More recently, Kharb, Lister & Cooper (2010) used A configuration 1.4 GHz VLA
observations to investigate the extended emission in the MOJAVE1 sample. Of the 135
objects in the MOJAVE sample, they found that ∼ 93% show extended emission. Observations at (relatively) low radio frequencies are typically used to study the extended
structure in blazars because the extended emission has a steep radio spectrum, unlike
the flat spectrum core emission.
In this Chapter, the extended radio properties of the SENSE sample are explored,
building on the initial results that were presented in Section 2.3.5 using images from the
FIRST survey. The Chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 recaps what is already
known from the FIRST maps. The next three Sections describe work to improve on
this: Section 5.2 presents the results of a search for published radio maps and flux
density measurements, Section 5.3 presents new observations obtained with the Giant
Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) at 610 MHz and Section 5.4 presents the results
of a search in the VLA archive for the remaining sources. Section 5.5 describes the
data available from FIRST for those sources not included in the previous three sections.
The results are brought together and discussed in Section 5.6 and finally a summary is
presented in Section 5.7. The majority of this Chapter deals with radio observations
taken at L-band (1 ≤ ν ≤ 2 GHz), typically ν ∼ 1.4 GHz or λ ∼ 20 cm.

1

Monitoring of Jets in Active galactic nuclei with VLBA Experiments (see e.g Lister & Homan

2005).
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5.1 Extended Emission in FIRST Maps
The FIRST (Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm) survey was used in the
SENSE sample selection process (see Chapter 2) and provides 1.4 GHz peak and integrated flux densities. The extended emission of SENSE sources in the FIRST maps
has already been discussed in Section 2.3.5 and presented in Figure 2.14. The FIRST
survey was carried out using the VLA in B configuration to observe at 20 cm, producing images with a resolution of 5′′ and a typical rms of 0.15 mJy. While the (relatively)
low frequency of the FIRST survey is suited to the detection of the steep spectrum extended emission, the resolution means that extended emission on a scale of ∼ 1 arcsec
will have been missed in the FIRST maps (see Sections 5.2 and 5.4 for a comparison
of FIRST maps with VLA A configuration observations). On the other hand, high resolution maps at the same frequency will have worst surface brightness sensitivity and
can “resolve out” diffuse extended emission (as shown later in Figure 5.4).
The nature of the radio emission detected in FIRST for the SENSE sources has
been characterised by Prof. Ian Browne who defined four categories: point-like (P);
extended in a ill-defined way (E); compact without a well-defined core (C); and map
good enough to separate core and extended emission (M). An example of a source in
each category is shown in Figure 5.1. Over half of the sources (69/121) in the SENSE
sample have been defined as point-like (P) in the FIRST map. The remaining sources
in the SENSE sample divide into 27 M (+ two M?), 20 E and three C. The two sources
classified as M? are J0829+179 and J1125+200, both of which show an unconnected
core+lobe structure, shown in Figure 5.2 (because the core is not seen to be connected
to the lobe, these sources were not included in the M category).
An investigation into the extended emission of the SENSE sample therefore has
three parts to it: analysing the existing FIRST maps of the M sources (Section 5.5),
obtaining maps of the P, E and C sources that have been published (Section 5.2) and
from the VLA archive (Section 5.4), and new observations of the remaining sources
(Section 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: FIRST contour maps showing examples of the morphologies found
amongst the SENSE sources. Clockwise from top left: point-like (P; J0809+523),
extended in an ill-defined way (E; J0809+349) (E), map good enough to separate core
and extended emission (M; J0758+337) and compact without a well-defined core (C;
J0841+324).
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Figure 5.2: FIRST contour plots of J0829+179 (left) and J1125+200 (right), the two
SENSE sources classified as M?.

5.2 Published Maps
Published high resolution VLA L-band maps were found for 11 SENSE sources. These
sources are discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.1 and the flux densities and references are presented in Table 5.1 for the objects where extended emission is detected.
The results are briefly discussed in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Notes on Individual Sources
J0915+295. The source is point-like in both FIRST and a VLA L-band C configuration
map made using data retrieved from the archive. There is an L-band A configuration
VLA map in Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985), showing that about a third of the total flux
density is contained in extended emission that forms a halo around the core.
J1104+382. Mkn 421, classified as E based on the FIRST map. There are L-band A
configuration VLA maps in Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985) and Xu et al. (1995) that
both show the extended emission, but no integrated or extended flux density measure-
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Table 5.1: Summary of the results of searching for published maps of SENSE sources:
source name, peak, integrated and extended flux density from FIRST, published peak,
integrated and extended flux density and reference. All flux densities in mJy.
Source name

S peak

FIRST
S int

S ext

S peak

Published
S int
S ext

Ref.a

J0915+295
324.36
356.43 32.07 222
333
111
A85
J1104+382
557.26
573.79 16.53 520
701
181
A85
J1148+594
454.89
471.57 16.68 395.6
421
25.4
W84
J1150+242
721.89
751.10 29.21 796
846
50
C99
J1220+292
389.38
402.00 12.62 470.3
518
47.7
W84
J1231+287
93.78
97.85
4.07
85.6
147.2 61.6
L08
J1347+122 4823.30 4859.88 36.58 5262 5297.4 35.4
S05
b
J1419+543
573.00
583.67 10.67 1058 1076
18
A85
J1653+397 1394.30 1420.36 26.06 1383
1478
95
C99
a References: W84 Wrobel & Heeschen (1984); A85 Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985); C99
Cassaro et al. (1999); S05 Stanghellini et al. (2005); L08 Landt & Bignall (2008).
b Includes the flux density of the component to the west of the core.

ment is given in the latter. The map in Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985) reveals two-sided
extended emission, not just the one-sided seen in the FIRST map.
J1148+594. NGC 3894, point source in FIRST. There is an L-band A configuration
map in Wrobel & Heeschen (1984), which shows an excess of 31 ± 3 mJy when comparing the integrated flux density with the point model that they fitted to the source.
However, they note that the uncertainty on this flux measurement is probably larger
than they quote because the extended emission is so close to the core.
J1150+242. Classified as E based on the FIRST map. There are L-band VLA maps in
Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985) and Cassaro et al. (1999), both showing the same double
extended structure seen in the FIRST map. The extended flux density measured in the
A+B configuration map in Cassaro et al. (1999) is double that from the A configuration
map in Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985), this is probably because the weak extended
emission is resolved out by the VLA in A configuration.
J1220+292. NGC 4278, point source in FIRST. There is an L-band A configuration
map in Wrobel & Heeschen (1984) that shows that the source is slightly resolved, with
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19 ± 2 mJy of extended emission when compared to their point source model. They
also present a 4.9 GHz map that shows more extended structure than the L-band map.
1221+282. W Comae, point source in FIRST. L-band VLA A configuration observations by Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985) show that the object is unresolved. The FIRST
flux densities have therefore been taken for this source.
J1231+287. Classified as E based on the FIRST map. Landt & Bignall (2008) present
L-band maps using the VLA in A and C configuration. The A configuration map
shows a core+jet (double) structure, while the A+C configuration map reveals that this
core+jet is within weaker diffuse extended emission (see Figure 5.4). The peak flux
density given by Landt & Bignall (2008) was measured from the A configuration map
and the extended from the C configuration map.
J1347+122. Point source in FIRST, although the map is noisy due to the strength of
the source (∼ 5 Jy). There is an L-band VLA B configuration map in Stanghellini et al.
(2005), which shows two-sided extended emission.
1407+284. Mkn 668, point source in FIRST. There is an L-band VLA B configuration
map in Stanghellini et al. (2005) which also shows a point source. The FIRST flux
densities have therefore been taken for this source.
J1419+543. Point source in FIRST, not taking into account the component to the
west. There are several L-band VLA maps in the literature: Antonucci & Ulvestad
(1985) and Murphy, Browne & Perley (1993) present high resolution maps (A and
A+B configuration respectively), while Cassaro et al. (1999) present a D configuration
map (and WRST observations). The flux density measurements from Antonucci &
Ulvestad (1985) have been taken, which include the western component. Note that
although the western component is included in this analysis, there are doubts about
whether it is physically associated with the compact core. Observations at 5 GHz
show a jet extended to the SE on sub-arcsec VLBI scales (Xu et al. 1995; Cassaro et al.
2002) that bends towards the SW in a MERLIN map (Cassaro et al. 2002).
J1653+397. Mkn 501, point-like in FIRST. There are high resolution L-band VLA
maps in Ulvestad, Johnston & Weiler (1983), Xu et al. (1995) and Cassaro et al. (1999)
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Figure 5.3: L-band radio contour maps of J1653+397 (Mkn 501) from FIRST (left) and
published by Cassaro et al. (1999) (right, VLA A configuration) showing the extended
structure in the higher resolution map compared to FIRST. Note that the two maps are
on different scales.
which all show two-sided diffuse extended emission.

5.2.2 Discussion
Of the 11 SENSE sources for which high resolution L-band observations could be
found in the literature, nine show extended emission when observed at a higher resolution. Five of these (excluding J1419+543) were classified as point sources based
on their FIRST maps. Figure 5.3 shows the FIRST map and the A configuration map
from Cassaro et al. (1999) for J1653+397 (Mkn 501), illustrating how an increase in
resolution reveals extended emission, compared to the point-like structure shown in
the FIRST map.
However, it is also possible that high resolution maps will miss extended emission,
if the emission is diffuse. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4, which shows the FIRST
map for J1231+287 and an A configuration VLA map taken from Landt & Bignall
(2008). The source is resolved into two components (core+jet) when observed with
the VLA in A configuration, however the diffuse emission seen in the FIRST map has
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Figure 5.4: L-band radio contour maps of J1231+287 from FIRST (left) and taken
from Landt & Bignall (2008) (right; VLA A configuration) illustrating how diffuse
extended emission can be lost in higher resolution maps. Note that the two maps are
on different scales.
been resolved out.

5.3 GMRT Observations
In order to try and increase the number of SENSE sources with reliable measurements
of extended emission, a proposal was submitted for observations with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT). Nine hours of observing time were awarded to use
the GMRT during cycle 16 (proposal 16 278) to carry out snapshot observations at
610 MHz of SENSE sources. The sources chosen for observation were those where no
relevant archive and/or published maps existed, and sources where the FIRST map indicated some extended structure, but not clearly enough to be characterised. 51 sources
were observed on 24 August 2009, however, since then, five of these sources have been
removed from the sample, and therefore are not included in this Chapter. Further details on the observations and data reduction are given below.
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5.3.1 The GMRT
The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) is a radio interferometer located near
Pune in India. It consists of 30 mesh parabolic 45 m dishes with a maximum baseline
of ∼ 25km. At 610 MHz, the primary beam is 43 ± 3 arcminutes and the synthesised
beam is 5 arcseconds (giving comparable resolution to the FIRST survey). The full
system parameters of the GMRT are given in the GMRT User’s Manual2 .
The rms noise, ∆S , in Jy can be calculated by
√
2kT sys
∆S =
√
ηa ηc A nb nIF ∆ντ

(5.1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T sys is the system temperature (= 92 K at 610 MHz),
ηa and ηc are the antenna and correlator efficiencies respectively, A is the antenna area,
nb is the number of baselines, nIF is the number of IF channels, ∆ν is the bandwidth in
Hz and τ is the time on source. Therefore, if observing with a 32 MHz bandwidth (the
maximum allowed by the GMRT hardware correlator) and 4 IF channels (2 polarisation and 2 sidebands), the time on source needs to be τ = 398 s in order to achieve a
noise level of ∆S = 50 µJy, assuming ηa = 0.6 and ηc = 0.8.

5.3.2 Observations and Data Reduction
The observations were carried out on 24 August 2009. At this time, both the hardware
and the software correlator were in use (see below). Two primary (flux) calibrators
were observed: 3C 147 at the start of the observations and 1331+305 (3C 286) in the
middle and at the end of the observing run. A phase calibrator was observed at least
every ∼ 40 minutes. Details of the calibrators used are given in Table 5.2. In order
to maximise the uv coverage, the schedule was set up to observe each SENSE source
three times, at different hour angles, with each scan lasting 3 minutes, resulting in a
total of 9 minutes on target for each source.

2
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Table 5.2: Details of the calibrators used in the GMRT observations: source name,
J2000 position and flux density (as determined in A).
Name

Position

3C 147
05 42 36.12 +49 51 07.16
J1331+305 13 31 08.29 +30 30 33.00
J0735+331 07 35 55.57 +33 07 09.40
J0834+555 08 34 54.90 +55 34 21.10
J0842+185 08 42 05.09 +18 35 41.00
J1006+349 10 06 01.77 +34 54 10.30
J1120+143 11 20 27.81 +14 20 54.90
J1313+675 13 13 27.98 +67 35 50.40
J1445+099 14 45 16.47 +09 58 36.10
J1602+334 16 02 07.26 +33 26 53.10
a As determined by the A task GETJY.
b As determined by the A task SETJY.

Flux Density (Jy)
35.57a
20.69b
4.46a
7.53a
1.18a
5.27a
3.50a
4.19a
2.40a
2.75a

Two problems were encountered during observing. The first was that the slewing time for the telescope was longer than expected. This meant that it would not be
possible to do the desired three scans of each source in the allocated nine hours, so
the schedule was changed after the first set of observations to only observe the high
declination sources a second time. The second problem was noticed after the observations, this was that something went wrong with the data in the time period 1/10:40:59
– 1/11:56:00 so it was unusable. During the observations, antennas E05 and W01 were
not working.
The GMRT hardware and software correlators were both in use during the observations. The software correlator data (∆ν = 16 MHz) have been used in the following
because there were less bad data that needed to be removed, compared to the data
from the hardware correlator. The data were reduced in the standard way using the
Astronomical Image Processing System (A), details of the data reduction process
are given below.
A works by storing information (regarding flagging, calibration etc) in tables
that can then be applied to the data. The data were loaded into A using the task
FITLD and indexed using the task INDXR, creating an NX table, which allows A
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to access the dataset faster. Bad data were identified and removed (flagged) in the
following way: the single channel visibility data (most often amplitude against uv
distance or time) were examined for a source using the task UVPLT, then bad data were
identified with UVFND, and flagged with UVFLG, adding the flagging information to the
FG table. This process was repeated for each calibrator. The dataset was calibrated
by using the tasks SETJY, CALIB, GETJY, CLCAL and BPASS. First, SETJY was used
to set the flux density of the amplitude (primary) calibrator, J1331+305. Then CALIB
was run twice, once with the primary and once with the phase (secondary) calibrators,
to solve for antenna-based amplitudes and phases, generating a SN (solution) table.
This was followed by GETJY to determine the flux densities of the phase calibrators
(correcting the amplitudes in the SN table) and CLCAL to apply the solutions in the SN
table to the CL table. Bandpass calibration to correct for the variation of amplitude
and phase across the bandwidth was applied using the task BPASS with the calibrator
3C 147, generating a BP table. The data for an individual source were split out from
the dataset using the task SPLIT, applying the FG (flagging), CL (calibration) and BP
(bandpass calibration) tables. The SPLIT data were then cleaned and imaged with
the task IMAGR. The data were improved by two or three rounds of phase-only selfcalibration and finally an amplitude and phase self-calibration, using the tasks CALIB
and IMAGR.

5.3.3 Results
The 610 MHz peak and integrated flux densities were measured using the A task
JMFIT to fit a Gaussian model to the final cleaned map of each source, except for
J0749+451, where there was a second discrete component, so the task IMEAN was used
to determine the total and peak flux density in a box placed around the source. Table
5.3 lists the peak, integrated and extended flux densities at 610 MHz for the SENSE
sources observed with the GMRT, as well as the FIRST flux densities for comparison.
The majority of sources show more extended flux in the GMRT map compared to
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FIRST, this is to be expected from the difference in spectral index between the core
and the extended emission. The flux densities are compared in more detail in Section
5.6.2.
Table 5.3: Results from the GMRT observations: Source name, FIRST peak, integrated
and extended flux density, GMRT peak, integrated and extended flux density. All flux
densities in mJy. 10 sources look point-like in the GMRT map, these sources are
marked with an asterisk and the extended flux density is given in brackets.
Source name
J0749+451
J0831+461
J0832+278
J0834+440
J0839+430
J0841+324
J0850+077
J0910+334
J0912+533
J0912+279
J0931+196∗
J1006+349∗
J1037+100∗
J1105+020
J1110+215
J1117+025∗
J1143+613
J1144+009
J1151+589
J1154+124∗
J1156+265
J1216+094
J1218+010
J1229+178∗
J1245+571
J1314+238
J1350+096
J1356+052
J1424+045
J1438+125
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FIRST (1.4 GHz)
S peak
S int
S ext
79.46
124.48
477.84
136.89
125.74
215.22
217.82
102.94
130.81
224.04
216.32
3285.60
32.67
175.71
274.52
149.66
65.88
283.93
149.20
56.43
115.22
107.16
77.41
945.93
104.02
168.97
288.56
126.16
149.64
112.89

112.55
130.74
522.74
147.88
126.92
255.01
223.70
106.23
135.65
230.35
223.46
3399.40
34.12
212.83
289.01
152.11
69.40
288.85
169.10
58.21
116.58
118.14
80.55
958.78
110.86
174.76
300.57
141.83
159.86
121.92

33.09
6.26
44.90
10.99
1.18
39.79
5.88
3.29
4.84
6.31
7.14
113.80
1.45
37.12
14.49
2.45
3.52
4.92
19.90
1.78
1.36
10.98
3.14
12.85
6.84
5.79
12.01
15.67
10.22
9.03

GMRT (610 MHz)
S peak
S int
S ext
102.01
86.26
698.88
171.63
136.7
305.18
344.29
119.82
178.19
386.46
310.42
5259
7.7
35.92
416.94
127.09
57.95
111.98
145.79
18.48
143.9
119.35
78.59
1588.3
85.42
253.88
150.84
177.9
181.19
99.17

171.24
90.68
765.5
187.35
141.36
362.81
364.93
133.03
189.47
438.39
313.64
5314.5
8.03
102.04
454.94
127.33
61.6
116.71
168.62
18.33
155.32
136.31
85.3
1618.7
96.48
276.28
166.46
196.84
190.53
104.23

69.23
4.41
66.62
15.72
4.66
57.63
20.64
13.21
11.28
51.93
(3.22)
(55.5)
(0.33)
66.12
38
(0.24)
3.65
4.73
22.83
(-0.15)
11.42
16.96
6.7
(30.4)
11.07
22.4
15.62
18.94
9.34
5.06
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Table 5.3: GMRT results (continued)
Source name

FIRST (1.4 GHz)
S peak
S int
S ext

GMRT (610 MHz)
S peak
S int
S ext

J1439+499
91.39
98.88
7.49
71.61
82.53
J1440+059
114.72
133.99
19.27 118.62 137.3
J1446+090∗
150.51
153.26
2.75
173.79 177.22
J1449+423
159.08
165.64
6.56
79.04
86.23
J1502+338
78.32
80.99
2.67
64.88
67.97
∗
J1503+196
88.83
91.95
3.12
68.42
71.31
J1506+128
50.59
75.90
25.31
49.18
80.73
J1507+103
403.45
407.85
4.40
441.88 530.09
J1509+159
393.20
406.70
13.50 570.03 630.37
J1530+379
98.53
99.82
1.29
43.88
45.71
∗
J1539+355
87.86
89.15
1.29
100.06 102.46
∗
J1542+614
108.20
113.42
5.22
79.87
82.34
J1543+048
253.90
267.57
13.67
291.1 304.07
J1602+527
557.47
575.70
18.23 1017.7 1059.4
J1611+406
553.55
553.08
-0.47 1185.9 1288.5
J1718+546
323.32
328.92
5.60
386.64 412.21
∗ Point-like in the GMRT map, assumed no extended structure.

10.91
18.68
(3.43)
7.19
3.09
(2.89)
31.55
88.21
60.34
1.84
(2.4)
(2.47)
12.97
41.7
102.6
25.57

5.3.4 Discussion
The rms was determined for each map by defining a blank region of sky away from the
source and running the task IMEAN. The rms for the final GMRT maps varied between
0.20 mJy/beam and 0.43 mJy/beam, with an average rms of 0.28 mJy/beam. This is
much higher than the desired rms of 50 µJy and is partly because the sources were
observed for less than the time originally requested. The majority of the sources were
only observed once, for three minutes. Using τ = 180 s in Equation 5.1 gives a theoretical rms noise of ∆S = 0.11 mJy for the software correlator data with ∆ν = 16 MHz.
However, the GMRT User’s Manual notes that there is a fudge factor of 2 between the
actual and estimated values, which brings the values in the maps closer to the expected
rms. The average dynamic range (ratio of peak to rms) is ∼900:1, although the values
range from ∼200:1 to ∼5000:1.
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Figure 5.5: Radio contour plots of J1110+215 from FIRST (left) and GMRT (right),
showing how extended structure can be revealed in 610 MHz observations that is not
seen at 1.4 GHz.
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Figure 5.6: Radio contour plots of J1117+025 from FIRST (left) and GMRT (right),
showing that observing at a lower frequency has not revealed any extended structure.
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Figure 5.7: Radio contour maps of J1105+020 from FIRST (left), GMRT (centre) and
NVSS (right). The low resolution NVSS map indicates that the extended structures
seen in the FIRST and GMRT maps are both part of the source.
Figure 5.5 shows the FIRST and GMRT radio contour maps for the SENSE source
J1110+215. The source looks point-like in the FIRST map but is clearly extended in
the GMRT map. This demonstrates that, despite the higher rms of the GMRT maps,
the observations at 610 MHz can reveal extended structure that is not seen at 1.4 GHz,
due to the steep spectrum of the extended emission. In contrast, Figure 5.6 shows the
radio maps for J1117+025, which looks point-like in both. However, for this source
there is an excess of 0.24 mJy when comparing the GMRT integrated flux density to
the peak. The question of whether or not a source is extended is discussed in Section
5.6.3.
The source J1105+020 (E in FIRST) showed some extended emission in the GMRT
map, but the southern component was not at the same position as in the FIRST map.
The FIRST and GMRT maps for this source are shown in Figure 5.7, along with the
NVSS (NRAO VLA Sky Survey) map. NVSS was carried out using the VLA in D
configuration at 1.4 GHz and therefore provides observations at a lower resolution (θ ∼
45′′ ) compared to FIRST. The NVSS map indicates that there is extensive extended
emission in this source, therefore it was decided to use the peak flux density from
FIRST and the integrated flux density from NVSS to measure the extended emission.
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Table 5.4: Flux densities for the two SENSE sources with S 610 MHz < 20 mJy: name
and flux densities from GMRT (peak), FIRST (peak), GB6, CLASS (peak) and OCRAp. All flux densities in mJy.
Source name

S 610 MHz

S 1.4 GHz

S 4.85 GHz

S 8.4 GHz

S 30 GHz

J1037+100
J1154+124

7.70
18.48

32.67
56.43

98
117

80.7
187.5

50.99
75.56

2.2

2.4

2

2.2

log10(Sradio (mJy))

log10(Sradio (mJy))

1.8

1.6
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Figure 5.8: Radio spectrum for the two GPS sources, J1037+100 (left) and J1154+124
(right).
Low S 610 MHz Objects
Two of the SENSE sources observed with the GMRT (J1037+100 and J1154+124)
have low flux densities at 610 MHz (S 610 MHz < 20 mJy). Both sources are point-like
in the FIRST map. Although the low flux densities at 610 MHz may seem surprising,
collecting available flux densities for these two objects (listed in Table 5.4) revealed
that they are GPS (gigahertz peaked spectrum) sources. This is shown in Figure 5.8
where both objects have a peak in the radio spectrum, with J1154+124 peaking at a
higher frequency (ν ∼ 8 GHz) compared to J1037+100 (ν ∼ 5 GHz).

5.4 VLA Archive
If published maps could not be found, the VLA archive was searched for L-band observations of the P, C and E SENSE sources that were not observed with the GMRT. A
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configuration observations were prioritised, but B and C configuration maps were also
made for some sources where it was thought appropriate, for example if the time on
sources was greater than that for FIRST (∼ 3 minutes). Potentially useful observations
were found in the VLA archive for 13 SENSE sources 3 ; for each object the data were
downloaded and reduced in A, following the same procedure described in Section
5.3.2 (minus bandpass calibration). This mapping of sources from archival data was
done jointly with Prof. Ian Browne.

5.4.1 Results
The peak and integrated flux densities were determined as for the GMRT data: the
A task JMFIT was used to fit a Gaussian to the source, except for cases where there
was obvious extended emission, in which case IMEAN was used to determine the total
and peak flux density in a box drawn around the source. The results are given in Table
5.5 with the flux densities from FIRST for comparison. Extended structure was seen
for seven of the objects and the extended flux density from the archive data maps was
higher than the extended flux density from FIRST for all of these sources.

5.4.2 Discussion
Radio maps made using observations from the VLA archive for 13 SENSE sources
showed extended structure for seven objects. The extended flux density measured
from the archive map was higher than that measured from the FIRST map for all of
these sources. Four of these sources were classified as E or C based on the FIRST map
and the archive map allowed the core and extended emission to be better characterised.
An example of one of the three P sources that showed extended structure in the higher
resolution archive map is shown in Figure 5.9.
Five of the SENSE sources are unresolved in high resolution VLA L-band maps.
3

Several more sources were mapped in this process but subsequently removed from the SENSE

sample based on these maps.
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Table 5.5: Results from the VLA archive mapping: source name, FIRST peak, integrated and extended flux density, VLA archive peak, integrated and extended flux
density. All flux densities in mJy. 5 sources look point-like in the VLA archive map,
these sources are marked with an asterisk and the extended flux density is given in
brackets.
Source name

S peak

FIRST
S int

S ext

S peak

VLA
S int

J0809+349
E 149.79 154.86
5.07
138.77
206.5
∗
J0809+523
P 184.03 188.29
4.26
162.76 166.95
J0831+044
C 729.30 738.57
9.27
739.99 839.91
J0832+185
P 852.07 874.24 22.17 874.81 904.16
J0906+466∗
P 306.81 313.57
6.76
298.15 300.49
J1125+200 M? 576.47 604.26 27.79 707.94 946.13
J1141+598∗
P
97.54 101.23
3.69
118.31 121.52
∗
J1209+413
P 397.21 398.39
1.18
282.77 283.23
∗
J1254+189
P
80.19
83.72
3.53
80.28
82.56
J1427+238
E 288.51 413.91 125.40 288.98 421.66
J1432+363
P 110.35 116.76
6.41
92.21
117.76
J1606+182
P 227.23 244.00 16.77 179.13 200.88
J1644+263
E
87.53
90.80
3.27
106.38 135.17
∗ Point-like in the VLA archive map, assumed no extended structure.

S ext
67.73
(4.19)
99.92
29.35
(2.34)
238.19
(3.21)
(0.46)
(2.28)
132.68
25.56
21.75
28.79

It is possible that there is diffuse extended emission that has been resolved out in the
available maps, or that extended structure would be seen in observations at lower frequencies but for now it is concluded that these sources are not extended on arcsecond
scales.

5.5 FIRST
Following the search for published maps and data in the VLA archive, and the new
observations with the GMRT, 51 SENSE sources remain without any additional radio
information. Of these, 27 have been classified as M, and one as M?, so their extended
emission has been measured from the FIRST map (see Section 5.5.1). The remaining
24 sources are briefly discussed in Section 5.5.2.
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Figure 5.9: Radio contour plots of J1432+363 from FIRST (left) and VLA A configuration observations from the archive (right), showing the extended structure in the
higher resolution map.

5.5.1 M Objects
27 of the SENSE sources show obvious core and extended structure in the FIRST map
(classified as M). However, because the FIRST flux densities are calculated automatically, the FIRST integrated flux density for these sources usually does not include the
whole extended structure. Therefore, to determine the flux density of the extended
emission, the FIRST map was loaded into A for each source and IMEAN was used to
measure the flux density in a box placed around the entire structure. These flux densities, S int,IMEAN , are presented in Table 5.6, along with the FIRST flux densities. As can
be seen, the integrated flux density measured using IMEAN is higher compared to the
integrated flux density given in the FIRST catalogue for all sources. Therefore, in the
following, the peak flux density from the FIRST catalogue will be used with the IMEAN
integrated flux density to determine the extended flux density, presented in column 5
of Table 5.6.
There is one source, J0829+179, that has been classified as M?, but does not have
any additional radio information, either published or in the VLA archive, to confirm
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Table 5.6: FIRST flux densities for sources classified as M. Source name, FIRST peak
flux density, FIRST integrated flux density from the catalogue and FIRST total flux
density as measured using IMEAN. All flux densities in mJy.
Source name

S peak

S int

S int,IMEAN

S ext

J0752+459
J0758+377
J0814+129
J0819+525
J0829+179
J0839+288
J0843+510
J0901+290
J1036+001
J1133+490
J1145+196
J1147+350
J1217+301
J1219+058
J1229+021
J1241+163
J1256+568
J1306+112
J1342+050
J1345+535
J1416+108
J1516+002
J1553+238
J1559+594
J1615+471
J1647+291
J1647+498
J1700+301

39.87
198.50
296.96
165.76
188.45
122.11
63.84
731.69
86.60
116.07
441.50
608.81
375.97
135.57
35558.55
43.37
235.28
101.69
492.60
70.58
34.93
734.8 0
54.29
173.84
93.41
115.47
103.62
60.55

50.15
225.51
530.63
687.20
231.80
124.72
77.55
1492.63
109.91
166.68
545.35
615.09
406.29
140.46
36983.06
46.75
242.48
117.95
995.24
79.60
29.77
755.72
64.95
185.98
98.08
121.61
108.14
71.04

275.45
552.09
1544.30
1911.00
299.85
261.82
112.53
1902.50
283.96
421.40
2194.7
634.41
490.45
548.57
53631.00
84.69
274.56
297.53
1558.40
305.78
29.77
1043.50
313.76
212.14
349.4 0
288.58
149.02
246.71

235.58
353.59
1247.34
1745.24
111.40
139.71
48.69
1170.81
197.36
305.33
1753.20
25.60
114.48
413.00
18072.45
41.32
39.28
195.84
1065.80
235.20
386.79
308.70
259.47
38.30
255.99
173.11
45.40
186.16

that the two additional components seen in the FIRST map (already shown in Figure
5.2) are associated with the core source. In the following, it is assumed that both
components are associated, and the integrated flux density has been measured in the
same way as for the M sources using IMEAN. This source is also presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.7: FIRST flux densities for sources the remaining P, C and E SENSE sources
for which no further information could be found: Source name, FIRST peak flux density, FIRST integrated flux density. All flux densities in mJy. 11 sources look pointlike in the FIRST map, these sources are marked with an asterisk and the extended flux
density is given in brackets.
Source name

S peak

S int

S ext

J0148+003 359.15 519.53
160.38
∗
J0822+470
49.94
52.63
(2.69)
J0843+456 258.76 264.56
5.80
J0909+194
64.03
68.63
4.60
J1024+235∗ 121.33 125.13
(3.80)
J1058+564 207.96 221.38
13.42
∗
J1104+075
70.30
71.63
(1.33)
J1105+020 175.71 212.83a
37.12
J1108+020
90.47
98.40
7.93
∗
J1112+074
87.28
89.38
(2.10)
J1203+605 165.35 171.35
6.00
J1221+282∗ 908.30 922.12
(13.82)
J1230+253∗ 225.99 231.69
(5.70)
J1250+137 162.78 168.77
5.99
J1317+412∗ 247.39 248.87
(1.48)
J1356+183 349.45 367.84
18.39
∗
J1407+284
819.00 829.58
(10.58)
J1411+528 218.37 321.59
103.22
J1428+274∗
50.87
53.45
(2.58)
J1503+102 106.14 113.07
6.93
∗
J1511+053
75.20
77.46
(92.26)
J1516+070 501.18 3509.85
3008.67
J1521+043 139.44 155.38
15.94
J1603+159
85.12
93.75
8.63
J1603+110 159.39 172.15
12.76
J1604+177∗
69.42
71.84
(2.42)
∗ Point-like in the FIRST map, assumed no extended
structure.
a Integrated flux density from NVSS.

5.5.2 Other
The remaining 23 SENSE sources are classified as P, E, or C but do not have any
additional information available to further characterise the extended emission. The
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FIRST flux densities for these sources are given in Table 5.7. Table 5.7 also lists the
flux densities for the three sources discussed in previous Sections, but for which it
was decided that the FIRST flux densities would be used (J1105+020, J1221+282 and
J1407+284). For the following discussion, the FIRST flux densities will be used to
determine the flux density in the extended structure for these sources.

5.6 Discussion
Measurements of the core (peak), total (integrated) and extended flux density have
been presented for each SENSE source. The flux densities were obtained from published work, new GMRT observations, VLA archive data and FIRST; a summary of
the number of sources in each category is given in Table 5.8. Note that there are
two SENSE sources with published high resolution radio maps for which the FIRST
flux densities will be used because they were unresolved at higher resolutions, and
one SENSE source where the GMRT and FIRST radio maps showed extended radio
emission at different positions, so the NVSS flux density has been used to determine
the flux density in extended structure. All SENSE sources but one show an excess in
the integrated flux density when compared to the peak, although for 22 sources, this
extended flux density is < 3% of the total and therefore should be treated with caution (see Section 5.6.3). The published, VLA archive and FIRST flux densities have
all been measured from 1.4 GHz observations, whereas the GMRT observations were
carried out at 610 MHz.
The flux densities obtained with the GMRT should not be directly compared to the
L-band flux densities because of the frequency dependence of the flux density. The
flux density S ν is related to the frequency of observations, ν, by
S ν ∝ να ,

(5.2)

where α is the spectral index. As already mentioned several times in this Thesis, the
core emission from blazars generally has a flat spectrum, i.e. αcore = 0, so the flux den-
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Table 5.8: Summary of the radio data gathered for this Chapter: the method used to
obtain the flux densities, the number of SENSE sources with flux densities using that
method, the number of sources for which the flux densities will be used and the Section
number for more information.
Method

N

Nuse

Section

Published
11
9
5.2
GMRT
46
45
5.3
VLA archive 13
13
5.4
a
FIRST
N/A 54
5.5
aS
from
NVSS
for
one
source.
int

sity should not depend on the observing frequency. However, AGN extended emission
has a steep spectrum, typically with a spectral index in the range −0.8 ≤ αext ≤ −0.7
(e.g. Gendre & Wall 2008; Kharb, Lister & Cooper 2010). This means that the amount
of extended emission compared to core emission should increase as the frequency decreases (as seen when comparing the GMRT and FIRST fluxes) and is why studies of
blazar extended radio emission are typically carried out at low frequencies. Equation
5.2 can be used to correct the measured flux densities to a common frequency so that
the extended radio properties of the SENSE sample can be explored.
It was decided to extrapolate the GMRT flux densities to 1.4 GHz, for two reasons.
First, a larger fraction of SENSE sources have flux densities measured at 1.4 GHz
compared to 610 MHz. Secondly, it has been seen that, for some sources, the FIRST
maps do not show extended emission which is revealed in different resolution, or lower
frequency, maps. As an example, the source J0912+279 is point-like in FIRST but extended in the GMRT map. The extended flux density in FIRST is S ext,FIRST = 6.31 mJy,
which converted to 610 MHz is S ext,610MHz = 12.27 mJy, assuming that αext = −0.8.
However the extended flux density measured from the GMRT map is S ext,GMRT =
51.93 mJy, a factor of 4 higher. This implies that some of the extended emission
has been missed in the FIRST map, and therefore the 610 MHz extended flux densities
converted from FIRST would not be an accurate representation of the lower frequency
extended emission.
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5.6.1 Core Dominance
The core dominance parameter, R, will be used throughout this discussion as a measure
of the extended emission. It has already been defined in Section 2.3.5 as
R=

S core
,
S ext

(5.3)

where S core = S peak and S ext = S int − S peak , following the method of Marchã et al.
(2001). Assuming a flat spectrum core, i.e. αcore = 0, the core dominance at 610 MHz,
R610 MHz, can therefore be converted to the core dominance at 1.4 GHz, R1.4 GHz , by
!α
0.61 ext
R1.4 GHz = R610 MHz
,
(5.4)
1.4
where αext is the spectral index of the extended emission, and will be taken to be
αext = −0.8, following Kharb, Lister & Cooper (2010), Cassaro et al. (1999) and
Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985).
The steep nature of the extended emission also means that the core dominance
needs to be k-corrected to account for the different redshifts within the SENSE sample.
The emitted frequency, νemit , is related to the observed frequency, νobs , by
νemit = νobs (1 + z),

(5.5)

where z is the redshift, therefore the k-corrected core dominance, Rk , is
Rk =

S core
(1 + z)−αcore +αext = Robs (1 + z)−0.8 .
S ext

(5.6)

In the following, the subscript will be dropped from the core dominance parameter for
convenience, and R will be taken to mean the k-corrected 1.4 GHz core dominance
parameter. As shown in Equation 5.6, applying the k-correction required the redshift,
and this is not known for 25 SENSE sources. When calculating the k-corrected core
dominance parameter, the same assigned redshifts will be used as in previous Chapters,
i.e. z = 0.2 will be assigned to the four redshift-less galaxies with r > 17.6, z = 0.06
will be assigned to J1117+025 and the mean redshift of the SENSE sample, z = 0.1,
will be assigned to the remaining redshift-less sources (see Section 3.1).
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Figure 5.10: The distribution of log10 (R) for the SENSE sample at 1.4 GHz.
The distribution of the core dominance parameter for the SENSE sample is shown
in Figure 5.10. For one source (J1154+124) the determined R value is negative, i.e.
the integrated flux density is less than the modelled peak flux density. This source
is compact, therefore this source has been included in the highest log10 (R) bin. The
core dominance distribution is broad, spanning ∼4 orders of magnitude, with a median
value of log10 (R) = 1.183. This indicates that the strength of the extended emission
does not depend on the strength of the core. Similar core dominance distributions have
been seen for other core-dominated samples of AGN (e.g. Murphy, Browne & Perley
1993; Cooper, Lister & Kochanczyk 2007). The distribution of log10 (R) for a sample
of BL Lacs with the same redshift limit as SENSE (Giroletti et al. 2004) peaks at a
lower value of R compared to SENSE and only extends to log10 (R) = 1.5, suggesting
that the extension of the SENSE distribution to higher R values is (at least partly) due
to the inability to detect the extended emission in the available radio maps, rather than
an intrinsic lack of extended structure.
Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of the core dominance for the different spectral
classifications in SENSE. Here AGN includes objects with Seyfert and LINER spectra
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Figure 5.11: log10 (R) distributions for the different spectral types found in the SENSE
sample: BL Lacs (top left), PEGs (bottom left), AGN (top right; includes Seyfert
galaxies and LINERs) and other (bottom right; includes any object not in the other
categories).
Table 5.9: Results of the K-S test on the different optical type R distributions shown in
Figure 5.11.
Distributions

P (%)

BL Lacs – PEGs
BL Lacs – AGN
BL Lacs – Other
AGN – PEGs
AGN – Other
Other – PEGs

2.40
79.31
36.11
7.11
35.25
1.19

and Other includes sources not classified as BL Lacs, PEGs, or AGN. Application of
the K-S test to different combinations of the distributions (see Table 5.9) indicates that
the distribution of R for the PEGs is significantly different from the distributions for
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other optical types, in that the PEGs are less core-dominated. This would suggest that,
at least for some of these objects, the PEG jets are aligned at larger angles to the line
of sight (see below).
The core dominance is often used as an indicator of jet orientation (e.g. Orr &
Browne 1982; Kapahi & Saikia 1982). The simplest model would assume that the
transverse R value, RT (i.e. R at θ = 90◦ ), is the same for all sources. The range of
core dominance values seen in the SENSE sample would then be due to a spread in
Doppler factors and therefore, assuming that all objects have the same Lorentz factor,
a range of jet orientation angles. Under this model, the most aligned objects will have
high R values and the angle to the line of sight would increase with decreasing R. The
range of R values can be used to estimate the Lorentz factor for the SENSE sample
in the following way. The observed core dominance is related to the transverse core
dominance by
R(θ) = 0.5RT (1 − β cos θ)−2 + 0.5RT (1 + β cos θ)−2 ,

(5.7)

where θ is the angle of the jet to the line of sight and β = cv , where v is the jet speed
and c is the speed of light (Orr & Browne 1982). If it is assumed that the jet angles
in SENSE are distributed between 0◦ and 90◦ , then RT ∼ 0.1 and R(θ = 90◦ ) ∼ 100.
Using these values in Equation 5.7 suggests a jet speed of β ∼ 0.98 which corresponds
to a Lorentz factor of γ ∼ 5. This is consistent with observed BL Lac Lorentz factors
(e.g. Lähteenmäki & Valtaoja 1999).
The core dominance is used later in Section 5.6.5 to look for differences between
those SENSE sources detected and undetected in gamma-rays.

5.6.2 Comparison of Methods
The aim of the work described in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 was to improve on the
existing observations from the FIRST survey, either to better identify the core and
extended structure, or to look for extended structure around objects that are unresolved
in the FIRST map. However, attaining an overall view of the extended emission in the
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Figure 5.12: log10 (R) from FIRST flux densities against log10 (R) from published work
(circles) and the VLA archive (triangles). The dotted line shows the line of equality.
SENSE sample is complicated by the fact that the flux densities were measured from
observations at two different frequencies (610 MHz and 1.4 GHz), and at different
resolutions within the 1.4 GHz observations.
Higher Resolution Observations
Figure 5.12 shows the core dominance parameter from the FIRST flux density measurements plotted against the log10 (R) value that is used for these sources, either from
flux densities in published work or a map made from the VLA archive. The majority of the sources lie above the line of equality (i.e. the R value is lower when using
flux densities from higher resolution observations). This is not surprising, because the
higher resolution maps used for these sources have revealed extended structure that is
not apparent in the FIRST maps, leading to a higher extended flux density and a lower
R value.
There are six sources that lie below the line of equality in Figure 5.12. All of these
sources are in the P category from the original FIRST map classification. It is possible
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Figure 5.13: log10 (R) from FIRST flux densities against log10 (R) converted to 1.4 GHz
from the GMRT flux densities. The dotted line shows the line of equality.
that the R value from the FIRST map is lower for these sources because there is diffuse
extended emission that is not detected in the higher resolution published/archive maps.
However, this is inconsistent with the sources being classified as point-like based on
the FIRST map. For the four objects with additional maps made using archival data, it
was also decided that no extended emission had been detected in the higher resolution
maps (see Section 5.6.3). Two sources with R calculated from published flux densities
are just below the line of equality. This can be attributed to variability of the core. For
J1347+122 the extended flux densities are comparable, but the core flux density has
increased by over 400 mJy between the FIRST and the published map. For J1419+543
the extended flux density in the higher resolution map is higher than in FIRST, but the
core flux density has also almost doubled.
Lower Frequency Observations
In Figure 5.13, log10 (R) from the FIRST flux densities is plotted against log10 (R) converted to 1.4 GHz from the GMRT flux densities. Unlike in Figure 5.12, the log10 (R)
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values from the extra radio information (i.e. the GMRT observations) are not consistently lower than log10 (R) from FIRST. In fact, two-thirds (29/45) of the sources lie
below the line of equality, implying that more extended structure is seen in the FIRST
map compared to GMRT. The most likely reasons for this are either that the GMRT observations did not detect all of the extended emission, or the spectral index assumptions
in the conversion from 610 MHz to 1.4 GHz are not valid.
There are three outlier sources in Figure 5.13. The two sources that appear to be
less core-dominated in FIRST have been classified as point-like in both the FIRST map
and the GMRT map. The other source (J1611+406) was assigned log10 (RFIRST ) = 3
because the integrated flux density was less than the peak. The source does not look
obviously extended in the GMRT map, however the extended flux density is ∼ 9% of
the total, so it meets the criteria for extended emission (see Section 5.6.3).

5.6.3 Extended Emission in the SENSE Sample
Although all but one of the SENSE sources have a higher measured integral flux density compared to the peak flux density, this does not necessarily mean that all of
these sources have extended structure. Examples of SENSE sources with different
core dominance values are shown in Figure 5.14. As to be expected, the object with
log10 (R) ∼ −1 (left) shows extensive extended emission, with an order of magnitude
more flux in the extended structure compared to the compact core. The source with
log10 (R) ∼ 1 (middle) is dominated by a compact core but hints of extended structure
can be seen to the north and west of the core. However, the source at the high R limit
of the SENSE sample, with log10 (R) ∼ 3 (right), looks point-like. Therefore for each
SENSE source, it had to be decided whether the available observations showed believable evidence for extended structure or not. This is a decision that depends on the
quality of the available maps and, at some level, comes down to personal judgement.
One possible rule-of-thumb would have been to assume that any source with extended emission of the same magnitude as ‘negative’ extended emission (i.e. measured
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Figure 5.14: Radio maps from FIRST illustrating the extended structure seen as the
core dominance increases: log10 (R) = −1.053 (left; J1416+108), log10 (R) = 1.050
(centre; J1603+110) and log10 (R) = 2.949 (right; J1117+025).
S int < S peak ) is unresolved. However the modulus of the only ‘negative’ extended flux
density in the GMRT observations is less than the typical rms (S ext = −0.15 mJy for
J1154+124) and all the FIRST extended flux densities are higher than the modulus of
the only ‘negative’ FIRST extended flux density (S ext = −0.47 mJy for J1611+406).
Two sources (J1221+282 and J1407+284) were found to be unresolved in published high resolution 1.4 GHz maps (see Section 5.2). Assuming that this is due to an
intrinsic lack of extended emission, these sources provide another benchmark to compare the rest of the sample to. Both sources were classified as P based on the FIRST
map, and in FIRST the extended flux density is ∼ 1.5% of the integrated flux density.
It was therefore decided to visually inspect the radio map for extended structure for
sources where S ext ≤ 0.03S int . To account for the spread in peak flux densities in the
sample, maps were also inspected if the extended flux density was ≤ 3 mJy.
It was found that 26 SENSE sources do not show extended structure and appear
point-like in the available radio maps (11 in the FIRST map, 10 observed with the
GMRT and 5 that were mapped using VLA archive data). These sources are marked in
Tables 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 with an asterisk next to the source name. This means that 78%
(95/121) of the SENSE sample show extended structure in currently available radio
maps, somewhat lower than the percentage of extended sources found by Antonucci
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Figure 5.15: The distribution of log10 (R) at 1.4 GHz for the SENSE sources that show
detectable extended structure in the radio maps (black, solid) and the sources that appear point-like (green, dashed).
& Ulvestad (1985) and Kharb, Lister & Cooper (2010) This could partly be because
the currently available observations are not good enough to detect extended structure
in some sources.
Figure 5.15 shows the log10 (R) distribution for the extended SENSE sources compared to the point-like sources. As to be expected, the point sources all have high core
dominance values, with log10 (R) ≥ 1.23. Based on Figure 5.15, it can be concluded
that, with the current quality of observations, a source with log10 (R) < 1 will generally have detectable extended radio structure, whereas those with log10 (R) > 2 will
invariably appear point-like.

5.6.4 Extended Luminosity
The extended luminosities of blazars can be used to test AGN unified models (as already discussed in Section 1.3.2) because the extended emission is not beamed (unlike
the compact core). This means that comparison of the extended luminosity of the dif-
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ferent types of blazars with the extended luminosity of the Fanaroff-Riley galaxies will
indicate which type of FR galaxy is the misaligned equivalent of which blazars. As
discussed in Section 1.3, it is generally thought that the low-luminosity FR-I galaxies
are the parent population of BL Lacs and the high-luminosity FR-II galaxies are the
parent population of FSRQs. As SENSE has a low redshift limit, it is expected that
the majority of the SENSE objects will have low radio luminosities, and are therefore
expected to be the beamed versions of FR-I galaxies.
The intrinsic extended luminosity emitted at 1.4 GHz, Lemit
1.4 , was calculated from
obs
the observed 1.4 GHz flux density, S 1.4
, by
2
−(1+α) obs
Lemit
S 1.4 ,
1.4 = 4πdL (1 + z)

(5.8)

where dL is the luminosity distance, z is the redshift and α is the spectral index (assumed to be αext = −0.8). The sources with no redshift measurement were treated in
the same way as described in Section 5.6.1 for the calculation of the core dominance
parameter.
Figure 5.16 shows the distribution of extended luminosity for the 95 SENSE sources
that show extended structure (see Section 5.6.3). Following the definitions used by
Landt & Bignall (2008), the dotted lines mark the typical luminosities of FR-I galaxies (Lext < 1024.5 W Hz−1 ) and FR-II galaxies (Lext > 1026 W Hz−1 ), with the region
inbetween occupied by both. Over 80% (77/95) of the extended SENSE sources have
extended luminosities typical of FR-I galaxies, and only four SENSE sources have FRII-like extended luminosities. All four of these FR-II-like sources are clearly extended
in the FIRST map (classified M) and are briefly discussed below in order of decreasing
luminosity:
• J1229+021, log(Lext ) = 27.07, is 3C273 which is classified as an FSRQ in the
Roma BZCAT Multi-frequency Catalogue of Blazars4 . This is consistent with an
FR-II parent (e.g. Cara & Lister 2008), although the lack of an observed counter4
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Figure 5.16: The distribution of the extended luminosity, log10 (Lext ), at 1.4 GHz for
the SENSE sources that show extended structure in the radio maps. The dotted lines
indicate the typical luminosity ranges for FR-I and FR-II galaxies.
jet could suggest that 3C273 is intrinsically one-sided (e.g. Davis, Muxlow &
Conway 1985), which would in turn suggest that it is not an aligned FR-II galaxy.
• J0819+525, log(Lext ) = 26.22, is classified as a FR-II galaxy in NED, from
Owen & Laing (1989).
• J0901+290, log(Lext ) = 26.08, is on the FR-I/FR-II boundary and is classified as
a FR-I galaxy by Gendre & Wall (2008).
• J0814+129, log(Lext ) = 26.01, is also on the FR-I/FR-II boundary, but does not
have any further classifications published. The morphology seen in the FIRST
map is suggestive of an FR-II galaxy.
The available information on these sources indicates that only two actually have the
extended luminosity/morphology of an FR-II galaxy. Therefore ∼ 97% of the extended
SENSE sources (92/95) have extended radio luminosities that are consistent with the
parent population being FR-I galaxies, although 16 of these sources have extended
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Figure 5.17: 1.4 GHz extended radio luminosity against redshift for the SENSE
sources that show extended structure. The dotted lines indicate the typical luminosity ranges for FR-I and FR-II galaxies.
luminosities in the luminosity range occupied by both FR-I and FR-II galaxies (26 >
log(Lext ) > 24.5).
The low extended luminosities of the SENSE sample are due to the low redshift limit of the sample. For example, only two of the MOJAVE sources within
z < 0.25 studied by Kharb, Lister & Cooper (2010) have an extended radio luminosity > 1026 W Hz−1 . This is to be expected, as in a flux-limited sample, the higher
redshift objects must be intrinsically brighter for the flux density to be high enough for
inclusion in the sample. As shown in Figure 5.17, there is a (not unexpected) trend of
increasing extended luminosity with increasing redshift for the SENSE objects, indicating that a SENSE-like sample would include more sources with FR-II like extended
luminosities if the redshift limit was increased. The clustering of sources at z = 0.1 is
due to this redshift being assigned to the sources with no redshift measurement.
The 26 SENSE sources that do not show extended structure have not been included
in this Section. This is because it is not clear whether the lack of extended structure
is intrinsic or due to the limitations of the available observations. If it was the former,
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Figure 5.18: The distribution of log10 (R) at 1.4 GHz for the SENSE sources detected
in 2FGL (blue, dotted) compared to those not detected in 2FGL (left; red, solid) and
compared to the SENSE PEGs (right; green, dashed).
the luminosity calculated from S ext would be an upper limit, however for the latter the
luminosity would be a lower limit. Further observations, possibly using high sensitivity
instruments such as the EVLA and e-Merlin, would be required in order to investigate
the extended emission in these objects.

5.6.5 Fermi-LAT Detected Sources
Only 29 of the SENSE sources are strong enough gamma-ray emitters to be included
in the second Fermi-LAT catalogue (2FGL; see Section 2.4). As mentioned in Section
2.4, studies of gamma-ray emitting blazars have indicated that their jet properties are
different compared to non gamma-ray emitting blazars. The core dominance parameter
is often used as a proxy for the jet orientation (as already discussed in Section 5.6.1),
so comparing the core dominance of the 2FGL and non-2FGL SENSE sources may
reveal a difference between the two populations.
The left panel of Figure 5.18 shows the distribution of log10 (R) for the SENSE
sources included in 2FGL, and the SENSE sources not in 2FGL. The distributions are
similar, and application of the K-S test gives a 41% probability that they are drawn
from the same parent population. This would suggest that the orientation of the kpcscale jet does not determine whether a SENSE source is gamma-ray loud or not. How-
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ever, the right panel of Figure 5.18 compares the log 10 (R) distribution for the 2FGL
SENSE sources and the SENSE PEGs. As to be expected from Figure 5.11, there is a
statistical difference between the two distributions (P = 2% from the K-S test). Therefore the lack of gamma-ray detection of SENSE PEGs could be explained by larger jet
angles to the line of sight, although there is a large overlap in R values between PEGs
and BL Lacs, and this cannot account for the lack of gamma-ray detection for most of
the SENSE AGN.
One possible interpretation of Figure 5.18 is that it provides evidence against a
two-speed jet model, where there is a fast spine surrounded by a slower moving sheath
(e.g. Ghisellini, Tavecchio & Chiaberge 2005). In this scenario, it would be expected
that only the most aligned, i.e. high R, sources would be strong gamma-ray emitters,
assuming that the gamma-ray emission originates in the faster-moving spine. As the jet
becomes less aligned (moving to lower R values), the emission from the slower sheath
would dominate over the faster spine emission, and therefore the source would become
gamma-ray quiet. Therefore, in Figure 5.18, there would be a separation between the
two populations of SENSE sources, with the 2FGL-detected at high R and the non2FGL sources at lower R. This is clearly not seen.
Another interpretation of Figure 5.18 is simply that R is not a good indicator of
jet orientation. Kharb, Lister & Cooper (2010) found that the ratio of the core radio
luminosity to the k-corrected optical luminosity, RV , was a better proxy for jet orientation than R. It has been claimed that optical luminosity is better than extended radio
luminosity as a measure of intrinsic jet power (e.g. Ghisellini, Tavecchio & Ghirlanda
2009; Kharb, Lister & Cooper 2010). This is based on the observations that, in radio
galaxies, correlations exist between the optical continuum luminosity and emission
line luminosity (Yee & Oke 1978) and between the emission line luminosity and total
kinetic jet power (Rawlings & Saunders 1991). However, it is expected that this will
not necessarily be the case for SENSE sources, because the optical continuum of the
BL Lacs will be beamed, and the optical emission in the PEGs will be contaminated
by starlight from the host galaxy. Therefore RV has not been computed.
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As already mentioned in Section 2.4, the majority of the differences in jet properties seen between gamma-ray loud and gamma-ray quiet blazars have been seen in
parameters derived from VLBI observations. Therefore the results of this Section point
to the same conclusion as Section 2.4, namely that VLBI observations of the SENSE
sample are likely to be required before the differences between the gamma-ray detected
and non gamma-ray detected SENSE sources are revealed. These should already exist
for many of the SENSE sources from VIPS.

5.7 Summary
In this Chapter, the extended radio properties of the SENSE sample have been investigated. Integrated and peak flux densities from 610 MHz observations of 46 SENSE
sources using the GMRT were collected together with 1.4 GHz flux densities for the
rest of the sample from published maps, VLA archive data and the FIRST survey. It
was found that 78% of the SENSE sources show extended emission; it is expected that
this will increase with better observations.
The extended luminosity was calculated for the 95 SENSE sources with extended
radio emission and it was found that the extended luminosity of all but three sources
are in the range shown by FR-I galaxies, indicating that FR-I galaxies form the parent
population of the SENSE sample.
The ratio of peak to extended flux density (R) was compared for the SENSE sources
that have and have not been detected in gamma-rays by the Fermi gamma-ray space
telescope. No difference was found in the distribution of R for the two populations.
This either indicates that the kpc-scale jet orientation is not a factor in whether a
SENSE source is gamma-ray loud, or that R is not a good proxy for the jet orientation.
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6
Gamma-rays and Compton
Efficiencies
Blazars have been seen to dominate the high-energy extragalactic sky. The first gammaray detection of a blazar was by Swanenburg et al. (1978) using the COS B satellite.
However, it was not until the launch of the Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) on board the Compton Gamma-ray Observatory (CGRO) in 1991 that
blazars were detected in gamma-rays in any real numbers. The third (and final) EGRET
catalogue (Hartman et al. 1999) contains 271 sources detected from 22 April 1991 to 3
October 1995. Of these, 66 were classified as high-confidence blazars, accounting for
the majority of the high-confidence identified extragalactic sources in the catalogue. It
is likely that a significant fraction of the unassociated EGRET sources are also blazars,
and indeed several have been identified as blazars since the release of the catalogue
(e.g Sowards-Emmerd, Romani & Michelson 2003; Taylor et al. 2007).
Several blazars (primarily BL Lac objects) have also been identified as TeV emitters using ground-based Cherenkov telescopes (see e.g. Aharonian et al. 2008 for a
review of this field). While the TeV emission from blazars is not considered in this
Chapter, a brief overview of the research to date is provided for completeness. Motivated by the establishment of blazars as gamma-ray emitters by EGRET, the first
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TeV emission from blazars was detected from Mkn 421 (Punch et al. 1992) and Mkn
501 (Quinn et al. 1996) using the Whipple telescope (note that these are both SENSE
sources). Since then ∼ 45 blazars have been detected at TeV energies1 , primarily by
H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS.
The Fermi gamma-ray space telescope was launched in June 2008 and has dramatically increased the number of blazars detected in gamma-rays. The second Fermi-LAT
gamma-ray catalogue (2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012) contains 1873 sources, of which 806
are classified as blazars. This increase in the number of known gamma-ray emitting
blazars has allowed the inverse Compton regime to be probed with a large sample
of blazars for the first time. By selecting a blazar sample on gamma-ray emission,
the sample will be selected purely on inverse Compton emission, as opposed to synchrotron emission (radio-selected samples) or a mixture of the two emission processes
(X-ray-selected samples).
In this Chapter, Fermi-detected blazars in the CRATES catalogue are used to study
the connection between the synchrotron and inverse Compton emission in blazars. The
Chapter is organised as follows: Sections 6.1 and 6.2 provide a summary of the Fermi
gamma-ray telescope and research into the connection between radio and gamma-ray
emission in blazars respectively. The blazar sample used in this Chapter is introduced
in Section 6.3 and its properties presented in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 introduces the
concept of Compton efficiency and Section 6.6 presents the results, which are then discussed in Section 6.7. Finally Section 6.8 presents a summary of this Chapter. In the
following, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient will be used to test correlations
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to determine the similarity of two distributions. The standard significance level of 0.05 will be used to reject the null hypothesis.

1

At the time of writing, online catalogues of TeV-detected sources are maintained at http:

//tevcat.uchicago.edu/ and http://www.mppmu.mpg.de/∼rwagner/sources/.
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6.1 The Fermi Gamma-ray Telescope
The Fermi gamma-ray space telescope 2 has two instruments, the Large Area Telescope
(LAT) and the GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM). This work uses data from the LAT instrument, which is sensitive to gamma-rays in the 20 MeV – 300 GeV energy range
(Atwood et al. 2009). The highly-energetic nature of gamma-rays means that conventional telescope techniques cannot be used to reflect or refract gamma-rays. Instead,
the LAT is a pair conversion telescope, working in a similar way to the detectors used
in particle physics experiments. When a gamma-ray hits the LAT, it undergoes pair
conversion, turning into an electron-positron pair. The LAT tracks the path of these
particles through the telescope and measures the energy of the electromagnetic shower
that follows. In this way, the direction of the gamma-ray can be traced back and its
energy can be determined. The LAT mainly works in scanning mode, taking 2 orbits
(around 3 hours) to observe the whole sky uniformly.
The flux limit of the Fermi–LAT is dependent on photon index because it is easier
to identify hard sources against the background gamma-ray emission (e.g. Ackermann
et al. 2011b). For blazar samples, this means that selection effects can be introduced
at low gamma-ray fluxes, because BL Lacs and FSRQs have systematically different
photon indices, as shown later in Figure 6.4 (see also Section 6.7.1 and Figure 6.10).

6.1.1 Data Releases
There have been three main Fermi-LAT catalogue releases so far. The Fermi-LAT
bright source list (LBSL; Abdo et al. 2009a) contains the brightest gamma-ray point
sources detected in the first three months of scientific observations. This was followed
by the first Fermi–LAT catalogue (1FGL; Abdo et al. 2010b) which was based on
11 months of observation. The most recent data release is the second Fermi–LAT
catalogue (2FGL; Nolan et al. 2012), based on 24 months of scientific observations.
Relevant details for these catalogues are given in Table 6.1. Each data release also has
2

Formerly known as the Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope or GLAST.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the Fermi catalogues released to date.
Catalogue

Observation
Period

LBSL
1FGL
2FGL

3 months
11 months
24 months

All

N
BL Lac

FSRQ

205
1451
1873

46
295
436

64
278
370

Reference
Abdo et al. (2009a)
Abdo et al. (2010b)
Nolan et al. (2012)

an accompanying AGN catalogue.

6.1.2 Spectral Energy Distributions
At the time of writing, the largest compilation of blazar SEDs that include Fermi-LAT
data are the 48 quasi-simultaneous SEDs presented by Abdo et al. (2010a). These 48
blazars are a subset of the Fermi–LAT bright AGN sample (LBAS; Abdo et al. 2009b),
the AGN catalogue based on LBSL. Estimates of log(ν)peak,sync , log(νS ν )peak,sync and
log(ν)peak,IC are also provided for an additional 67 LBAS sources, calculated using
spectral indices.
These 115 sources were the gamma-ray brightest AGN during the first three months
of Fermi-LAT scientific observations and therefore it is possible that their properties
may not be typical of those of the overall gamma-ray blazar population. SEDs were
only compiled for the 48 sources for which X-ray data were available from Swift,
and Abdo et al. (2010a) conclude that these 48 sources are representative of the whole
LBAS sample. In general, the properties of the AGN found in 2FGL are consistent with
those AGN in 1FGL, which in turn are consistent with the LBAS AGN (Ackermann
et al. 2011b). Therefore, while comparison with results from Abdo et al. (2010a) only
allow for a small number of sources to be studied, it is not expected that strong selection
effects will be introduced. The compilation of a larger number of Fermi–LAT detected
blazar SEDs will allow for further studies into this.
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6.2 The Radio Gamma-ray Connection
One of the active fields of blazar research is identifying the emission mechanism that
produces the second (higher-frequency) peak in the spectral energy distribution. As
discussed in Section 1.5, both leptonic and hadronic processes have been used to model
the second SED peak. For the purposes of this Chapter, it will be assumed that the
emission mechanism is inverse Compton scattering of low energy photons, and nonleptonic processes will not be considered. Within inverse Compton models, the origin
of the seed photons is of particular interest; the two possibilities are that they are the
synchrotron photons produced by the synchrotron electrons in the jet (synchrotron
self-Compton emission, SSC; e.g. Maraschi, Ghisellini & Celotti 1992; Marscher &
Travis 1996) or that they are external photons (external Compton, EC) from the AGN
accretion disk (e.g. Dermer, Schlickeiser & Mastichiadis 1992), broad line region (e.g.
Sikora, Begelman & Rees 1994) or dusty torus (e.g. Błażejowski et al. 2000). It has
been suggested that the relative abundance of external photons can be used to explain
the existence of the observed blazar sequence (Ghisellini et al. 1998; also see Section
1.6).
There are two approaches to identifying the origin of the seed photons. One is
to identify the location of the gamma-ray emitting region along the jet. Results from
studying variability in individual objects indicate that in some FSRQs the gamma-ray
emission originates close to the BLR (e.g. Stern & Poutanen 2011), where there is
an abundance of AGN photons, suggesting that external photons are being scattered
(EC). However, observations of some BL Lacs indicate that the gamma-rays are being
produced further down the jet (e.g. Agudo et al. 2011), where the emission will be
dominated by scattering of the synchrotron jet photons (SSC).
The second approach is to study the nature of the relationship between the radio
(synchrotron) and the gamma-ray (inverse Compton) emission. It has been suggested,
in general terms, that an observed correlation between radio and gamma-ray flux density would suggest that SSC is the dominant high-energy emission process (e.g. Niep-
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pola et al. 2011). In particular, it can be argued that a tight correlation would suggest
SSC emission, as the upscattered photons are directly linked to the synchrotron electrons. However, some form of correlation should be expected, regardless of the photon
source, because the radio and gamma-ray emission are both fundamentally of jet origin.
Before the release of data from the Fermi satellite, doubts were expressed as to
whether a correlation existed between the radio and gamma-ray flux density (or luminosity) in blazars. Although a correlation between radio and gamma-ray luminosity (from EGRET) was presented in several papers (e.g. Stecker, Salamon & Malkan
1993; Padovani et al. 1993; Salamon & Stecker 1994), the relationship between radio
and EGRET gamma-ray luminosity was studied in detail by Mücke et al. (1997) who
found no evidence for a correlation. This lack of a correlation was also seen by Taylor et al. (2007) for the EGRET-detected blazars in VIPS. The results of Mücke et al.
(1997) and Taylor et al. (2007) were interpreted as evidence for a more complex relationship between the radio and gamma-ray flux density/luminosity than a direct linear
correlation, invoking factors such as variability and Doppler boosting.
In the last three years, the release of data from the Fermi-LAT has allowed the link
between radio and gamma-ray emission to be studied for much larger samples of objects. A correlation has been claimed by Mahony et al. (2010) and Ghirlanda et al.
(2010), both using 20 GHz radio flux densities with gamma-ray fluxes from 1FGL.
Stronger correlations have been seen by Kovalev et al. (2009), Peel et al. (2011) and
Ackermann et al. (2011a) between simultaneous (or quasi-simultaneous) radio and
gamma-ray observations. However, both Nieppola et al. (2011) and Linford et al.
(2011) found that the correlation was only significant for FSRQs, and not for BL
Lacs. The correlation of radio and gamma-ray fluxes has been examined in depth
by Ghirlanda et al. (2011), who conclude that it is real but that the true slope is steeper
than actually observed, due to selection effects in the samples used to study the correlation and gamma-ray flux variability. Clearly the relationship between the radio and
gamma-ray flux density in blazars is an issue that is yet to be resolved.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the inverse Compton peak frequency for BL Lacs (blue
dotted line) and FSRQs (red solid line) taken from Abdo et al. (2010a). The vertical
lines mark the Fermi frequency range. The majority of BL Lacs have inverse Compton
peak frequencies within the Fermi bands, whereas the FSRQs peak below.
One potential problem with using the gamma-ray flux density to study the link
between synchrotron and inverse Compton emission is that the gamma-ray flux in a
given energy band will probe different parts of the SED, relative to the inverse Compton
peak, for different blazars. It is well-known that BL Lacs are seen to have high SED
peak frequencies (both synchrotron and inverse Compton) compared to FSRQs (e.g.
Fossati et al. 1998). This is confirmed for the Fermi-detected blazars, where, as shown
in Figure 6.1, the inverse Compton SED peaks in the Fermi energy bands for BL Lacs,
whereas the SED is already falling for the FSRQs.

6.3 The Sample
As discussed in Section 2.4, only 29 of the SENSE sources are included in 2FGL.
Therefore, for this chapter, the CRATES catalogue has been used as the radio counterpart for the compilation of a gamma-ray selected sample of blazars. The CRATES
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catalogue encompassed the entire sky, and is the largest sample of flat spectrum radio
sources currently available. Therefore cross-correlating 2FGL with CRATES should
result in the largest possible sample of gamma-ray blazars with consistent radio counterparts from a single, relatively well-defined, catalogue.
This work was initially carried out using data from the 1FGL (see Gupta, Browne
& Peel 2012), however the results have been updated following the release of 2FGL in
late 2011, and it is the 2FGL results that are presented in this Chapter. Although the
details of the correlations and distributions have changed between the 1FGL and 2FGL
results, the conclusions remain the same. It should be noted that the work described
in this Chapter used the first version of 2FGL (The Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2011),
which has one less BL Lac association than the final version published in March 2012
(Nolan et al. 2012); from this point onwards, 2FGL refers to the first version of the
catalogue.

6.3.1 2FGL
2FGL contains 1873 sources detected in the first 24 months of scientific observation
with the Fermi–LAT, with detections based on the average flux in this period. 805 of
the 2FGL sources have been associated or identified with a blazar. Firm identifications
(of which there are relatively few) are mainly based on correlated variability, while
associations are based on positional coincidence (see The Fermi-LAT Collaboration
2011 for full details of the association process). The 805 2FGL blazars can be divided
into 435 BL Lacs (7 identified, 428 associated) and 370 FSRQs (17 identified, 353
associated).

6.3.2 CRATES
The Combined Radio All-sky Targeted Eight-GHz Survey (CRATES) (Healey et al.
2007) is a compilation of flat spectrum radio sources at 8.4 GHz, selected with S 4.8 GHz >
65 mJy. The selection process is based on that of the CLASS survey (Myers et al.
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2003) which used the VLA at 8.4 GHz in the high resolution A configuration to observe
sources selected from the GB6 catalogue (Gregory et al. 1996). However, CLASS only
covered the northern hemisphere, so CRATES expanded the compilation to the whole
sky, primarily using the PMN-CA catalogue3 and a pre-release of the ATCA (Australia Telescope Compact Array) 20 GHz survey (AT20G; Murphy et al. 2010), supplemented with additional VLA and ATCA observations. X-band measurements with
ATCA are taken at 8.6 GHz, not 8.4 GHz, so the flux densities presented in CRATES
have been adjusted according to the spectral index of the source. The CRATES catalogue contains ∼ 11000 sources. However one problem with CRATES for this work is
that for sources with extended structure, CRATES has a separate entry for each component of the source (see Section 6.3.3).

6.3.3 Cross Correlation
2FGL was cross-correlated with the CRATES catalogue using the NASA online High
Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC) with the default
correlation radius (10.0′ ). Only sources already defined as BL Lacs (bzb) and FSRQs
(bzq) in 2FGL were included in the cross-correlation. If there were multiple CRATES
sources matched to a 2FGL source, these were examined individually to identify the
correct association. For the majority of these sources, the multiple CRATES associations were the components of a single source and the core component (compact,
highest flux density) was obvious. Sources with only upper limits in all of the Fermi
energy bands were removed from the sample. This gave a sample of 535 sources, 302
FSRQs and 233 BL Lacs, referred to as the CRATES-2FGL sample. The full sample
is listed in Appendix D.

3

These observations are unpublished, but a report by Wright et al. is, at the time of writing, available

at http://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au/observing/databases/pmn/casouth.pdf
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Figure 6.2: 8.4 GHz radio flux density distribution for the CRATES-2FGL blazars
considered in this chapter. BL Lacs in blue (dotted) and FSRQs in red (solid). The
difference between the distributions (P = (2.8 × 10−13 )% from the K-S test) is likely
due to selection effects (see text for details).

6.4 CRATES-2FGL Sample Properties
The 8.4 GHz radio flux density distribution for the sources in the CRATES-2FGL
sample is shown in Figure 6.2. The FSRQs in the sample clearly have systematically
higher radio flux densities compared to the BL Lacs. The K-S test gives a probability
P = (2.8 × 10−13 )% that the two distributions are drawn from the same parent population. However, this separation between the two classes of blazar, in terms of radio
flux densities, is likely to have been caused by selection effects, introduced by only
considering sources that have already been classified as BL Lacs or FSRQs in 2FGL
(see Section 6.7.1).
Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the 1–100 GeV gamma-ray flux for the CRATES2FGL sample. The K-S test gives a probability P = 96.5% that the two distributions
are drawn from the same parent population. As stated in Section 6.1, the detection limit
of the Fermi–LAT depends on the photon index, and the photon indices of BL Lacs and
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Figure 6.3: 1–100 GeV gamma-ray flux distribution for the CRATES-2FGL blazars
considered in this chapter. BL Lacs in blue (dotted) and FSRQs in red (solid). The
distributions are extremely similar (P = 96.5% from the K-S test).
FSRQs are systematically different (see Figure 6.4). This means that the 1–100 GeV
gamma-ray flux distribution of BL Lacs might be expected to extend to lower fluxes
compared to that for FSRQs. However, this is not seen in Figure 6.3, which suggests
that the sample can be considered to be gamma-ray flux limited (see Section 6.7.1).
Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of photon index for the BL Lacs and FSRQs in
the CRATES-2FGL sample. As expected, the distributions are systematically different, with a clear shift to higher values for FSRQs compared to the BL Lacs. The K-S
test gives a probability P = (3.1 × 10−36 )% that the distributions are drawn from the
same parent population. This plot is essentially a different way of displaying the systematically different inverse Compton peak frequencies shown in Figure 6.1: FSRQs
typically have peaks in their SED just below the Fermi energy band, while BL Lacs
peak in the band.
In Figure 6.5 the 1–100 GeV flux from 2FGL is plotted against the 8.4 GHz flux
density from CRATES. There is a weak correlation between the two quantities (Spearman rank test ρ = 0.310; ρ = 0.331 for BL Lacs and ρ = 0.352 for FSRQs). This
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Figure 6.4: Gamma-ray photon index distribution for the CRATES-2FGL blazars considered in this chapter. BL Lacs in blue (dotted) and FSRQs in red (solid). The separation between the two distributions (P = (3.1 × 10−36 )% from the K-S test) is to be
expected (see text for details).
correlation between gamma-ray flux and radio flux density has been reported for other
blazar samples (see Section 6.2) using Fermi–LAT data and radio observations at various frequencies. The BL Lacs and FSRQs occupy overlapping regions of the parameter
space, with a systematic shift to lower radio flux densities for the BL Lacs, as to be
expected from the distributions shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.

6.5 Compton Efficiency
One of the aims of studying the connection between gamma-ray and radio emission in
blazars is to investigate the importance of external photons with regards to the spectral
energy distribution. However, as discussed earlier, direct comparisons of radio and
gamma-ray flux densities are not ideal for this, due the the systematic differences in
BL Lac and FSRQ SEDs at gamma-ray energies. An alternative approach is to examine the efficiency with which power contained in the relativistic jet is converted into
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Figure 6.5: Plot of 1–100 GeV flux from 2FGL against CRATES 8.4 GHz flux density.
BL Lacs are the blue open circles, FSRQs are the red filled triangles.
inverse Compton emission. If it was to be assumed that BL Lac and FSRQ jets are
essentially the same, then if only synchrotron photons are available for scattering, a jet
of a certain power will convert a certain amount of that energy into inverse Compton
photons via the SSC process. If a source of external photons is then introduced, there
are more photons available to be scattered (through EC), so more of the jet energy will
be converted, and hence these objects will have a ‘higher efficiency’. This is illustrated
qualitatively in Figure 6.6. In this cartoon, the solid line represents the SED of a blazar
of a specific jet energy without a source of external photons and the dashed line then
represents the SED of a blazar of the same jet energy, but with a source of external photons. When the source of external photons is introduced, energy is transferred from the
synchrotron regime (left, pink shaded area) to the inverse Compton regime (right, blue
shaded area).
The increase in energy transferred from synchrotron electrons to inverse Compton
emission when external photons are introduced can be quantified under a few simple
assumptions. Based on the original blazar sequence plot (already shown in Figure 1.4),
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Figure 6.6: Cartoon of two SEDs illustrating the key ideas behind the blazar sequence
and Compton efficiencies. The solid line represents the SED of a specific jet energy
with no external photons. If a source of external photons was introduced to this source,
energy from the synchrotron regime (left pink shaded area) would be transferred to the
inverse Compton SED (right blue shaded area). The resulting dashed SED has lower
peak frequencies and higher inverse Compton peak emission but the low frequency
radio emission is unaffected.
there is a difference of ∼3 orders of magnitude in peak frequency between FSRQs and
BL Lacs. If is it assumed that this is due to the existence of external photons in FSRQs,
the decrease in synchrotron peak frequency can be used with the slope of the electron
energy density distribution to estimate the difference in transferred energy, because the
peak frequency scales with the square of the electron energy (Equation 1.2). Assuming
that the slope of the distribution is −2.5, this indicates that the energy transferred via
the inverse Compton process should increase by a factor of 5.6 when comparing EC
emission to SSC.
As illustrated in Figure 6.6, the inverse Compton process preferentially takes energy from the highest energy synchrotron electrons. Therefore it is mainly the synchrotron peak and beyond of the SED that is affected by the additional inverse Compton losses from the introduction of external photons, and the low frequency, i.e. radio,
emission is unchanged. In the SSC scenario, it is expected that the energy taken from
the synchrotron electrons will be equal to the energy gained by the scattered photons.
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However, in the EC process, the external photons will also extract energy from the bulk
kinetic energy of the jet (so called ‘Compton drag’; see Begelman & Sikora 1987).
Here the concept of Compton efficiency, ǫ, is introduced as a measure of how
efficiently power in the form of ultra-relativistic electrons in a jet will be converted by
the inverse Compton process into gamma-ray luminosity. It is defined as
!
(νS ν )peak,IC
ǫ = log
,
(νS ν )GHz

(6.1)

i.e. the ratio of the emission at the inverse Compton peak of the SED to the compact
nuclear radio emission. As illustrated in Figure 6.6, if a source of external photons is
introduced, log(νS ν )peak,IC should increase, but the radio emission at GHz frequencies
should be unaffected. Therefore it is expected that the Compton efficiencies will be
higher for sources where EC dominates the high energy SED, compared to those where
SSC dominates.
The reasoning behind the choice of parameters used to determine the Compton efficiency is as follows. (νS ν )peak,IC is used to represent the energy converted into inverse
Compton emission because the peak of the SED shows the frequency (i.e. photon energy) at which the bulk of the emission occurs. Using this quantity is better than using
a gamma-ray flux density at a given frequency because the latter frequency will probe
different areas of the SED (relative to the peak) for different blazars, as discussed in
Section 6.2. (νS ν ) at GHz frequencies is used as a proxy for the power stored in the
relativistic jet electrons. This approximation can be used because the bulk of the jet
energy in blazars will be stored in the low-frequency synchrotron electrons, not in the
electrons that are accelerated to log(ν)peak,sync . A relationship between log(νS ν )peak,sync ,
log(ν)peak,sync and radio flux density is presented by Abdo et al. (2010a), indicating that
the radio emission can be taken as a good proxy for the jet power. Measurements at
GHz frequencies provide a compromise between a low enough frequency to not be
affected by inverse Compton and other energy losses, and a high enough frequency
for there to be an abundance of radio maps with good enough angular resolution to
separate out the core from any extended emission.
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Note that the definition of Compton efficiency is different to the Compton dominance parameter used by e.g. Abdo et al. (2010a), which is defined as the ratio of
the inverse Compton to synchrotron peak luminosity. The parameters used to calculate Compton efficiency are easily obtainable from observations, meaning that large
numbers of sources can be studied, whereas the calculation of Compton dominance
is hindered by the lack of multiwavelength coverage to constrain log(νS ν )peak,sync (see
Section 6.7.5 for a comparison of Compton efficiency and Compton dominance).

6.5.1 Inverse Compton SED Peak
The determination of (νS ν ) at the inverse Compton peak of the SED, using existing
Fermi–LAT data, is not trivial. 2FGL presents flux measurements in 6 bands in the
30 MeV–100 GeV energy range, however for the present work only 5 bands were
used: 100-300 MeV, 0.3–1 GeV, 1–3 GeV, 3–10 GeV and 10–100 GeV. This is because
none of the sources in the CRATES-2FGL sample had a flux measurement quoted in
the lowest energy band. Photon indices, Γγ , are also provided in 2FGL and Abdo
et al. (2010a) provide a method for calculating the inverse Compton peak frequency,
log(ν)peak,IC , from Γγ ,
log(ν)peak,IC = −4.0Γγ + 31.6,

(6.2)

which was used to determine the peak frequency for each source in the sample. The
sample can then be separated into two groups: sources where the SED peak lies within
the Fermi energy range (group 1) and those with a peak outside it (group 2).
Sources in group 1 were simply assigned the measured flux in the band that the
peak frequency falls into. If this band only contained an upper limit, the flux in the
next nearest band was assigned until the source was assigned a flux measurement. For
sources in group 2, it was assumed that the SED around the peak can be fitted with
a symmetric parabola. However, the fact that for some sources one or more bands
will only have an upper limit on the flux, instead of a measurement, complicates this.
Group 2 sources were therefore split further into two groups — those with enough flux
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Table 6.2: Number of sources for each method of calculating log(νS ν )peak,IC .
Group 1
Group 2a
Group 2b

Method

BL Lacs

FSRQs

Fermi-LAT flux
Parabolic fit
Parabolic fit + width

209
16
8

118
171
13

measurements to fit a parabola (group 2a) and those without (group 2b). For group
2a sources, the SED data were fitted with a parabola to determine the peak flux. For
sources in group 2b, a further assumption was made that the width of blazar SEDs at
a given vertical distance below the peak is typical for all blazars. The widths of the
group 2a SED parabolas were measured at a vertical distance of log[0.1(νS ν )peak,IC ]
and it was found that the median SED widths for BL Lacs and FSRQs were similar:
(∆ log ν)BL Lac = 5.40 and (∆ log ν)FSRQ = 5.55. Therefore a converging loop was used
to fit a parabola to the group 2b SEDs until the width was within the range 5.40 ≤
∆ log ν ≤ 5.55.
Following the above method, log(νS ν )peak,IC was determined for all sources in the
CRATES-2FGL sample. The number of sources in each group is given in Table 6.2.

6.6 Results
6.6.1 Correlation
The top panel of Figure 6.7 shows log(νS ν ) at the inverse Compton peak of the SED
plotted against the radio flux density at 8.4 GHz (multiplied by ν for consistency).
Overall the data show a tighter correlation than for Figure 6.5: a Spearman rank correlation test on these data gives ρ = 0.477. However, when considering the BL Lacs and
FSRQs separately, only the FSRQs show a stronger correlation, ρ = 0.442 (compared
to ρ = 0.352 for fluxes), while the correlation for BL Lacs is slightly weaker, ρ = 0.297
(compared to ρ = 0.331 for fluxes). This stronger correlation compared to Figure 6.5,
especially for the FSRQs, indicates that using log(νS ν )peak,IC has eliminated some of
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Figure 6.7: Plot of log(νS ν )peak,IC against log(νS ν )8.4 GHz for the CRATES-2FGL
sources (top) and with log(νS ν )peak,IC determined by a straight line fit instead of a
parabolic fit (bottom) to test the sensitivity of the results to the method used to calculate log(νS ν )peak,IC (see Section 6.7.4). BL Lacs are the blue open circles, FSRQs are
the red filled triangles.
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the spread due to the range of peak frequencies amongst blazars; the BL Lacs are more
likely to have log(νS ν )peak,IC within the Fermi energy range (see Figure 6.1), therefore
it is expected that the correlation for BL Lacs would not change much between using
flux densities and using log(νS ν )peak,IC . As discussed in Section 6.2, a stronger correlation for FSRQs than BL Lacs has also been seen by Nieppola et al. (2011) and Linford
et al. (2011) with fluxes.

6.6.2 Compton Efficiency
The primary goal of this work is to compare the relative efficiencies with which jet energy is converted into gamma-ray emission in the two blazar populations, FSRQs and
BL Lacs, assuming that these represent objects with and without a source of external
photons respectively. The top panel of Figure 6.8 shows the distributions of Compton efficiencies for BL Lacs and FSRQs. There is no separation apparent between the
distributions of the two populations. Application of the K-S test gives a probability
P = 29.7% that the two distributions are drawn from the same population. It is also
clear from this Figure that the Compton efficiencies of FSRQs are not systematically
higher than those of BL Lacs, contradictory to what would be expected from the original blazar sequence hypothesis. The median Compton efficiencies are ǫ = 2.27 for BL
Lacs and ǫ = 2.24 for FSRQs and application of the Wilcoxon rank sum test on the
two distributions gives P = 0.507, i.e. the null hypothesis that the medians are equal
cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level.
Figure 6.9 shows Compton efficiency plotted against synchrotron peak frequency.
The synchrotron peak frequencies have been taken from Abdo et al. (2010a) and are
those calculated using the spectral indices. log(ν)peak,sync values were only available for
92 sources, therefore only a subset of the CRATES-2FGL sample is shown in Figure
6.9.
As discussed in Section 6.5, adding in external photons should increase the amount
of inverse Compton emission but leave the radio emission unaffected, therefore in-
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Figure 6.8: Histogram showing the Compton efficiency distributions for the two blazar
populations (top) and with a radio flux density limit of S 8.4 GHz > 100 mJy imposed
(bottom) to test for dependence of the results on selection effects (see Section 6.7.1).
BL Lacs are the blue dotted line and FSRQs are the red solid line.
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Figure 6.9: Plot of synchrotron peak frequency against Compton efficiency for those
CRATES-2FGL sources in Abdo et al. (2010a). BL Lacs are blue open circles, FSRQs
are red filled triangles.
creasing the Compton efficiency. According to the original blazar sequence, adding in
external photons will also decrease the synchrotron peak frequency of the SED (Ghisellini et al. 1998). Therefore an anti-correlation would be expected between Compton
efficiency and synchrotron peak frequency, especially within the FSRQs where there
is unambiguous evidence for an external source of photons. However, this is not seen
in Figure 6.9. Instead, a positive correlation is seen for both BL Lacs and FSRQs, with
the BL Lacs displaying a much stronger correlation (Spearman rank test coefficient
ρ = 0.667) compared to the FSRQs (Spearman rank test coefficient ρ = 0.257). Similar trends are seen by Lister et al. (2011) using their “γ-ray loudness” parameter (ratio
of gamma-ray to radio luminosity), in place of Compton efficiency.

6.7 Discussion
The work described in this Chapter aims to go beyond simply looking at the relationship between the radio and gamma-ray flux densities in blazars, which, for blazars
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common to CRATES and 2FGL, only presents a weak correlation (see Figure 6.5).
This relationship has been discussed by several authors (see Section 6.2) but, as discussed in Section 6.5, has limited physical interpretation as the gamma-ray emission
will probe different parts of the SED (relative to the peak) from blazar to blazar. Therefore the emission at the inverse Compton peak of the SED, log(νS ν )peak,IC , has been
used to determine the Compton efficiencies, in order to probe the importance of external photons to the inverse Compton emission of blazars. This work has been presented
under the assumption that internal processes in all blazar jets are the same.
The main result is that no difference is found between the Compton efficiencies of
the BL Lacs and FSRQs in the sample. There is also a lack of anti-correlation between
synchrotron peak frequency and Compton efficiency, which would be expected if the
different SED peak frequencies found in blazars were caused by different concentrations of external photons.
Regardless of the blazar sequence, it is somewhat surprising that the presence of
external photons does not appear to affect how efficiently blazars can convert energy
stored in the jet electrons into inverse Compton emission. This would imply that the
emission processes occurring within the jet are somehow immune to external influences.
In the following, the results are discussed in terms of selection effects (Section
6.7.1), variability (Section 6.7.2) and beaming effects (Section 6.7.3). The results are
compared to published data (Section 6.7.4) and Compton dominance (Section 6.7.5)
and discussed in the context of the blazar sequence (Section 6.7.6) and external photons (Section 6.7.7). A summary of the results of the statistical tests carried out in
this Chapter is presented in Table 6.3 for correlations and Table 6.4 for distributions,
including results from the following discussions.
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Table 6.3: Summary of Spearman rank test results: columns 1 and 2 give the sample
and sample size, column 3 lists the parameters for which the correlation is being tested,
columns 4 and 5 give the correlation coefficient and p-value from the Spearman rank
test and column 6 gives the relevant Figure number.
subset
All
BL Lacs
FSRQs
All
BL Lacs
FSRQs
All
BL Lacs
FSRQs
BL Lacs
FSRQs
BL Lacs
FSRQs

N
535
233
302
535
233
302
535
39
53
39
53
22
20

Parameters

ρ

S radio – S gamma

log(νS ν )peak,IC – log(νS ν )8.4 GHz
log(νS ν )peak,IC,straight line – log(νS ν )8.4 GHz
Compton efficiency – log(ν)peak,sync
log(νS ν )8.4 GHz – log(νS ν )peak,sync
Compton efficiency – Compton dominance

0.310
0.331
0.352
0.477
0.297
0.442
0.473
0.667
0.257
0.229
0.714
−0.305
0.373

p-value

Figure

10−13

2.37 ×
2.39 × 10−7
2.94 × 10−10
9.49 × 10−32
3.92 × 10−6
6.93 × 10−16
3.01 × 10−31
3.53 × 10−6
6.37 × 10−2
1.60 × 10−1
1.96 × 10−9
1.68 × 10−1
1.06 × 10−1

6.5

6.7
6.7
6.9
6.14
6.15

Table 6.4: Summary of the K-S test results: columns 1 and 2 give the sample and
sample size, column 3 is the parameter that the K-S test was applied to, column 4 gives
the probability that the BL Lac and FSRQ distributions are drawn from the same parent
population and column 5 gives the relevant Figure number.
subset

N

Parameter

Probability (%)

Figure

S 8.4 GHz

2.76 × 10−13
96.5
3.10 × 10−36
29.7
1.8
64.4
42.3

6.2
6.3
6.4

All

535

S 1−100 GeV
Photon index

All
S ≥ 100mJy

535
464

Compton efficiency

SED (LBAS)

42

Compton efficiency
CE using SED log(νS ν )peak,IC

6.8
6.13

6.7.1 Selection Effects
Before the astrophysical implications of these results can be discussed, the possibility
that the results could be due to selection effects must be examined. There are two
different, but possibly interlinked, selection effects that could have impacted on the
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Figure 6.10: Photon spectral index against gamma-ray flux above 100 MeV for the
blazars in 2LAC, taken from Ackermann et al. (2011b). FSRQs are in red and BL Lacs
in blue; the magenta and green points are non-blazar AGN and AGN of unknown type
respectively. The solid line represents the estimated flux limit.
results.
Fermi–LAT detection limits
Selection effects could have been introduced because the flux limit of the Fermi–LAT
catalogues depends on the gamma-ray photon index, Γγ . This is illustrated in Figure
6.10 for the second LAT AGN catalogue (2LAC4 ; Ackermann et al. 2011a) “clean”
sample; the different photon index distributions of FSRQs and BL Lacs (shown in
Figure 6.4) means that BL Lacs are included down to a lower E > 100 MeV flux limit
compared to the FSRQs. This in turn could mean that there is a “missing” population
S

E>100 MeV
of gamma-ray faint FSRQs in the flux range −9 . log ph
. −8 that are not
−2
−1
cm s

included in 2FGL.
4

2LAC is a subset of 2FGL. The Clean 2LAC sample contains 886 sources, of which 310 are FSRQs

and 395 are BL Lacs.
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The work presented in this Chapter uses the flux in the 1–100 GeV energy range,
not the E > 100 MeV flux shown in Figure 6.10. The S 1−100 GeV distributions for
the CRATES-2FGL sample, shown in Figure 6.3, do not show evidence of different
flux limits for BL Lacs and FSRQs. Furthermore, from Figure 6.5 it appears that


GeV
∼ −9.5 for both BL Lacs
there is a cut-off in the gamma-ray flux at log phS 1−100
cm−2 s−1

and FSRQs. To test whether this gamma-ray flux limit is intrinsic in 2FGL or was
somehow introduced in the sample selection process, Figure 6.10 has been repeated
using S 1−100 GeV , and the results are shown in Figure 6.11. In the top panel of Figure
6.11, Γγ is plotted against S 1−100 GeV for all of the FSRQs and BL Lacs in 2FGL. While
there is not a clean flux cut-off, the strong bias against low-flux FSRQs shown in Figure
6.10 is not evident when considering S 1−100 GeV instead of S E>100 MeV . The bottom
panel of Figure 6.11 shows Γγ against S 1−100 GeV for the sources in the CRATES-2FGL
sample. This plot shows that the CRATES-2FGL sample can be considered to be a


GeV
gamma-ray flux-limited sample, with a flux limit of log phS 1−100
∼ −9.5 (consistent
−2
−1
cm s

with Figure 6.5).
Incompleteness

The sample that has been used for this analysis only includes 2FGL sources already
classified as BL Lacs or FSRQs, and therefore has relied on the associations made by
the Fermi collaboration. Of the 1319 2FGL sources at |b| > 10◦ , 272 (∼ 20%) have not
been associated with a source at a different wavelength. Some of these sources could
be gamma-ray counterparts to sources in the CRATES catalogue that have not yet been
identified.
It is possible to envisage a situation where high Compton efficiency FSRQs have
been excluded from the association process, but not high Compton efficiency BL Lacs,
thereby affecting the results. This could arise as follows. There can be more than one
possible radio counterpart within the 2FGL association radius, especially for 2FGL
sources with a weak radio counterpart, because the 2FGL position error ellipses are
quite large. In some cases, this would make it impossible to determine the correct
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Figure 6.11: Photon index against 1–100 GeV flux for all 2FGL blazars (top) and the
CRATES-2FGL blazars (bottom). BL Lacs are blue open circles and FSRQs are red
filled triangles.
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association. As catalogued FSRQs are more abundant than BL Lacs (e.g. Padovani
2007), this problem is likely to affect the low radio flux density FSRQs more than
BL Lacs. Assuming that high Compton efficiency is due to weak radio emission, this
would have excluded a population of high Compton efficiency FSRQs from the sample.
The association process for 2FGL is complicated, using Bayesian methods to assign a probability of association based on the “positional coincidence” of the 2FGL
source and counterpart and the “expected number of chance coincidences” (Nolan et al.
2012; see also Abdo et al. 2010b). Therefore modelling the association process to test
whether sources have been systematically excluded from the sample would require
significant work that is beyond the scope of this Thesis. However, from Figures 6.2
and 6.5, it is clear that the CRATES-2FGL sample includes BL Lacs down to a fainter
radio-limit compared to FSRQs, as to be expected from the above hypothesis. Therefore, the Compton efficiency distributions have been re-plotted in the bottom panel of
Figure 6.8, applying a radio flux density limit of S 8.4 GHz ≥ 100 mJy to counteract any
bias against radio-weak FSRQs.
When only considering the stronger radio sources, the similarity between the Compton efficiency distributions for BL Lacs and FSRQs disappears: the probability from
the K-S test of the two distributions being drawn from the same population is only
1.8% and the Mann Whitney U test on the medians gives P = 0.0037. In addition
to this, the median Compton efficiency for FSRQs (ǫ = 2.23) is now higher than the
median for BL Lacs (ǫ = 2.11), as was originally predicted. These results for the
S 8.4 GHz ≥ 100 mJy sample suggest that the lack of a difference between FSRQ and
BL Lac Compton efficiencies presented in Section 6.6 could be due to selection effects caused by incomplete associations of 2FGL sources with low radio flux density
FSRQs. The differences between the FSRQ and BL Lac Compton efficiencies for the
stronger radio sources support the hypothesis that EC dominates in FSRQs, while SSC
is the dominant emission process in BL Lacs. Further work to identify the unassociated
2FGL sources is required to confirm this.
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6.7.2 Radio Variability
By definition, blazar emission is highly variable, and the majority of the 8.4 GHz flux
densities listed in the CRATES sample were measured over a decade before the Fermi
observations (PMN-CA 1992–1994, CLASS 1994–1999). As the radio and gammaray measurements used in the calculation of Compton efficiency were not taken simultaneously, variability effects will increase the dispersion in the Compton efficiency
distributions. Linked in to the incompleteness discussed in Section 6.7.1, it is possible
that there are sources in 2FGL that were at a radio minimum during the time of the
radio surveys (and therefore below the survey flux density limit), but at the time of the
2FGL observations would have had a high enough radio flux density to have been included in CRATES. Therefore simultaneous radio and gamma-ray observations should
decrease any scatter in the results. Several radio-monitoring programs are on-going,
such as the F–GAMMA program (e.g. Angelakis et al. 2010) and the Caltech OVRO
(Owens Valley Radio Observatory) 40 m blazar monitoring campaign (Richards et al.
2011). Results from using OVRO flux densities suggest that there is a stronger correlation between radio and gamma-ray flux densities when using concurrent measurements, compared to archival (Ackermann et al. 2011a).
The effect of variability on the results can be quantified by looking at more recent
radio observations of sources in the CRATES catalogue. Jackson et al. (2010) have
recently re-observed ∼ 100 of the strong CLASS/CRATES sources with the VLA. The
flux density varied by more than a factor of two for only ≤ 15% of these sources.
This is much less than the order of magnitude dispersion in radio flux density implied
by the spread in Compton efficiencies (shown in Figure 6.8), and thus suggests that
this spread is intrinsic, and not due to the non-simultaneous radio and gamma-ray flux
density measurements.
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6.7.3 Beaming Effects
By defining Compton efficiency as the ratio between log(νS ν )peak,IC and log(νS ν )8.4 GHz
it has essentially been assumed that both quantities are affected by beaming in the
same way, and therefore these effects are cancelled out when taking the ratio. This is
likely to be an over-simplification and it is possible that beaming effects have affected
the results in a systematic way. Although a detailed analysis would require Doppler
factors, which are not readily available for the full sample, the effects of beaming can
at least be examined in a qualitative manner.
Recent studies of gamma-ray loud blazars suggest that the boosting of the radio
and the gamma-ray emission should be similar, if the gamma-ray emission is due
to SSC emission (Nieppola et al. 2011; Lister et al. 2011). However, for EC emission, it is expected that there is an extra enhancement of the gamma-ray emission,
due to the ‘bunching up’ of photons in front of the jet (Dermer 1995) and Compton
drag extracting bulk kinetic energy from the jet and converting it into gamma-rays
(Begelman & Sikora 1987). This effect should increase the observed Compton efficiency. As no difference is seen between the Compton efficiencies of FSRQs and BL
Lacs for the full sample, this argues against EC emission dominating in the FSRQs.
Therefore it is expected that beaming effects cannot explain the results, although it is
possible that beaming effects could account for some of the spread in the Compton
efficiency distributions. However, if there is a bias against low radio flux density (i.e.
S 8.4 GHz < 100 mJy) FSRQs and the separation seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6.8 is
real, then beaming effects would have to be taken into consideration in a full Compton
efficiency analysis.

6.7.4 Inverse Compton Peak
Several assumptions were made before log(νS ν ) at the inverse Compton peak of the
SED could be determined (see Section 6.5.1). In order to investigate how sensitive the
overall results are to the method used to calculate this quantity, log(νS ν )peak,IC was also
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Figure 6.12: log(νS ν )peak,IC from this work compared to those given in Abdo et al.
(2010a). BL Lacs are blue open circles, FSRQs are red filled triangles. The solid black
line shows the line of best fit and the dotted black line shows y = x.
estimated by a straight line extrapolation from the Fermi bands to the peak, using the
given photon index and fluxes, instead of the parabolic fit. The results of using this
extrapolation (in place of the parabolic fit) are shown in the bottom panel of Figure
6.7. While this plot differs from the top panel of Figure 6.7 in detail, the overall trend
is still evident (Spearman rank correlation test coefficient ρ = 0.473). This indicates
that the results are not very sensitive to the method used to determine log(νS ν )peak,IC
from the data available in 2FGL.
An alternative way to check the reliability of the log(νS ν )peak,IC values from this
work is to compare them with published values. 99 of the sources considered in this
Chapter are included in Abdo et al. (2010a), 57 FSRQs and 42 BL Lacs (as defined in
2FGL). However, of these 99 sources, SEDs and therefore log(νS ν )peak,IC values, are
only presented for 22 BL Lacs and 20 FSRQs.
In Figure 6.12, log(νS ν )peak,IC values from this work are plotted against those given
by Abdo et al. (2010a) from their SED fitting. The solid black line shows the line of
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best fit,
log(νS ν )peak, IC = 0.91 log(νS ν )peak, IC, SED − 1.17,

(6.3)

and the dotted black line shows the line of equality. The line of best fit is below the
equality line, implying that log(νS ν )peak,IC has been underestimated by the method described in Section 6.5.1. In turn, this would mean an under-estimation of Compton
efficiency. However this under-estimation is small compared to the spread of efficiencies and has affected both the BL Lacs and FSRQs in the same way and to a similar
extent. Therefore it should not affect the result that the Compton efficiency distributions of BL Lacs and FSRQs are indistinguishable.
In Figure 6.13 the distributions of Compton efficiency are plotted for the CRATES2FGL sources with an SED in Abdo et al. (2010a). In the top panel the Compton efficiencies have been calculated using the log(νS ν )peak,IC values determined from 2FGL
data as described in Section 6.5.1, while the bottom panel uses log(νS ν )peak,IC values taken from Abdo et al. (2010a). The K-S test gives a 64% probability that the
distributions are drawn from the same parent population for the top panel, compared
to P = 42% for the bottom panel. Therefore, although the details of the plots have
changed, the result that the Compton efficiencies of BL Lacs and FSRQs are indistinguishable still stands.

6.7.5 Compton Dominance
A similar concept to Compton efficiency is Compton dominance, (CD; e.g. Ghisellini
et al. 1998), which is defined as the ratio of the output at the two SED peaks, i.e.
CD =

(νS ν )peak, IC
.
(νS ν )peak, sync

(6.4)

Compton dominance is often used to characterise gamma-ray emitting blazars (e.g
Abdo et al. 2010a; Giommi et al. 2012b; Lister et al. 2011; Meyer et al. 2012) and can
be viewed as a more direct parameter to measure the efficiency with which jet energy is
converted into gamma-ray emission via the inverse Compton process. log(νS ν )peak,sync
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of Compton efficiencies for the CRATES-2FGL source in
LBAS as presented earlier (top) and calculated using log(νS ν )peak,IC from Abdo et al.
(2010a) (bottom). BL Lacs are shown in blue (dotted) and BL Lacs in red (solid).
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is a measure of the maximum energy that electrons in the jet can be accelerated to
before losses become dominant. As already mentioned in Section 6.6.2, the original
blazar sequence hypothesis states that inserting a source of external photons for scattering will mean that losses become dominant at a lower energy. Therefore adding in external photons will decrease log(νS ν )peak,sync and increase log(νS ν )peak,IC , both of which
will increase the Compton dominance. This means that a larger difference should be
seen between BL Lacs and FSRQs in Compton dominance compared with Compton
efficiency.
Determining accurate log(νS ν )peak,sync values for a large number of sources is difficult, because the synchrotron peak of blazar SEDs often occurs in the optical–X-ray
regime. At optical wavelengths, SED modelling is complicated by the AGN emission
being a combination of non-thermal emission from the jet and thermal emission from
the accretion disk. In addition to this, there will be contamination from the host galaxy
optical emission for low luminosity blazars. There is also a lack of observations in
the UV/soft X-ray regime which adds to the difficulty of constraining the synchrotron
peak. The result is that log(νS ν )peak,sync measurements are only available for < 15% of
the 2FGL blazars, from Abdo et al. (2010a). Nevertheless, a comparison of Compton
efficiency with Compton dominance is possible, using the SED parameters presented
in Abdo et al. (2010a).
There are two aspects of this comparison: comparing log(νS ν )8.4 GHz (used in
Compton efficiency) and log(νS ν )peak,sync (used in Compton dominance) as measures
of the synchrotron SED, and direct comparison of Compton efficiency and Compton
dominance.
Radio vs Synchrotron Peak
The difference between Compton efficiency and Compton dominance is that Compton efficiency uses the radio flux density as a measure of the synchrotron jet power,
whereas Compton dominance uses the peak luminosity of the synchrotron part of the
SED which measures the maximum synchrotron output. Therefore a comparison of
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Figure 6.14: log(νS ν )8.4 GHz from CRATES compared to log(νS ν )peak,sync given in
Abdo et al. (2010a). BL Lacs are the blue open circles, FSRQs are the red filled
triangles.
log(νS ν ) at 8.4 GHz with log(νS ν ) at the synchrotron peak will highlight the similarities or differences between the two quantities. This is shown in Figure 6.14 for the
subset of CRATES-2FGL blazars with a log(νS ν )peak,sync value given in Abdo et al.
(2010a). The FSRQs show a strong positive correlation (ρ = 0.714) while the BL Lacs
only show a hint of a correlation (ρ = 0.229).
The log(νS ν )peak,sync values from Abdo et al. (2010a) used in Figure 6.14 were those
determined by calculating log(ν)peak,sync from the spectral indices and then using this
with the 5 GHz radio flux density to calculate log(νS ν )peak,sync , via the relationship
log(νS ν )peak,sync = 0.5 log(ν)peak,sync − 20.4 + 0.9 log(S )5 GHz ,

(6.5)

where log(S )5 GHz is the 5 GHz flux density in mJy. The method used to calculate
log(νS ν )peak,sync means that a correlation between the radio and synchrotron peak emission is to be expected; the tighter correlation for the FSRQs can be explained by the
smaller range of log(ν)peak,sync values seen for FSRQs compared to BL Lacs. These results indicate that a correlation should exist between Compton efficiency and Compton
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dominance, especially amongst the FSRQs.
Compton Efficiency vs Compton Dominance
Figure 6.15 plots Compton efficiency against Compton dominance as quoted in Abdo
et al. (2010a), for those sources where an SED is provided, i.e. the same 22 BL Lacs
and 20 FSRQs considered in Section 6.7.4. The BL Lacs show a negative correlation
(Spearman rank coefficient ρ = −0.305) and the FSRQs show a positive correlation
(Spearman rank coefficient ρ = 0.373). The negative correlation for BL Lacs is surprising given the correlations seen in Figures 6.12 and 6.14. As the difference between
Compton efficiency and Compton dominance is in the choice of parameter to measure
the synchrotron emission, Figure 6.15 suggests that the radio emission at 8.4 GHz can
be used as a good proxy for the synchrotron output in FSRQs, but not in BL Lacs.
However the p-values (see Table 6.3) indicate that these correlations are not significant, and larger numbers of sources are needed before any firm conclusions can be
made.
It is worth noting that Abdo et al. (2010a) define objects as “Compton dominated”
if CD > 2 and “non Compton dominated” for CD ≤ 2. When dividing the sources in
Figure 6.15 based on this definition, the Compton dominated objects show a positive
correlation (ρ = 0.653) while there is a negative correlation amongst the non Compton
dominated sources (ρ = −0.282). However, the motivation for choosing CD = 2
as the division between Compton dominated and non Compton dominated is unclear,
therefore this has not been investigated any further.

6.7.6 The Blazar Sequence
The work in this Chapter is looking for evidence for the effect of external photons,
an important ingredient in blazar sequence theory, which uses the relative importance
of external photons and internal jet photons to explain the differences seen in blazar
SEDs. Implicit in the blazar sequence is the assumption that blazar jet physics (bulk
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Figure 6.15: Compton efficiency against Compton dominance using Compton dominance values from Abdo et al. (2010a). BL Lacs are shown in blue open circles and
FSRQs in red solid triangles. The outlier BL Lac in the bottom left corner is 2FGL
J0854.8+2005 (OJ +287).
relativistic motion, particle acceleration and magnetic fields) is the same for BL Lacs
and FSRQs. Therefore, within the original blazar sequence (Fossati et al. 1998; Ghisellini et al. 1998), the reason that different SED properties are seen for BL Lacs and
FSRQs is explained by there being a source of external photons in FSRQs, but not in
BL Lacs, so synchrotron electrons in FSRQs cannot be accelerated to as high energies
as in BL Lacs.
As already discussed in this Chapter, the blazar sequence predicts that FSRQs
should have higher Compton efficiencies than BL Lacs because FSRQs have external
photons available to take energy from the jet electrons. However, for the CRATES2FGL sample, the two blazar populations cannot be distinguished between in terms
of Compton efficiency. This implies that one of the important assumptions underlying
the blazar sequence is not backed up by the available data. One possibility is that the
current definitions of FSRQs and BL Lacs does not divide blazars into sources with
and without external photons. This idea is explored further below in Section 6.7.7.
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6.7.7 External Photons
The results presented in this Chapter assume that FSRQs and BL Lacs represent the
blazar populations with and without a source of external photons, respectively. This
assumption is based on the observation that strong emission lines are seen in the optical
spectra of FSRQs but are absent in BL Lac spectra, implying that there are no sources
of AGN photons in BL Lacs to produce emission lines. However, an alternative possibility is that there are sources of external photons in some BL Lacs, but the optical
continuum from the jet is so strong that it swamps any emission lines in the spectrum.
This is consistent with observations that have shown broad emission lines in some BL
Lacs, especially when the optical continuum is in a low state (e.g. Vermeulen et al.
1995; Scarpa & Falomo 1997; Corbett et al. 2000; Raiteri et al. 2007). In this scenario
there are two populations of BL Lacs: those with intrinsically weak emission lines and
“impostor BL Lacs” where the emission lines are overwhelmed by the continuum.
In the context of the Compton efficiency analysis, the impostor BL Lacs should
be included with FSRQs, not the BL Lacs; while the external photons may not always manifest themselves in the impostor BL Lac optical spectra, they will provide a
source of photons for external Compton emission. However, identifying these sources
presents a challenge. As already mentioned at the beginning of this Thesis in Section 1.2, it has been suggested that BL Lacs where the redshift cannot be determined
from the spectrum are likely to be high redshift FSRQs (Giommi et al. 2012a; Rau
et al. 2012; Padovani, Giommi & Rau 2012). Ghisellini et al. (2011) studied 1FGL
‘intruder’ BL Lacs that lie in the same region as FSRQs in the αγ − Lγ plane to determine whether these BL Lacs are intrinsic BL Lacs or have hidden emission lines. By
searching the literature for optical spectra and constructing the SEDs, they found that
over 50% of the intruder BL Lacs have detected broad emission lines and that 20%
of these BL Lacs exhibit SED properties that are consistent with FSRQs. Clearly the
division of blazars into those with a source of external photons and those without is
not as simple as the classic division into FSRQs and BL Lacs, and it is possible that
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misclassified FSRQs (impostor BL Lacs) have affected the Compton efficiency results
presented here.

6.8 Summary
In this Chapter the link between the synchrotron and inverse Compton emission in
blazars has been investigated using a sample of 2FGL blazars with a radio counterpart
in CRATES. The parameter “Compton efficiency”, defined as the ratio of (νS ν ) at the
inverse Compton SED peak to (νS ν ) at 8.4 GHz, was defined as a way to measure the
efficiency with which energy in the synchrotron jet is converted into inverse Compton
emission. The Compton efficiencies of FSRQs and BL Lacs were investigated, assuming that the two blazar populations represent objects with and without a source of
external photons respectively.
It was found that the Compton efficiency distributions of BL Lacs and FSRQs are
not statistically different, implying that SSC is the dominant high energy emission
process, not EC. A positive correlation was found between Compton efficiency and
log(ν)peak,sync for the BL Lacs but no correlation was seen for the FSRQs. These results
go against the predictions of the blazar sequence. Evidence was found that the sample
is incomplete at low radio flux densities which could influence the results, but can not
account for the trends seen between Compton efficiency and log(ν)peak,sync . The effects
of beaming on the results were also discussed.
Compton efficiency was compared to Compton dominance; a negative correlation
was found for the BL Lacs and positive correlation for the FSRQs. However, this was
only done for a small number of sources where Compton dominances were available,
so larger numbers of SEDs are required before any firm conclusions can be drawn.
Finally, the idea that some BL Lacs have “hidden” emission lines, and therefore
sources of external photons, was discussed. It was concluded that the inclusion of such
sources with the BL Lacs in the Compton efficiency analysis could have affected the
results, and further work to identify these sources is required.
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7
Conclusions and Future Work
The main aim of the work described in this Thesis was to compile a sample of blazarlike objects to study the properties of radio-loud Active Galactic Nuclei. The Survey
of Extragalactic Nuclear Spectral Energies (SENSE) sample contains 121 blazar-like
objects (Chapter 2), although 25 sources do not have redshifts so work has been carried
out to determine whether they belong in the sample (Chapter 3). It has been found that
the SENSE sample does not show cosmological evolution (Chapter 4) and that the
extended radio luminosities are consistent with a parent population of FR-I galaxies
(Chapter 5). The project was in part motivated by the (then imminent) launch of the
Fermi gamma-ray space telescope, which was expected to detect large numbers of
blazars. When it was found that the majority of the SENSE sample were not included
in the catalogues released by Fermi, a larger number of gamma-ray detected blazars
was used to investigate the link between the synchrotron and inverse Compton emission
in blazars (Chapter 6).
In this Chapter, the main results will be summarised, conclusions will be made and
ideas for future work will be put forward.
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7.1 The SENSE Sample
A new sample of nearby objects with compact radio cores has been defined (the SENSE
sample). By selecting sources without a restriction on the optical spectral properties or
the extended radio morphology/flux density, it contains sources that would not usually
be found in a traditional blazar sample. Many of these sources are so-called passive
elliptical galaxies (PEGs), which are believed to be BL Lacs where the optical continuum is faint compared to the host galaxy starlight. One of the underlying themes of
this Thesis was to investigate the parent population of the SENSE sample.

7.1.1 Constraining Redshifts
One of the issues that holds back blazar research is the inability to measure redshifts
for many BL Lacs, due to a lack of features in the optical spectrum. This means
that intrinsic properties, such as luminosities, cannot be calculated. SENSE currently
contains 25 objects with no redshift measurement.
Work carried out to constrain the redshifts of SENSE sources was described in
Chapter 3. New optical spectra allowed the removal of one source, and redshift estimates to be made for another three. These redshift estimates were made on the basis of
an absorption feature being identified as the 4000 Å break, however these redshifts are
somewhat low given the optical magnitudes of the objects, and for one source the redshift estimate is in disagreement with other work (see below). Therefore these redshifts
were not adopted for the three sources. It should be noted that if these redshifts are
correct, it should not affect the overall results of this Thesis, as the average value for
the SENSE sample (z = 0.1) was assigned to those sources without a redshift when one
was required, and the redshift estimates for these three sources are all z ∼ 0.1. There
are five sources in the SENSE sample that look like galaxies in the SDSS image but
have no available spectrum to determine a redshift. Spectroscopic observations should
show emission lines for these sources which will allow the redshifts to be constrained.
Also in Chapter 3, an alternative method to estimate the redshift was explored,
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using the optical image to detect the host galaxy. Images from the SDSS were used to
investigate whether this could be done with pre-existing optical data. It was found that
it is possible to detect the host galaxy in SDSS images of SENSE BL Lacs, but only
for two of the sources investigated. This suggested that these sources were at lower
redshifts than the objects where the host galaxy could not be detected. Comparison of
the results with other published work, and results using BL Lacs with known redshifts,
led to the conclusion that SDSS images were not of high enough resolution to estimate
a redshift using this technique. It is intended to submit a ‘fast-track’ service time
proposal to use the Nordic Optical Telescope to obtain higher resolution images for
some of these sources.

7.1.2 Cosmological Evolution
In Chapter, 4 the hV/Vmax i test was used to investigate the cosmological evolution
of the SENSE sample. No evidence for cosmological evolution was found, with
hV/Vmax i = 0.510 ± 0.041. It was seen that the result of the hV/Vmax i test is dependent
on the redshifts of the sources without a redshift measurement. If these 25 sources are
all at z > 0.2 and therefore rejected from the sample, SENSE shows a hint of negative
evolution. On the other hand, if these sources are at the redshift limit of the sample
(z = 0.2), the sample shows positive evolution.
The result of no cosmological evolution in the SENSE sample is consistent with
the parent population being FR-I galaxies, which also show little evidence for cosmological evolution. However, the majority of research on the evolution of FR galaxies
appears to have focused on FR-II galaxies, so a possible line of future work would be
to also explore the cosmological evolution of the expected SENSE parent population.

7.1.3 Extended Luminosity
The extended radio emission in the SENSE sources was studied in Chapter 5. It was
found that 78% of SENSE sources show evidence for extended structure in the cur-
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rently available radio maps. The extended luminosity was calculated and it was found
that the majority of the SENSE sources have extended radio luminosities typical of
FR-I galaxies. It was not possible to compare the extended luminosities of the BL
Lacs and the PEGs because many of the BL Lacs are without a redshift measurement.
The radio observations used in Chapter 5 were a combination of dedicated GMRT
observations, observations from published work and the VLA archive and from the
FIRST survey. It would be preferable to have uniform radio data for the entire SENSE
sample. It is likely that better observations will reveal extended emission for some
of the 22% without extended emission. This could be achieved by completing observations of the SENSE sample at 610 MHz with the GMRT or by exploiting the
higher sensitivity of upgraded telescopes such as the EVLA or e-Merlin. Observations
at a low frequency (610 MHz) should reveal more extended emission because of the
steep spectrum and also should make the distinction between FR-I and FR-II extended
luminosities easier because there is not as much overlap. Better observations of the
extended emission in the SENSE sources will also allow the extended morphology to
be characterised as another way to investigate the parent population.

7.1.4 Gamma-ray Detection
The SENSE sample was cross-correlated with the second catalogue from the Fermi
gamma-ray space telescope (2FGL) and it was found that only 29 SENSE sources are
gamma-ray loud (Section 2.4). However, no difference was found between the radio
flux density, optical magnitude or core dominance (Section 5.6.5) for the gamma-ray
detected and gamma-ray quiet SENSE sources. The majority of the gamma-ray loud
SENSE sources are BL Lacs and the question remains of what makes a SENSE source
gamma-ray bright.
The lack of gamma-ray detection of the PEGs in SENSE could be taken as evidence against the hypothesis that (at least some of) these objects are hidden BL Lacs.
However, there is evidence from the 200 mJy sample that the synchrotron peak fre-
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quencies of PEGs are lower than BL Lacs. It has also been seen in Figure 6.9 that
there is a correlation between synchrotron peak frequency and Compton efficiency for
the CRATES-2FGL blazars. Therefore it would be expected that the gamma-ray flux
from the PEGs would be weaker than that from the BL Lacs. This could only be tested
if some SENSE PEGs are strong enough gamma-ray emitters to cross the Fermi-LAT
detection threshold when the data are averaged over a longer period of time.
There have been suggestions that the jet properties of gamma-ray bright blazars
are different to gamma-ray quiet blazars. As no difference was found in the core
dominance parameter for the SENSE sample using observations on arcsecond scales,
another possibility is that VLBI observations of the SENSE sources may reveal the
difference. VLBI data should be available from VIPS for the majority of the SENSE
sample. The extended radio luminosity is also sometimes used as a proxy for the kinetic jet power, however the lack of redshifts for some SENSE sources means that this
cannot be compared.
It is also possible that analysis of the raw Fermi-LAT data for SENSE sources will
reveal gamma-ray detections for more objects. The raw photon data are available to
download around a position, giving ∼4 years of observations (compared to the 2 years
for 2FGL). As the next scheduled Fermi-LAT data release is the five year catalogue,
reducing the raw data will be the only way to search for more gamma-ray detected
SENSE sources in the near future.

7.1.5 Future Work with SENSE
Now that the SENSE sample is mostly complete, it can be used to probe the physics
of radio-loud AGN in a number of ways. One obvious project would be to compile
the multiwavelength spectral energy distributions. This would require collecting flux
density measurements at different wavelengths such as microwave (e.g. from Planck,
infrared (e.g. from WISE) and X-ray (e.g. from ROSAT). Information from the SEDs
can then be used to test the blazar sequence and to look for differences between the
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2FGL and non-2FGL SENSE sources.
The question still remains of why there is such variety amongst the optical properties of SENSE sources and whether these objects all fundamentally have the same
intrinsic jet properties. As the gamma-ray emission in blazars is expected to be of jet
origin, the lack of detection of the majority of the SENSE sample would indicate that
observations at gamma-rays show a difference between the jet properties of the SENSE
BL Lacs and the rest of the sample that is not evident at radio frequencies. One possible interpretation of this is that the optical non-thermal emission is a better indicator of
gamma-ray flux than the radio flux density, although the non-thermal contribution to
the optical emission in SENSE sources has not been explored. The separation of thermal and non-thermal optical emission in blazars can be done through SED modelling.
Another possible area of future work would be to investigate the radio polarisation of
the SENSE sample, to look for differences between the BL Lacs and galaxies.

7.2 Gamma-ray Blazars
In Chapter 6 the relationship between the synchrotron and the inverse Compton emission in blazars was explored using the Compton efficiency parameter, defined as the
ratio between the luminosity at the inverse Compton peak of the SED and at GHz
frequencies. No difference was found between the Compton efficiencies for BL Lacs
and FSRQs, which has been taken as evidence that synchrotron self-Compton emission dominates the gamma-ray output of blazars, not external Compton. However, a
difference appears when only considering the stronger radio sources, suggesting that
selection effects from incomplete associations could have influenced the results. 20%
of the extragalactic 2FGL sources were not associated with a counterpart at another
wavelength. It is possible that targeted radio observations will identify counterparts
to some of these objects, however for those 2FGL sources with more than one possible association, it is likely that long-term radio monitoring is required to reveal the
counterpart through correlated variability.
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Research has shown that the correlation between radio and gamma-ray flux densities is stronger when simultaneous measurements are used. It is intended to repeat the
Compton efficiency analysis using radio flux densities from monitoring programmes
such as F-GAMMA and OVRO to see if this affects the results.
The Compton efficiency result is dependent on FSRQs and BL Lacs representing
the blazar populations with, and without, a source of external photons respectively.
However, there have been suggestions that some BL Lacs are “hidden” FSRQs, which
would mean that these sources should be included with the FSRQs in the analysis.
Assuming that the FR-II galaxies comprise the parent population of the hidden FSRQs,
the extended radio emission (luminosity and morphology) could be one way to test this
idea.
Within the objects with an expected source of external photons (i.e. FSRQs), the
emission line luminosity could be used as a way to quantify the relative amount of external photons expected to be available for upscattering. This could then be compared
to the Compton efficiency, to see if a correlation exists. The emission line luminosity
is also a potential way to identify the hidden FSRQs that have been mis-classified as
BL Lacs.
It was found that there is a positive correlation between Compton efficiency and
Compton dominance only for the FSRQs, and the BL Lacs show an anti-correlation.
The reason for this is unclear. The release of better SEDs for a larger number of Fermi
detected blazars will allow the relationship between Compton efficiency and Compton
dominance to be explored in more depth.
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Appendix A
Notes on Individual SENSE Sources
This appendix contains notes on individual sources in the SENSE sample. In particular, references for redshifts are given, if the redshift has not been taken from the SDSS
spectrum. NED refers to the NASA Extragalactic Database 1 . Where reference is made
to the 200 mJy sample, this means the revised version as presented in Antón et al.
(2004). If a source does not have any notes, it should be assumed that there is currently no additional information available beyond that given in Table 2.1.

J0148+003. Classified as a Seyfert 1 galaxy by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2006), however
the source is classified as a LINER in Table 2.1 based on the SDSS spectrum.
J0749+451. Classified as a Seyfert 1 galaxy by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2006), this
classification is confirmed by the SDSS spectrum. 2FGL source.
J0752+459. Classified as a Seyfert 1.9 by Beckmann et al. (2003) but listed as a
Seyfert 2 in Table 2.1 based on the SDSS spectrum. The FIRST map shows a complex
extended radio source with a peak of ∼40 mJy.
J0758+377. NGC 2484. 3C 189. The FIRST map shows a big triple source with a
peak of ∼200 mJy.
J0809+349. 200 mJy sample source, classified as a BL Lac (Antón et al. 2004).

1
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J0809+523.The SDSS spectrum looks like that of a BL Lac. The redshift (z = 0.138)
has been taken from NED which references Plotkin et al. (2008) but the spectrum is in
Bade et al. (1998). 2FGL source.
J0814+129. There was no spectrum in SDSS DR6 when doing the initial sample
selection but there is a spectrum in DR7 (PEG).
J0819+525. There is an offset between the FIRST and the SDSS position. The FIRST
map shows a triple source, and one component could coincide with the optical galaxy.
There is no SDSS spectrum, the redshift is from Owen, White & Thronson (1988) but
no spectrum is given.
J0829+179. Originally classified as G/BL because of weak features in the SDSS spectrum. Listed as a BL Lac candidate on NED but no reference is given.
J0831+044. Blueish object with fuzz in SDSS. The SDSS spectrum shows weak broad
Hα, not unlike BL Lac when it showed Hα. It has strong continuum. 2FGL source.
J0832+185. Complex VLBI structure in 5 GHz VIPS map.
J0832+278. The radio/optical position offset is > 2” but suspect the redder object to
the south of the star is the association. There is a small jet in CLASS with the core
nearest to the optical position.
J0834+440. The SDSS spectrum is probably that of a BL Lac. Included in the imaging
redshifts analysis, no host galaxy was detected. 2FGL source.
J0839+288. In the 200 mJy sample. Part of Abell 690. Powerful wide angle tail
object.
J0839+430. Classified as a galaxy in SDSS but not obviously extended.
J0841+324. Part of a complex of three galaxies in SDSS. There is a radio/optical
position offset but the radio source is complex and it looks like the core belongs to the
galaxy with the redshift.
J0850+077. Slightly irregular galaxy. Has stongish H-alpha but no H-beta. Possibly
E+A spectrum.
J0901+290. 3C213.1. Narrow line radio galaxy. Complex triple on FIRST with a
peak of 850 mJy.
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J0906+466. In the 200 mJy sample.
J0910+334. SDSS shows a BL Lac spectrum. Anderson et al. (2007) give a redshift
of z = 0.354 (possibly from an SDSS spectrum). 2FGL source.
J0912+279. 2FGL source.
J0915+295. 200 mJy sample object. Established BL Lac, the SDSS spectrum confirms
this. Meisner & Romani (2010) given an imaging redshift of z = 0.36.10
.08 (also in
Nilsson et al. 2003). 2FGL source.
J1006+349. 3C236. Used as a calibrator for the GMRT observations.
J1036+001. Core + jets structure in FIRST with a peak of ∼90 mJy.
J1037+100. Looks very blue stellar on SDSS. The imaging redshifts analysis showed
evidence for the host galaxy.
J1058+564. 200 mJy sample object. 2FGL source.
J1104+075. SDSS spectrum is that of a BL Lac. The redshift on NED (z = 0.630348)
is from DR3 of SDSS and therefore is unlikely to be correct; the DR6 redshift is
z = 1.5513 with zconf = 0.15. Included in the imaging redshifts analysis, no host
galaxy was detected. 2FGL source.
J1104+382. Mkn 421. 200 mJy sample object. The redshift is from NED, which references version 3.9 of the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991). 2FGL source.
J1110+215. Obvious disk galaxy, possibly interacting. Has a radio spectrum that
seems to peak around 408 MHz.
J1112+074. Looks blue stellar on SDSS. No SDSS spectrum. The imaging redshifts
analysis did not show evidence for the host galaxy.
J1125+200. Disturbed looking galaxy with possible colour gradients. 200mJy sample
object. Has strong [OII] and weak [OIII].
J1133+490. Bright elliptical IC0708 in Abel 1314 with a slightly extended nucleus
and extensive asymmetric halo. Bent tail radio source in FIRST.
J1141+598. NGC 3809. The redshift is from NED, which references version 3.9 of
the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991).
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J1143+613. The SDSS spectrum looks like that of a BL Lac and the spectrum from
the TNG is also featureless. The imaging redshifts analysis did not show evidence
for the host galaxy. NED lists a photometric redshift, z = 0.475, from Richards et al.
(2004) which would remove it from the sample. 2FGL source.
J1145+196. 3C264. FIRST show a complex mess with a peak of ∼450 mJy. The
source is discussed in detail by Perlman et al. (2010).
J1147+350. 200 mJy sample object.
J1148+594. NGC 3894. 200 mJy sample object. The redshift is from a spectrum in
Marchã et al. (1996).
J1150+242. 200 mJy sample object. The SDSS spectrum is that of a BL Lac. The redshift (z = 0.2) is listed in Sowards-Emmerd et al. (2005) from ‘archival’ spectroscopy.
2FGL source.
J1151+589. 2FGL source.
J1203+605. The SDSS spectrum is that of a galaxy imposed on a blue continuum.
2FGL source.
J1209+413. The SDSS spectrum looks like that of a BL Lac. The redshift on NED
(z = 0.377) cites Nesci (2010) who obtained the redshift from SDSS, however the
redshift confidence is low (zconf = 0.14). The imaging redshifts analysis did not find
evidence for the host galaxy. 2FGL source.
J1216+094. Missed in the original sample selection because there is a ∼20” error in
the CLASS position and it has a FIRST peak flux density < 160 mJy. The redshift is
from Bauer et al. (2000).
J1217+301. 200 mJy sample object. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift in Table 2.1
(z = 0.130) is the redshift listed on NED from Bade et al. (1998), however it is also
noted on NED that White et al. (2000) give z = 0.237. 2FGL source.
J1219+058. 3C 270. NGC 4261. Extended radio structure in FIRST with a peak of
∼140 mJy.
J1220+292. NGC 4278. 200 mJy sample object. Listed on NED as a Seyfert 1 and a
LINER (e.g. Spinelli et al. 2006). The redshift is from NED, which references version
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3.9 of the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991).
J1221+282. W Comae. 200 mJy sample object. SDSS spectrum is that of a BL Lac
with weak Hα. 2FGL source.
J1229+021. 3C 273. The redshift has been taken from NED which cites Strauss et al.
(1992). 2FGL source.
J1230+253. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift (z = 0.135) is from Nass et al. (1996),
based on a spectrum in Bade, Fink & Engels (1994), however this spectrum is not very
convincing. 2FGL source.
J1231+287. The SDSS spectrum is that of a BL Lac. NED lists a redshift of z = 0.236,
determined by Beckmann et al. (2003) from their own spectrum. Landt & Bignall
(2008) give a redshift limit of z > 0.878. The host galaxy was detected in the SDSS
image. 2FGL source.
J1245+571. SDSS shows a BL Lac spectrum. BSO in SDSS. The imaging redshifts
analysis did not find evidence for the host galaxy. 2FGL source.
J1250+137. SDSS shows blueish stellar object. Included in the imaging redshifts
analysis where the host galaxy was not detected.
J1254+189. Edge-on disk galaxy with dust lane. Unusual for a core-dominated object.
J1256+568. Mkn 231. 200 mJy sample object. Interacting late type galaxy. Classified
as a ULIRG (e.g. Kim & Sanders 1998) and a Seyfert 1 galaxy (e.g. Khachikian &
Weedman 1974). Spectrum in Moustakas & Kennicutt (2006). The redshift has been
taken from NED which cites Carilli, Wrobel & Ulvestad (1998).
J1306+112. Complex radio structure in FIRST with a peak of ∼100 mJy.
J1314+238. Classified as a BL Lac by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2010). SDSS looks
stellar and there is a spectrum in DR7. The imaging redshifts analysis did not detect
the host galaxy. 2FGL source.
J1317+412. Highly elongated elliptical/S0 with a hint of a disk.
J1342+050. SDSS/FIRST offset. The FIRST source is complex and the core could
belong to the galaxy with a redshift. The SDSS spectrum shows a reduced break
contrast and narrow emission lines.
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J1345+535. Complex radio structure in FIRST with a peak of ∼70 mJy.
J1347+122. Well known GPS (e.g. Stanghellini et al. 1998) and ULIRG (e.g. Kim &
Sanders 1998). Galaxy has twin nucleus and tidal tails.
J1356+183. Mkn 463. SDSS/FIRST offset. Interacting galaxy with twin nuclei and
tidal tails.
J1356+052. NGC 5363. The redshift is from NED, which references version 3.9 of
the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991).
J1407+284. Mkn 668. 200 mJy sample object. Classified as a Seyfert 1 galaxy based
on the SDSS spectrum, although the object is listed as a Seyfert 1.5 in Véron-Cetty &
Véron (2010). Well-known GPS source (e.g. Stanghellini et al. 1998).
J1416+108. 3C296. NGC5532. Complex structure in NVSS.
J1419+543. 200 mJy sample object. Well-known BL Lac. The host galaxy is clearly
visible and elongated in SDSS. Weak Hα is visible in the SDSS spectrum. 2FGL
source.
J1424+045. The SDSS spectrum looks like that of a BL Lac. The spectrum from
TNG shows an absorption feature taken to be the 4000 Å break, placing the source at
z ∼ 0.12. The host galaxy was not detected in the imaging redshifts analysis. NED
lists a redshift, z = 0.6654, from Collinge et al. (2005) who note that the redshift is
uncertain.
J1427+238. 200 mJy sample object. The TNG spectrum is featureless. There is a
deep spectrum in Shaw et al. (2009) who place a redshift limit of z > 0.03. Meisner &
+.06
Romani (2010) quote an imaging redshift estimate of z = 0.23−.05
. 2FGL source.

J1428+274. NGC 5635. Bright spiral galaxy with dust. The redshift is from NED,
which references version 3.9 of the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de
Vaucouleurs et al. 1991).
J1432+363. NGC 5675. Spiral galaxy with twisted dust lane and boxy bulge.
J1438+125. Included in the imaging redshifts, the host galaxy was not detected.
J1439+499. The SDSS spectrum has no obvious lines but does not look like that of a
BL Lac. The spectrum from TNG shows an absorption feature taken to be the 4000 Å
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break, placing this source at z ∼ 0.10. NED lists a redshift, z = 0.174, from Falco,
Kochanek & Munoz (1998), but Muñoz et al. (2003) give a redshift z = 0.078. 2FGL
source.
J1502+338. The SDSS spectrum is not that of a BL Lac; there is a hint that it may be
off-position. The TNG spectrum shows an absorption feature taken to be the 4000 Å
break, placing this source at z ∼ 0.12.
J1503+196. There was no spectrum in SDSS DR6 when doing the initial sample
selection but there is a spectrum in DR7 (PEG).
J1503+102. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift (z = 0.095) is from a spectrum in
Akiyama et al. (2003).
J1506+128. NGC 5852. Bright face-on disk galaxy, slightly distorted and probably
interacting. No SDSS spectrum. There was no spectrum in SDSS DR6 when doing the
initial sample selection but there is a spectrum in DR7 (PEG).
J1516+002. Core + jets structure in FIRST with a peak of ∼700 mJy.
J1516+070. 3C 317. Complex on FIRST with peak of ∼600 mJy. The redshift has
been taken from NED which cites Smith et al. (2000).
J1521+043. Looks like head-tail in NVSS.
J1542+614. Classified as a BL Lac in Caccianiga et al. (2002). A spectrum in Shaw
et al. (2009) does not show any features, a limit of z > 0.63 is given based on this.
+.11
Meisner & Romani (2010) give an imaging redshift of 0.39−.10
. 2FGL source.

J1543+048. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift has been taken from NED which cites
Falco et al. (1999).
J1553+238. 200 mJy sample object. FIRST shows a nice wide-angle tail. The 5 GHz
core flux density is close to 90 mJy; VLBI measurements by Petrov et al. (2007) give
a core flux density of 80 or 100 mJy.
J1559+594. 200 mJy sample object. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift on NED is
from Falco, Kochanek & Munoz (1998).
J1603+110. The redshift in NED (z = 0.143) is from Healey et al. (2008) from their
own spectroscopic measurements.
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J1604+177. NGC 6040 and Arp 122 in the Hercules cluster. Apparently an interacting
pair but the ID looks symmetrical and has only weak hints of of a disk. The spectrum
is that of a PEG.
J1606+182. NGC 6061.
J1615+471. The SDSS spectrum is that of a supressed galaxy (reduced 4000 Å break
and weak lines). Classified as a BL Lac in NED, from e.g. Collinge et al. (2005).
Complex structure in FIRST with a peak of ∼170 mJy. 2FGL source.
J1647+291. 200 mJy sample object. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift is from the
spectrum in Marchã et al. (1996). Bent double in FIRST.
J1647+498. 200 mJy sample object. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift has been taken
from NED which cites Falco, Kochanek & Munoz (1998). 2FGL source.
J1653+397. Mkn 501. 200 mJy sample object. The redshift is from NED, which references version 3.9 of the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991). 2FGL source.
J1700+301. 200 mJy sample object. No SDSS spectrum. The redshift has been taken
from NED which cites Beers et al. (1995).
J1718+546. The redshift has been taken from NED which cites Kim & Sanders
(1998).
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Appendix B
Radio Contour Maps
B.1 GMRT Maps
This Section contains the radio contour maps for the SENSE sources observed with
the GMRT. Details of the measured flux densities are given in Table 5.3.
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Figure B.1: GMRT contour map of J0749+451 (top left), J0831+461 (top right),
J0832+278 (middle left), J0834+440 (middle right), J0839+430 (bottom left) and
J0841+324 (bottom right).
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Figure B.2: GMRT contour map of J0850+077 (top left), J0910+334 (top right),
J0912+533 (middle left), J0912+279 (middle right), J0931+196 (bottom left) and
J1006+349 (bottom right).
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Figure B.3: GMRT contour map of J1037+100 (top left), J1105+020 (top right),
J1110+215 (middle left), J1117+025 (middle right), J1143+613 (bottom left) and
J1144+009 (bottom right).
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Figure B.4: GMRT contour map of J1144+009 (top left), J1151+589 (top right),
J1154+124 (middle left), J1156+265 (middle right), J1216+094 (bottom left) and
J1218+010 (bottom right).
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Figure B.5: GMRT contour map of J1229+178 (top left), J1245+571 (top right),
J1314+238 (middle left), J1350+096 (middle right), J1356+052 (bottom left) and
J1424+045 (bottom right).
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Figure B.6: GMRT contour map of J1438+125 (top left), J1439+499 (top right),
J1440+059 (middle left), J1446+090 (middle right), J1449+423 (bottom left) and
J1502+338 (bottom right).
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Figure B.7: GMRT contour map of J1503+196 (top left), J1506+128 (top right),
J1507+103 (middle left), J1509+159 (middle right), J1530+379 (bottom left) and
J1539+355 (bottom right).
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Figure B.8: GMRT contour map of J1542+614 (top left), J1543+048 (top right),
J1602+527 (middle left), J1611+406 (middle right) and J1718+546 (bottom left).
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B.2 VLA Archive Maps
This Section contains radio maps from VLA archive data. The flux densities are given
in Table 5.5.
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Figure B.9: VLA archive contour map of J0809+349 (top left), J0809+523 (top right),
J0831+044 (bottom left) and J0832+185 (bottom right).
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Figure B.10: VLA archive contour map of J0906+466 (top left), J1125+200 (top
right), J1141+598 (middle left), J1209+413 (middle right), J1254+189 (bottom left)
and J1427+238 (bottom right).
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Figure B.11: VLA archive contour map of J1432+363 (top left), J1606+182 (top right)
and J1644+263 (bottom left).
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Appendix C
Imaging Redshift Images
This appendix contains the images from Chapter 3 where SDSS images were used with
GALFIT to try to detect the host galaxies of SENSE BL Lacs.

C.1 Successful SENSE BL Lacs
In the following, the SDSS image, the GALFIT model image and the residual image
from subtracting the model from the SDSS image are presented for each of the SENSE
BL Lacs that could be modelled. The full parameters of each fit are given in Table 3.4.
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Figure C.2: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1037+100. GALFIT fitted this source with a PSF+Sérsic fit
(χ2ν = 1.031), rPSF = 17.39, rgal = 19.42. Note the presence of two secondary sources in the image. From left to right: SDSS image,
GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.1: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J0834+440. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.82
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.086) consistent with r = 17.81 from SDSS. Note the presence of a secondary source in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.3: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1104+075. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.00
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.082) consistent with r = 17.02 from SDSS. Note the presence of a secondary source in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.4: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1143+613. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.89
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.058) consistent with r = 17.94 from SDSS. Note the presence of a secondary source in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.6: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1231+287. GALFIT fitted this source with a PSF+Sérsic fit
(χ2ν = 1.093), rPSF = 17.35, rgal = 18.75. Note the presence of two secondary sources in the image. From left to right: SDSS image,
GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.5: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1209+413. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.66
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.088) consistent with r = 17.62 from SDSS. Note the presence of two secondary sources in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.7: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1245+571. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.45 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.086) consistent with r = 17.44 from SDSS. From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.8: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1250+137. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 18.02 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.077) consistent with r = 17.97 from SDSS. From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.9: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1314+238. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 16.78
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.080) consistent with r = 16.81 from SDSS. Note the presence of two secondary sources in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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C.1: SUCCESSFUL SENSE BL LACS

Figure C.10: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1424+045. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.71
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.032) consistent with r = 17.73 from SDSS. From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image,
residual image.
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Figure C.12: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1559+080. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.38
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.071) consistent with r = 17.36 from SDSS. Note the presence of a secondary source in the image. From
left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.11: Results of GALFIT modelling of the SENSE BL Lac J1438+125. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.92
magnitude PSF (χ2ν = 1.080) consistent with r = 17.92 from SDSS. From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image,
residual image.

C.2: BRIGHT STARS

C.2 Bright Stars
This Section contains the images generated by GALFIT when modelling bright stars
from SDSS. See Section 3.3.5 for more information.
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Figure C.14: Results of GALFIT modelling of a star of magnitude r = 16.37. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 16.39 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.052), however the residual image does not look ‘blank’ . From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image,
residual image.
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Figure C.13: Results of GALFIT modelling of a star of magnitude r = 15.80. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 15.80 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.086), however the residual image does not look ‘blank’ . From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image,
residual image.
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Figure C.15: Results of GALFIT modelling of a star of magnitude r = 17.18. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.20 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.062), however the residual image does not look ‘blank’ . From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image,
residual image.
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Figure C.16: Results of GALFIT modelling of a star of magnitude r = 17.91. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 17.89 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.069), the residual image looks ‘blank’. Note the presence of a secondary source. From left to right: SDSS image,
GALFIT model image, residual image.
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Figure C.17: Results of GALFIT modelling of a star of magnitude r = 18.29. GALFIT fitted this source with a r = 18.26 magnitude
PSF (χ2ν = 1.066), the residual image looks ‘blank’ . From left to right: SDSS image, GALFIT model image, residual image.

Appendix D
The CRATES-2FGL Sample
This appendix contains the full list of the 535 blazars (233 BL Lacs and 302 FSRQs)
common to 2FGL and CRATES that were used in Chapter 6. Additional gamma-ray
information from 2FGL can be found in The Fermi-LAT Collaboration (2011) and
additional radio information from CRATES is in Healey et al. (2007).
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0000.9-0748
2FGL J0004.7-4736
2FGL J0006.1+3821
2FGL J0009.0+0632
2FGL J0011.3+0054
2FGL J0012.9-3954
2FGL J0013.8+1907
2FGL J0017.6-0510
2FGL J0021.6-2551
2FGL J0022.5+0607
2FGL J0023.2+4454
2FGL J0029.2-7043
2FGL J0030.2-4223
2FGL J0038.3-2457
2FGL J0046.7-8416
2FGL J0049.7-5738
2FGL J0050.1-0452
2FGL J0050.2+0234
2FGL J0050.6-0929
2FGL J0051.0-0648
2FGL J0057.9-3236
2FGL J0057.9+3311
2FGL J0100.2+0746
2FGL J0102.3+4216

CRATES J000117-074633
CRATES J000436-473610
CRATES J000557+382010
CRATES J000903+062820
CRATES J001131+005742
CRATES J001300-395428
CRATES J001356+191036
CRATES J001736-051246
CRATES J002135-255142
CRATES J002233+060813
CRATES J002335+445651
CRATES J002841-704522
CRATES J003018-422443
CRATES J003814-245906
CRATES J004431-842240
CRATES J005000-573825
CRATES J005022-045218
CRATES J004943+023650
CRATES J005041-092853
CRATES J005107-064960
CRATES J005802-323435
CRATES J005832+331107
CRATES J010020+074546
CRATES J010227+421414

00 01 18.0 -07 46 27.0
00 04 35.7 -47 36 18.6
00 05 57.2 +38 20 15.2
00 09 03.9 +06 28 21.2
00 11 30.4 +00 57 51.8
00 12 59.9 -39 54 25.8
00 13 56.4 +19 10 41.9
00 17 35.8 -05 12 41.7
00 21 32.5 -25 50 49.3
00 22 32.4 +06 08 04.2
00 23 35.4 +44 56 35.8
00 28 41.5 -70 45 16.1
00 30 17.5 -42 24 46.5
00 38 14.7 -24 59 02.2
00 44 26.9 -84 22 40.1
00 49 59.5 -57 38 26.4
00 50 21.5 -04 52 20.7
00 49 43.2 +02 37 03.8
00 50 41.3 -09 29 05.2
00 51 08.2 -06 50 02.2
00 58 02.2 -32 34 22.3
00 58 32.1 +33 11 17.2
01 00 20.8 +07 45 51.4
01 02 27.1 +42 14 19.0

5.20e-10
9.39e-10
9.58e-10
5.05e-10
5.39e-10
5.24e-10
4.03e-10
1.39e-09
8.66e-10
2.22e-09
7.21e-10
6.60e-10
9.70e-10
8.12e-10
7.19e-10
5.12e-10
5.15e-10
6.64e-10
3.85e-09
1.25e-09
9.28e-10
8.08e-10
2.00e-09
7.71e-10

116.2
780.4
1077.6
187.0
278.7
1554.2
393.7
225.2
37.6
301.2
240.0
187.3
596.4
884.9
426.6
1359.1
534.4
525.7
1206.9
755.3
252.3
148.7
88.0
128.6

-11.41
-11.10
-10.84
-11.97
-11.31
-12.56
-12.59
-10.84
-11.64
-11.24
-11.30
-11.43
-10.78
-11.27
-11.08
-12.18
-11.18
-12.41
-11.13
-11.81
-11.63
-12.07
-11.26
-10.74

2.60
2.09
2.21
1.83
2.32
0.33
0.89
2.88
2.86
2.36
2.39
2.37
2.52
1.86
2.37
0.76
2.17
0.94
1.86
1.39
2.04
1.84
2.87
3.23

BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample.
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0105.0-2411
2FGL J0108.6+0135
2FGL J0109.0+1817
2FGL J0112.1+2245
2FGL J0112.8+3208
2FGL J0113.2-3557
2FGL J0113.7+4948
2FGL J0114.7+1326
2FGL J0116.0-1134
2FGL J0118.8-2142
2FGL J0120.4-2700
2FGL J0132.8-1654
2FGL J0136.9+4751
2FGL J0137.6-2430
2FGL J0141.5-0928
2FGL J0144.6+2704
2FGL J0145.1-2732
2FGL J0153.9+0823
2FGL J0158.0-4609
2FGL J0158.3-3931
2FGL J0159.6-2741
2FGL J0203.6+7235
2FGL J0205.3-1657
2FGL J0205.4+3211

CRATES J010459-241626
CRATES J010838+013516
CRATES J010907+181555
CRATES J011205+224448
CRATES J011250+320832
CRATES J011315-355125
CRATES J011327+494826
CRATES J011512+132449
CRATES J011611-113617
CRATES J011857-214135
CRATES J012031-270119
CRATES J013243-165443
CRATES J013658+475127
CRATES J013739-243049
CRATES J014125-092848
CRATES J014433+270516
CRATES J014504-273322
CRATES J015402+082343
CRATES J015750-461427
CRATES J015837-393202
CRATES J015944-273948
CRATES J020332+723254
CRATES J020458-170120
CRATES J020504+321229

01 04 58.2 -24 16 28.4
01 08 38.8 +01 35 00.3
01 09 08.2 +18 16 07.5
01 12 05.8 +22 44 38.8
01 12 50.3 +32 08 17.6
01 13 15.9 -35 51 47.9
01 13 27.0 +49 48 24.1
01 15 11.1 +13 24 46.4
01 16 12.5 -11 36 15.4
01 18 57.3 -21 41 30.0
01 20 31.7 -27 01 24.5
01 32 43.5 -16 54 48.5
01 36 58.6 +47 51 29.1
01 37 38.3 -24 30 53.6
01 41 25.8 -09 28 43.7
01 44 33.6 +27 05 03.1
01 45 03.4 -27 33 34.3
01 54 02.8 +08 23 51.1
01 57 51.1 -46 14 23.2
01 58 38.1 -39 32 03.5
01 59 43.3 -27 40 38.6
02 03 33.4 +72 32 53.7
02 04 57.7 -17 01 19.8
02 05 04.9 +32 12 30.1

7.65e-10
6.35e-09
4.99e-10
7.13e-09
4.56e-09
3.94e-10
8.64e-10
1.21e-09
1.50e-09
4.33e-09
4.35e-09
2.13e-09
7.20e-09
1.05e-09
1.64e-09
3.40e-09
2.06e-09
1.83e-09
5.30e-10
9.13e-10
5.70e-10
9.94e-10
7.44e-10
4.77e-10

260.9
2263.2
83.7
493.4
386.0
233.9
528.9
110.4
1365.4
531.4
750.1
907.2
1644.0
761.3
539.4
202.5
660.0
157.5
230.5
296.1
64.9
281.3
1198.6
765.5

-11.37
-10.56
-12.46
-10.65
-10.70
-12.72
-11.37
-10.98
-10.95
-10.88
-11.26
-10.77
-10.78
-11.17
-11.68
-11.33
-10.46
-11.36
-11.53
-11.44
-11.87
-12.32
-10.78
-11.00

2.29
2.16
1.69
2.73
2.79
0.99
1.98
3.05
1.99
2.47
1.94
2.34
2.08
2.02
1.66
2.44
2.80
2.52
2.18
2.16
2.39
1.31
2.22
2.19

BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0206.5-1149
2FGL J0211.2+1050
2FGL J0216.9-6630
2FGL J0217.4+0836
2FGL J0217.7+7353
2FGL J0217.9+0143
2FGL J0221.0+3555
2FGL J0222.0-1615
2FGL J0222.6+4302
2FGL J0229.3-3644
2FGL J0230.8+4031
2FGL J0237.1-6136
2FGL J0237.8+2846
2FGL J0238.7+1637
2FGL J0242.9+7118
2FGL J0245.1+2406
2FGL J0245.9-4652
2FGL J0250.6+1713
2FGL J0252.7-2218
2FGL J0257.7-1213
2FGL J0257.9+2025c
2FGL J0259.5+0740
2FGL J0302.7-7919
2FGL J0303.4-2407

CRATES J020626-115039
CRATES J021113+105134
CRATES J021657-663644
CRATES J021717+083705
CRATES J021731+734935
CRATES J021748+014451
CRATES J022105+355613
CRATES J022200-161513
CRATES J022314+425919
CRATES J022926-364334
CRATES J023045+403247
CRATES J023654-613618
CRATES J023752+284814
CRATES J023838+163704
CRATES J024330+712012
CRATES J024518+240530
CRATES J024600-465121
CRATES J025018+170815
CRATES J025248-221916
CRATES J025739-121155
CRATES J025806+203006
CRATES J025927+074740
CRATES J030325-791447
CRATES J030326-240707

02 06 26.1 -11 50 39.7
02 11 13.2 +10 51 34.8
02 16 50.8 -66 36 42.1
02 17 17.1 +08 37 03.9
02 17 30.8 +73 49 32.6
02 17 49.0 +01 44 49.7
02 21 05.5 +35 56 13.7
02 22 00.7 -16 15 16.6
02 23 11.4 +42 59 31.4
02 29 27.8 -36 43 10.1
02 30 45.7 +40 32 53.1
02 36 53.2 -61 36 15.2
02 37 52.4 +28 48 09.0
02 38 38.9 +16 36 59.3
02 43 30.9 +71 20 17.9
02 45 16.9 +24 05 35.2
02 46 00.1 -46 51 17.4
02 50 17.4 +17 08 08.3
02 52 48.0 -22 19 25.4
02 57 41.0 -12 12 01.5
02 58 07.3 +20 30 01.6
02 59 27.1 +07 47 39.6
03 03 20.9 -79 14 56.8
03 03 26.5 -24 07 11.3

6.61e-10
2.58e-09
6.78e-10
1.57e-09
7.26e-10
5.66e-09
5.30e-09
5.71e-10
2.56e-08
1.19e-09
1.4e-09
2.84e-09
3.77e-09
1.87e-08
7.24e-10
1.1e-09
4.54e-09
9.63e-10
5.03e-09
5.5e-10
6.75e-10
6.34e-10
6.4e-10
6.73e-09

293.2
357.6
55.4
323.2
2292.8
1178.9
1240.1
556.8
215.9
287.2
581.1
416.7
2769.7
5453.5
166.0
242.2
600.6
36.6
390.3
238.5
73.2
456.3
242.8
198.6

-11.77
-11.36
-11.07
-11.43
-10.16
-11.03
-10.74
-11.40
-10.21
-10.85
-10.43
-10.90
-10.94
-10.52
-11.92
-10.73
-10.48
-11.57
-10.50
-11.37
-12.53
-11.35
-12.04
-10.70

1.84
2.17
3.26
2.14
2.55
1.98
2.24
1.93
3.53
2.77
2.88
2.56
1.69
1.82
1.93
2.96
2.82
2.94
2.98
2.33
1.68
2.07
1.65
3.08

BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0303.5-6209
2FGL J0309.1+1027
2FGL J0310.0-6058
2FGL J0310.7+3813
2FGL J0312.6+0132
2FGL J0315.8-1024
2FGL J0326.1+2226
2FGL J0334.2-4008
2FGL J0334.3-3728
2FGL J0339.4-0144
2FGL J0340.6-2113
2FGL J0348.6-2750
2FGL J0350.0-2104
2FGL J0354.1+8010
2FGL J0357.0-4950
2FGL J0402.0-2616
2FGL J0403.9-3604
2FGL J0407.3-3826
2FGL J0407.7+0740
2FGL J0413.5-5332
2FGL J0416.7-1849
2FGL J0416.8+0105
2FGL J0422.1-0645
2FGL J0423.2-0120

CRATES J030350-621130
CRATES J030903+102921
CRATES J030956-605835
CRATES J031049+381450
CRATES J031243+013258
CRATES J031555-103147
CRATES J032537+222353
CRATES J033413-400830
CRATES J033413-372548
CRATES J033930-014638
CRATES J034035-211931
CRATES J034840-274916
CRATES J034957-210247
CRATES J035444+800931
CRATES J035700-495551
CRATES J040203-261532
CRATES J040353-360513
CRATES J040658-382624
CRATES J040729+074206
CRATES J041317-533202
CRATES J041634-185101
CRATES J041652+010543
CRATES J042210-064344
CRATES J042315-012034

03 03 50.6 -62 11 25.6
03 09 03.6 +10 29 16.3
03 09 56.1 -60 58 39.4
03 10 49.9 +38 14 53.8
03 12 43.6 +01 33 17.5
03 15 56.9 -10 31 39.4
03 25 36.8 +22 24 00.4
03 34 13.7 -40 08 25.2
03 34 15.4 -37 25 43.3
03 39 30.9 -01 46 35.8
03 40 35.6 -21 19 31.2
03 48 38.2 -27 49 13.5
03 49 57.8 -21 02 47.7
03 54 46.1 +80 09 28.8
03 57 00.2 -49 55 48.6
04 02 00.8 -26 15 39.4
04 03 53.8 -36 05 01.9
04 06 59.0 -38 26 28.0
04 07 29.1 +07 42 07.5
04 13 13.5 -53 32 01.0
04 16 36.5 -18 51 08.3
04 16 52.5 +01 05 23.9
04 22 10.8 -06 43 45.3
04 23 15.8 -01 20 33.1

1.12e-09
1.52e-09
1.09e-09
5.9e-10
1.47e-09
7.52e-10
1.13e-09
4.33e-09
3.42e-09
1.35e-09
5.48e-10
6.47e-10
2.15e-09
1.16e-09
3.67e-10
5.13e-10
5.55e-09
2.01e-09
7.2e-10
1.14e-09
1.18e-09
6.94e-10
6.91e-10
6.65e-09

1476.7
1157.8
968.6
460.2
453.4
143.3
528.2
960.4
165.2
2694.9
943.8
1351.2
319.0
348.2
92.3
85.0
2529.2
1229.9
348.7
44.0
1066.5
46.8
173.7
2409.0

-11.00
-11.89
-10.81
-12.95
-11.32
-11.98
-10.71
-10.69
-11.10
-10.93
-11.88
-11.63
-10.88
-11.41
-10.89
-12.45
-10.63
-11.03
-11.21
-11.20
-11.27
-11.87
-11.39
-10.76

1.91
1.12
2.28
0.47
2.10
1.94
2.64
2.41
2.76
1.71
1.22
1.31
2.69
2.13
3.22
1.70
2.05
1.95
2.33
3.24
1.78
2.54
2.45
1.94

BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0424.7+0034
2FGL J0426.6+0509c
2FGL J0428.6-3756
2FGL J0430.4-2507
2FGL J0433.5+2905
2FGL J0433.7+3233
2FGL J0434.1-2014
2FGL J0439.0-1252
2FGL J0440.9+2749
2FGL J0442.7-0017
2FGL J0448.6-2118
2FGL J0448.9+1121
2FGL J0449.4-4350
2FGL J0453.1-2807
2FGL J0456.1-4613
2FGL J0456.5-3132
2FGL J0457.0-2325
2FGL J0501.2-0155
2FGL J0502.5+0607
2FGL J0505.4+0419
2FGL J0505.5+0501
2FGL J0505.8-0411
2FGL J0507.5-6102
2FGL J0509.2+1013

CRATES J042446+003605
CRATES J042635+051831
CRATES J042840-375617
CRATES J043017-250732
CRATES J043337+290553
CRATES J043339+323719
CRATES J043409-201521
CRATES J043834-125101
CRATES J044050+275058
CRATES J044238-001743
CRATES J044818-210947
CRATES J044907+112125
CRATES J044924-435004
CRATES J045315-280737
CRATES J045551-461603
CRATES J045637-313553
CRATES J045702-232452
CRATES J050112-015921
CRATES J050215+060905
CRATES J050535+041558
CRATES J050523+045945
CRATES J050552-041923
CRATES J050755-610441
CRATES J050927+101209

04 24 46.8 +00 36 06.3
04 26 36.6 +05 18 19.9
04 28 40.4 -37 56 19.6
04 30 16.0 -25 07 39.0
04 33 37.8 +29 05 55.5
04 33 40.7 +32 37 12.0
04 34 07.9 -20 15 17.1
04 38 35.0 -12 51 03.5
04 40 50.4 +27 50 46.8
04 42 38.7 +00 17 43.4
04 48 17.4 -21 09 44.8
04 49 07.7 +11 21 28.6
04 49 24.9 -43 50 09.7
04 53 14.6 -28 07 37.3
04 55 50.8 -46 15 59.3
04 56 36.7 -31 36 12.5
04 57 03.2 -23 24 52.0
05 01 12.8 -01 59 14.3
05 02 15.4 +06 09 07.5
05 05 34.8 +04 15 54.6
05 05 23.2 +04 59 42.7
05 05 51.2 -04 19 26.7
05 07 54.7 -61 04 43.0
05 09 27.5 +10 11 44.6

1.86e-09
7.15e-10
3.11e-08
3.92e-10
4.31e-09
5.77e-10
6.9e-10
4.65e-10
8.55e-10
5.92e-09
4.34e-10
3.37e-09
1.14e-08
1.93e-09
1.4e-09
4.79e-10
2.27e-08
9.07e-10
5.41e-10
7.57e-10
1.3e-09
6.02e-10
1.3e-09
1.28e-09

283.9
457.0
1613.9
31.9
432.8
102.2
82.2
352.7
45.5
1196.5
163.0
1703.2
114.1
1570.3
2300.3
150.6
1561.2
1958.1
543.4
63.1
808.5
75.1
370.6
276.5

-11.39
-10.79
-10.01
-12.78
-11.27
-11.92
-12.09
-11.54
-11.63
-10.34
-11.63
-10.83
-10.55
-10.29
-10.55
-11.41
-10.44
-10.98
-11.21
-12.42
-11.18
-12.08
-11.09
-11.18

2.23
2.62
2.86
1.79
2.17
2.14
2.07
1.99
2.79
2.65
2.23
2.01
3.47
2.59
2.17
2.48
2.44
1.81
2.13
1.85
1.99
2.12
2.42
2.45

BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0509.4+0542
2FGL J0509.9+1802
2FGL J0516.5-4601
2FGL J0516.8-6207
2FGL J0521.4-1736
2FGL J0521.9+0108
2FGL J0526.1-4829
2FGL J0530.8+1333
2FGL J0531.8-8324
2FGL J0532.7+0733
2FGL J0538.8-4405
2FGL J0539.3-2841
2FGL J0540.4-5415
2FGL J0558.2-3837
2FGL J0558.7-7501
2FGL J0601.1-7037
2FGL J0607.4+4739
2FGL J0608.0-0836
2FGL J0608.0-1521
2FGL J0609.6-1847
2FGL J0611.8-6059
2FGL J0612.8+4122
2FGL J0616.9+5701
2FGL J0617.6-1716

CRATES J050926+054143
CRATES J051002+180041
CRATES J051544-455638
CRATES J051643-620706
CRATES J052123-173728
CRATES J052216+011325
CRATES J052616-483033
CRATES J053056+133220
CRATES J053346-832413
CRATES J053238+073238
CRATES J053851-440507
CRATES J053953-283949
CRATES J054047-541822
CRATES J055808-383860
CRATES J055842-745904
CRATES J060106-703606
CRATES J060723+473951
CRATES J060800-083454
CRATES J060802-152037
CRATES J061017-184746
CRATES J061030-605829
CRATES J061251+412245
CRATES J061714+570120
CRATES J061732-171515

05 09 26.0 +05 41 35.3
05 10 02.4 +18 00 41.6
05 15 45.3 -45 56 43.7
05 16 45.0 -62 07 05.0
05 21 23.6 -17 37 30.3
05 22 17.5 +01 13 31.1
05 26 16.7 -48 30 36.6
05 30 56.4 +13 31 55.1
05 33 38.5 -83 24 35.9
05 32 39.0 +07 32 43.3
05 38 50.3 -44 05 08.7
05 39 54.3 -28 39 55.9
05 40 45.8 -54 18 21.4
05 58 06.5 -38 38 31.7
05 58 46.1 -74 59 05.3
06 01 11.3 -70 36 08.6
06 07 23.2 +47 39 47.0
06 07 59.7 -08 34 50.0
06 08 01.5 -15 20 37.0
06 10 17.9 -18 47 40.1
06 10 30.4 -60 58 37.3
06 12 51.2 +41 22 37.4
06 17 16.9 +57 01 16.4
06 17 33.4 -17 15 25.1

4.94e-09
1.25e-09
4.33e-10
3.1e-09
4.54e-10
3.93e-10
1.48e-09
2.57e-09
1.32e-09
4.12e-09
3.71e-08
6.09e-10
7.86e-10
7e-10
7.44e-10
3.61e-09
2.23e-09
1.78e-09
2.34e-09
5.57e-10
5.16e-10
3.63e-09
1.16e-09
1.41e-09

702.4
720.8
908.6
702.8
342.9
391.7
419.5
2458.1
149.6
2763.4
3073.0
1329.9
687.3
39.9
178.9
117.2
403.4
1970.1
215.3
231.6
315.3
245.2
335.2
154.3

-10.74
-12.13
-11.25
-11.32
-11.38
-10.84
-11.64
-10.59
-11.59
-10.81
-10.18
-9.99
-10.93
-11.39
-12.05
-10.97
-11.52
-11.07
-11.21
-12.70
-11.43
-11.22
-11.87
-11.53

2.49
1.09
1.87
1.91
2.16
2.64
1.82
2.10
2.31
1.82
2.41
2.96
2.31
3.08
1.78
3.04
1.95
1.71
2.53
1.02
2.15
2.47
1.68
2.36

BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0625.2+4441
2FGL J0629.3-2001
2FGL J0630.9-2406
2FGL J0635.0-2334
2FGL J0635.5-7516
2FGL J0650.7+2505
2FGL J0654.2+4514
2FGL J0654.5+5043
2FGL J0700.3-6611
2FGL J0701.7-4630
2FGL J0710.8+4733
2FGL J0712.9+5032
2FGL J0718.7-4320
2FGL J0719.3+3306
2FGL J0721.9+7120
2FGL J0725.3+1426
2FGL J0727.0-4726
2FGL J0733.9+5023
2FGL J0738.0+1742
2FGL J0739.2+0138
2FGL J0742.6+5442
2FGL J0746.6+2549
2FGL J0750.6+1230
2FGL J0753.0+5352

CRATES J062517+444003
CRATES J062923-195918
CRATES J063059-240655
CRATES J063459-233520
CRATES J063542-751615
CRATES J065047+250304
CRATES J065424+451420
CRATES J065422+504223
CRATES J070027-661041
CRATES J070134-463433
CRATES J071045+473203
CRATES J071242+503316
CRATES J071842-431956
CRATES J071920+330710
CRATES J072151+712036
CRATES J072517+142514
CRATES J072625-472846
CRATES J073352+502218
CRATES J073807+174226
CRATES J073917+013656
CRATES J074239+544431
CRATES J074625+254906
CRATES J075051+123113
CRATES J075301+535301

06 25 18.3 +44 40 01.6
06 29 23.8 -19 59 19.7
06 30 59.5 -24 06 46.1
06 34 59.0 -23 35 12.0
06 35 46.5 -75 16 16.7
06 50 46.5 +25 02 59.6
06 54 23.7 +45 14 23.5
06 54 22.1 +50 42 23.9
07 00 31.2 -66 10 45.8
07 01 34.5 -46 34 36.6
07 10 46.1 +47 32 11.1
07 12 43.6 +50 33 22.7
07 18 43.6 -43 19 49.7
07 19 19.4 +33 07 09.7
07 21 53.5 +71 20 36.4
07 25 16.8 +14 25 13.7
07 26 26.2 -47 28 53.1
07 33 52.5 +50 22 09.1
07 38 07.4 +17 42 19.0
07 39 18.0 +01 37 04.6
07 42 39.8 +54 44 24.7
07 46 25.9 +25 49 02.1
07 50 52.0 +12 31 04.8
07 53 01.4 +53 52 59.6

8.23e-10
2.48e-09
3.38e-09
5.08e-10
1.73e-09
1.78e-09
3.45e-09
2.8e-09
3.93e-09
1.49e-09
8.25e-10
1.73e-09
2.47e-09
8.29e-09
1.83e-08
9.63e-09
1.06e-09
6.5e-10
5.16e-09
2.54e-09
2.52e-09
5.77e-10
1.48e-09
1.18e-09

185.6
1084.1
84.9
623.9
4564.4
66.5
392.9
305.0
193.5
607.0
620.1
396.3
68.4
176.1
594.8
1148.1
710.6
734.2
3738.2
1710.8
142.8
291.7
1967.9
1196.9

-11.97
-10.93
-11.27
-12.51
-10.42
-10.57
-11.08
-11.37
-11.11
-11.52
-11.06
-11.14
-11.41
-11.05
-10.47
-10.85
-11.26
-11.33
-11.24
-10.75
-10.96
-10.07
-10.95
-11.78

1.84
2.11
2.88
0.78
1.99
3.68
2.40
2.22
2.68
1.77
2.22
2.34
2.83
2.78
2.83
2.16
1.97
1.88
1.26
2.09
2.96
3.54
1.83
1.21

BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0754.8+4824
2FGL J0757.1+0957
2FGL J0805.2-0121
2FGL J0805.5+6145
2FGL J0807.1-0543
2FGL J0808.2-0750
2FGL J0809.8+5218
2FGL J0811.1-7527
2FGL J0811.4+0149
2FGL J0814.7+6429
2FGL J0818.2-0935
2FGL J0818.2+4223
2FGL J0819.3+2750
2FGL J0824.7+3914
2FGL J0824.9+5552
2FGL J0825.9+0308
2FGL J0830.5+2407
2FGL J0831.9+0429
2FGL J0834.3+4221
2FGL J0834.3+4400
2FGL J0839.4+1802
2FGL J0839.6+0059
2FGL J0841.6+7052
2FGL J0849.8+4852

CRATES J075445+482339
CRATES J075706+095612
CRATES J080515-011114
CRATES J080517+614429
CRATES J080710-054121
CRATES J080815-075109
CRATES J080949+521856
CRATES J081059-753027
CRATES J081126+014651
CRATES J081438+643122
CRATES J081749-093348
CRATES J081816+422248
CRATES J081919+274730
CRATES J082456+391645
CRATES J082447+555238
CRATES J082549+030926
CRATES J083052+241047
CRATES J083149+042949
CRATES J083354+422402
CRATES J083458+440344
CRATES J083931+180233
CRATES J083949+010426
CRATES J084124+705345
CRATES J085001+485518

07 54 45.7 +48 23 50.7
07 57 06.6 +09 56 34.9
08 05 15.7 -01 11 22.9
08 05 18.2 +61 44 23.7
08 07 09.6 -05 41 13.9
08 08 15.5 -07 51 09.9
08 09 49.2 +52 18 58.3
08 11 03.2 -75 30 27.8
08 11 26.7 +01 46 52.2
08 14 39.2 +64 31 22.0
08 17 49.8 -09 33 30.5
08 18 16.0 +42 22 45.4
08 19 18.9 +27 47 30.7
08 24 55.5 +39 16 41.9
08 24 47.2 +55 52 42.7
08 25 50.3 +03 09 24.5
08 30 52.1 +24 10 59.8
08 31 48.9 +04 29 39.1
08 33 53.9 +42 24 01.9
08 34 58.2 +44 03 38.1
08 39 30.7 +18 02 47.1
08 39 49.6 +01 04 26.7
08 41 24.4 +70 53 42.2
08 50 00.5 +48 54 52.6

1.13e-09
2.05e-09
4.76e-10
9.76e-10
1.34e-09
1.5e-08
2.45e-09
2.65e-09
1.26e-09
1.3e-09
1.52e-09
7.21e-09
3.64e-10
4.06e-10
8.32e-10
6.72e-10
1.12e-09
5e-09
7.06e-10
4.76e-10
3.85e-10
7.9e-10
7.22e-10
1.82e-09

196.1
1363.5
14.6
725.7
288.2
1758.0
154.2
82.2
1284.6
221.6
375.0
1041.2
164.3
1251.1
1736.1
1873.4
793.7
1225.3
560.8
101.2
315.7
620.3
1752.1
71.1

-11.19
-10.94
-11.83
-10.38
-11.50
-10.84
-11.07
-11.06
-11.41
-12.07
-11.67
-10.91
-13.67
-11.12
-10.53
-12.21
-10.41
-11.20
-11.45
-12.69
-11.09
-12.07
-9.72
-11.19

2.59
2.00
3.08
2.83
2.11
1.99
2.82
3.10
1.55
1.66
1.83
2.15
0.19
1.86
2.31
0.60
2.76
1.79
1.88
1.38
2.49
1.21
3.12
3.04

BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0850.2-1212
2FGL J0854.8+2005
2FGL J0856.3+2058
2FGL J0856.6-1105
2FGL J0903.4+4651
2FGL J0905.6+1357
2FGL J0909.1+0121
2FGL J0909.6+0158
2FGL J0909.7-0229
2FGL J0910.6+3329
2FGL J0910.9+2246
2FGL J0912.1+4126
2FGL J0912.9-2102
2FGL J0915.8+2932
2FGL J0920.9+4441
2FGL J0921.9+6216
2FGL J0923.2+4125
2FGL J0924.0+2819
2FGL J0927.9-2041
2FGL J0929.5+5009
2FGL J0930.4+8611
2FGL J0934.7+3932
2FGL J0937.6+5009
2FGL J0941.4+2724

CRATES J085009-121345
CRATES J085448+200647
CRATES J085639+205740
CRATES J085641-110519
CRATES J090303+465058
CRATES J090535+135803
CRATES J090909+012136
CRATES J090940+015950
CRATES J090945-023133
CRATES J091036+332933
CRATES J091042+224843
CRATES J091211+412601
CRATES J091259-210300
CRATES J091553+293326
CRATES J092058+444144
CRATES J092135+621546
CRATES J092330+412539
CRATES J092350+281530
CRATES J092751-203451
CRATES J092914+501323
CRATES J092946+861219
CRATES J093405+392619
CRATES J093711+500845
CRATES J094147+272813

08 50 09.6 -12 13 35.6
08 54 48.9 +20 06 30.6
08 56 39.7 +20 57 43.4
08 56 41.8 -11 05 14.5
09 03 04.0 +46 51 04.1
09 05 35.0 +13 58 06.3
09 09 10.1 +01 21 35.6
09 09 39.8 +02 00 05.3
09 09 44.9 -02 31 30.4
09 10 37.0 +33 29 24.4
09 10 42.1 +22 48 35.6
09 12 11.6 +41 26 09.4
09 13 00.2 -21 03 21.1
09 15 52.4 +29 33 24.0
09 20 58.5 +44 41 54.0
09 21 36.2 +62 15 52.2
09 23 31.3 +41 25 27.4
09 23 51.5 +28 15 25.0
09 27 51.8 -20 34 51.2
09 29 15.4 +50 13 36.0
09 29 43.0 +86 12 21.3
09 34 06.7 +39 26 32.1
09 37 12.3 +50 08 52.1
09 41 48.1 +27 28 38.8

4.64e-09
3.55e-09
7.17e-10
2.89e-09
4.29e-10
1.45e-09
3.21e-09
7.12e-10
1.97e-09
1.05e-09
1.21e-09
5.25e-10
8.19e-10
2.11e-09
9.1e-09
8.15e-10
1.03e-09
5.76e-10
5.99e-10
7.24e-10
1.04e-09
3.6e-10
4.69e-10
5.16e-10

783.2
3414.9
132.7
519.5
987.3
42.8
1031.0
228.2
323.0
88.6
178.8
166.9
100.5
186.1
1368.3
1532.0
235.2
218.4
570.1
747.8
211.0
188.3
372.5
227.0

-11.22
-10.97
-12.23
-11.49
-12.42
-11.26
-10.45
-11.32
-11.45
-11.66
-12.50
-11.70
-11.42
-11.45
-10.52
-11.04
-11.38
-10.59
-11.14
-11.71
-11.81
-11.68
-11.14
-11.62

1.97
1.58
1.72
1.87
0.66
3.19
2.61
2.40
2.11
2.47
1.32
2.15
2.65
2.36
2.42
1.85
2.33
3.15
2.18
1.49
1.94
2.12
2.37
2.10

BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J0945.9+5751
2FGL J0946.5+1015
2FGL J0948.8+4040
2FGL J0953.1-0839
2FGL J0956.9+2516
2FGL J0957.6-1350
2FGL J0957.7+5522
2FGL J0958.6+6533
2FGL J1001.0+2913
2FGL J1007.1-2157
2FGL J1007.7+0621
2FGL J1010.8-0158
2FGL J1012.1+0631
2FGL J1012.6+2440
2FGL J1015.1+4925
2FGL J1016.0+0513
2FGL J1018.3-3119
2FGL J1018.6+0531
2FGL J1019.0+5915
2FGL J1019.8+6322
2FGL J1023.6+3947
2FGL J1026.3-8546
2FGL J1033.2+4117
2FGL J1033.9+6050

CRATES J094542+575739
CRATES J094635+101659
CRATES J094855+403956
CRATES J095301-084034
CRATES J095650+251511
CRATES J095717-135006
CRATES J095736+552258
CRATES J095847+653405
CRATES J100110+291130
CRATES J100646-215920
CRATES J100801+062126
CRATES J101052-020057
CRATES J101213+063051
CRATES J101240+243904
CRATES J101504+492606
CRATES J101602+051304
CRATES J101828-312315
CRATES J101827+053022
CRATES J101859+591126
CRATES J101950+631956
CRATES J102310+394759
CRATES J102632-854313
CRATES J103303+411559
CRATES J103352+605117

09 45 42.2 +57 57 47.7
09 46 35.1 +10 17 06.1
09 48 55.3 +40 39 44.6
09 53 02.7 -08 40 18.4
09 56 49.9 +25 15 16.0
09 57 18.2 -13 50 01.3
09 57 38.2 +55 22 57.7
09 58 47.2 +65 33 54.8
10 01 10.2 +29 11 37.5
10 06 46.4 -21 59 20.4
10 08 00.8 +06 21 21.2
10 10 51.7 -01 00 19.6
10 12 13.4 +06 30 57.2
10 12 41.4 +24 39 23.4
10 15 04.1 +49 26 00.7
10 16 03.1 +05 13 02.3
10 18 28.8 -31 23 53.9
10 18 27.9 +05 30 29.9
10 18 58.5 +59 11 27.9
10 19 50.9 +63 20 01.6
10 23 11.6 +39 48 15.4
10 26 35.2 -85 43 15.1
10 33 03.7 +41 16 06.2
10 33 51.4 +60 51 07.3

5.62e-10
9.73e-10
4.2e-10
2.31e-09
1.26e-09
7.15e-10
1.12e-08
1.36e-09
1.05e-09
9.03e-10
1.01e-09
5.64e-10
6.96e-10
4.35e-09
7.8e-09
4.4e-09
5.51e-10
7.78e-10
3.38e-10
3.23e-10
5.72e-10
9.08e-10
1.13e-09
4.23e-09

69.0
292.8
1323.2
73.7
1786.8
368.6
1498.9
1247.2
296.0
482.5
657.1
490.6
154.2
73.8
252.2
298.7
415.1
299.3
61.4
272.7
779.6
97.5
384.4
430.4

-12.11
-11.07
-11.24
-11.48
-11.13
-11.16
-10.55
-11.08
-11.30
-10.79
-12.16
-12.38
-12.52
-11.20
-10.79
-10.87
-10.71
-10.62
-12.72
-12.22
-11.47
-11.65
-11.04
-10.87

2.13
2.54
1.71
2.73
1.69
2.35
2.35
1.90
2.30
2.61
1.10
1.01
1.37
3.01
2.88
2.73
2.75
2.98
1.57
1.42
1.72
2.44
2.45
2.57

BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1037.5-2820
2FGL J1037.6+5712
2FGL J1040.7+0614
2FGL J1042.6+8053
2FGL J1043.1+2404
2FGL J1048.3+7144
2FGL J1049.7+7240
2FGL J1057.0-8004
2FGL J1058.4+0133
2FGL J1058.6+5628
2FGL J1059.3-1132
2FGL J1059.4+8113
2FGL J1104.3+0729
2FGL J1104.4+3812
2FGL J1106.1+2814
2FGL J1107.2-4448
2FGL J1110.1-1835
2FGL J1112.4+3450
2FGL J1117.2+2013
2FGL J1121.5-0554
2FGL J1124.2+2338
2FGL J1125.6-3559
2FGL J1126.6-1856
2FGL J1127.6+3622

CRATES J103741-282256
CRATES J103742+571158
CRATES J104118+061022
CRATES J104423+805439
CRATES J104309+240833
CRATES J104828+714338
CRATES J104746+723820
CRATES J105842-800346
CRATES J105830+013340
CRATES J105837+562817
CRATES J105912-113424
CRATES J105814+811429
CRATES J110424+073058
CRATES J110428+381228
CRATES J110606+281246
CRATES J110707-444905
CRATES J111030-183426
CRATES J111239+344642
CRATES J111707+201405
CRATES J112124-055426
CRATES J112402+233643
CRATES J112531-355644
CRATES J112704-185710
CRATES J112758+362028

10 37 42.5 -28 23 04.1
10 37 44.3 +57 11 55.6
10 41 17.2 +06 10 16.9
10 44 23.1 +80 54 39.4
10 43 09.0 +24 08 35.4
10 48 27.6 +71 43 35.9
10 47 47.5 +72 38 13.0
10 58 43.4 -80 03 54.2
10 58 29.6 +01 33 58.8
10 58 37.7 +56 28 11.2
10 59 12.4 -11 34 22.7
10 58 11.5 +81 14 32.7
11 04 24.1 +07 30 53.2
11 04 27.3 +38 12 31.8
11 06 07.3 +28 12 47.0
11 07 08.7 -44 49 07.2
11 10 27.8 -18 35 52.8
11 12 38.8 +34 46 39.1
11 17 06.3 +20 14 07.4
11 21 25.1 -05 53 56.4
11 24 02.7 +23 36 45.9
11 25 31.5 -35 57 03.2
11 27 04.4 -18 57 17.4
11 27 58.9 +36 20 28.4

1.04e-09
2.88e-09
1.09e-09
4.58e-10
9.71e-10
2.42e-09
5.58e-10
2.75e-09
5.12e-09
4.79e-09
2.15e-09
8.34e-10
8.07e-10
2.97e-08
8.85e-10
9.25e-10
8.27e-10
1.68e-09
1.86e-09
3.89e-09
6.24e-10
8.19e-10
3.4e-09
7.32e-10

277.6
82.5
1293.8
1020.8
685.4
1284.5
31.2
1683.4
3364.8
189.8
184.4
571.4
98.7
631.6
193.2
2295.0
15.3
160.5
67.3
374.6
472.7
129.4
1417.5
300.5

-10.64
-11.33
-10.87
-11.05
-11.44
-11.02
-11.58
-11.43
-10.74
-11.28
-11.49
-10.78
-11.96
-10.21
-11.36
-10.46
-11.60
-11.08
-11.17
-11.10
-11.37
-12.12
-10.72
-12.13

3.00
2.83
2.09
2.02
1.80
1.95
3.00
1.42
1.81
2.52
2.32
2.54
2.12
3.06
2.43
2.25
3.29
2.79
3.08
2.41
2.03
1.85
2.21
1.47

BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1130.3-1448
2FGL J1132.9+0033
2FGL J1136.7+7009
2FGL J1141.9+1550
2FGL J1143.1+6119
2FGL J1146.8-3812
2FGL J1146.9+4000
2FGL J1147.7-0724
2FGL J1150.1+2419
2FGL J1151.5-1347
2FGL J1151.5+5857
2FGL J1152.4-0840
2FGL J1153.2+4935
2FGL J1154.4+6019
2FGL J1159.5+2914
2FGL J1203.2+6030
2FGL J1204.3-0711
2FGL J1206.0-2638
2FGL J1208.8+5441
2FGL J1209.6+4121
2FGL J1209.7+1807
2FGL J1214.8+1653
2FGL J1217.8+3006
2FGL J1218.5-0122

CRATES J113007-144920
CRATES J113244+003425
CRATES J113626+700931
CRATES J114207+154802
CRATES J114312+612214
CRATES J114702-381207
CRATES J114657+395840
CRATES J114752-072447
CRATES J115018+241742
CRATES J115126-134753
CRATES J115126+585913
CRATES J115216-084112
CRATES J115233+493951
CRATES J115404+602229
CRATES J115932+291453
CRATES J120304+603130
CRATES J120416-071034
CRATES J120533-263404
CRATES J120854+544150
CRATES J120922+411938
CRATES J120951+181019
CRATES J121503+165456
CRATES J121752+300657
CRATES J121833-011944

11 30 07.1 -14 49 27.4
11 32 45.6 +00 34 27.8
11 36 26.4 +70 09 27.3
11 42 07.7 +15 47 54.2
11 43 12.1 +61 22 10.7
11 47 01.4 -38 12 11.0
11 46 58.3 +39 58 34.3
11 47 51.5 -07 24 41.1
11 50 19.2 +24 17 53.9
11 51 30.0 -13 47 50.8
11 51 24.7 +58 59 17.6
11 52 16.5 -08 41 03.3
11 52 32.9 +49 39 38.8
11 54 04.5 +60 22 20.8
11 59 31.8 +29 14 43.8
12 03 03.5 +60 31 19.1
12 04 16.7 -07 10 09.0
12 05 33.2 -26 34 04.5
12 08 54.3 +54 41 58.2
12 09 22.8 +41 19 41.4
12 09 51.8 +18 10 06.8
12 15 04.0 +16 54 37.9
12 17 52.1 +30 07 00.6
12 18 34.9 -01 19 54.4

1.8e-09
1.83e-09
1.15e-09
7.47e-10
7.5e-10
1.59e-09
2.04e-09
1.66e-09
1.3e-09
4.21e-10
7.68e-10
1.17e-09
7.66e-10
4.33e-10
6.04e-09
7.8e-10
7.55e-10
7.7e-10
1.84e-09
4.27e-10
4.12e-10
5.45e-10
5.49e-09
1.59e-09

2823.5
213.9
213.7
274.0
99.1
2476.5
575.7
884.9
745.7
30.6
102.2
563.9
437.0
151.6
1233.3
191.4
142.8
565.2
262.0
485.1
136.3
400.1
334.9
212.8

-10.05
-11.67
-11.43
-12.04
-11.67
-11.24
-11.05
-11.37
-11.20
-11.21
-11.85
-11.80
-11.07
-10.88
-10.84
-11.74
-11.83
-10.73
-10.84
-10.58
-11.46
-12.00
-11.06
-11.45

2.58
2.08
2.32
1.60
2.41
1.44
2.27
1.76
2.00
3.38
2.21
1.53
2.36
3.02
2.15
2.05
2.09
2.59
2.82
2.81
2.48
1.48
2.49
2.30

BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1219.2+7107
2FGL J1221.4+2814
2FGL J1222.4+0413
2FGL J1223.9+8043
2FGL J1224.9+2122
2FGL J1225.0+4335
2FGL J1226.7-1331
2FGL J1228.6+4857
2FGL J1229.1+0202
2FGL J1230.2+2517
2FGL J1231.6+1417
2FGL J1231.7+2848
2FGL J1239.5+0443
2FGL J1243.1+3627
2FGL J1245.1+5708
2FGL J1246.7-2546
2FGL J1248.2+5820
2FGL J1253.1+5302
2FGL J1256.1-0547
2FGL J1258.2+3231
2FGL J1258.4-1801
2FGL J1258.8-2223
2FGL J1303.1+2435
2FGL J1303.5-4622

CRATES J122004+710528
CRATES J122131+281357
CRATES J122221+041316
CRATES J122340+804004
CRATES J122455+212245
CRATES J122452+433526
CRATES J122653-132839
CRATES J122851+485813
CRATES J122906+020245
CRATES J123015+251823
CRATES J123122+142122
CRATES J123144+284803
CRATES J123932+044311
CRATES J124313+362755
CRATES J124509+571003
CRATES J124647-254751
CRATES J124818+582029
CRATES J125311+530113
CRATES J125610-054722
CRATES J125757+322936
CRATES J125837-175959
CRATES J125854-221925
CRATES J130303+243331
CRATES J130340-462101

12 20 03.6 +71 05 31.1
12 21 31.7 +28 13 58.5
12 22 22.5 +04 13 15.8
12 23 40.5 +80 40 04.3
12 24 54.5 +21 22 46.4
12 24 51.5 +43 35 19.3
12 26 54.4 -13 28 39.1
12 28 51.8 +48 58 01.3
12 29 06.7 +02 03 08.6
12 30 14.1 +25 18 07.1
12 31 21.2 +14 20 18.4
12 31 43.6 +28 47 49.8
12 39 32.8 +04 43 05.2
12 43 12.7 +36 27 44.0
12 45 10.0 +57 09 54.4
12 46 46.8 -25 47 49.3
12 48 18.8 +58 20 28.7
12 53 11.9 +53 01 11.7
12 56 11.2 -05 47 21.5
12 57 57.2 +32 29 29.3
12 58 33.6 -18 00 44.6
12 58 54.5 -22 19 31.1
13 03 03.2 +24 33 55.7
13 03 40.3 -46 21 02.5

3.67e-10
5.54e-09
1.31e-09
1.12e-09
3.54e-08
4.39e-10
1.25e-09
7.5e-10
1.51e-08
8.84e-10
6.18e-10
3.54e-09
4.47e-09
1.88e-09
4.8e-10
8.74e-09
4.12e-09
3.73e-09
2.56e-08
4.48e-10
8.5e-10
2.02e-09
3.01e-09
6.58e-10

188.1
1055.5
1021.7
432.4
1073.9
220.8
185.2
265.5
41725.0
326.4
32.6
56.9
290.7
53.9
77.8
1864.5
324.4
366.0
25850.5
477.1
420.2
780.8
135.7
156.6

-12.46
-11.07
-10.03
-12.08
-10.02
-11.22
-11.43
-11.45
-9.61
-12.31
-11.90
-11.19
-10.70
-11.04
-12.46
-10.54
-10.89
-11.07
-9.86
-11.24
-10.86
-11.46
-11.70
-12.03

1.34
1.99
3.04
1.36
3.02
2.52
2.38
2.20
1.84
1.25
2.66
3.13
2.91
3.31
1.72
2.26
2.68
2.44
1.80
2.16
2.59
1.72
2.24
1.85

BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1305.7+7854
2FGL J1308.5+3547
2FGL J1309.3+1154
2FGL J1310.6+3222
2FGL J1312.4-2157
2FGL J1312.8+4828
2FGL J1313.0-0425
2FGL J1314.6+2348
2FGL J1315.9-3339
2FGL J1317.9+3426
2FGL J1321.1+2215
2FGL J1322.6+8313
2FGL J1322.7-0938
2FGL J1326.8+2210
2FGL J1332.0-0508
2FGL J1332.5-1255
2FGL J1332.7+2726
2FGL J1332.7+4725
2FGL J1337.7-1257
2FGL J1344.2-1723
2FGL J1345.4+4453
2FGL J1345.9+0706
2FGL J1347.7-3752
2FGL J1350.8+3035

CRATES J130459+785434
CRATES J130823+354649
CRATES J130933+115428
CRATES J131029+322051
CRATES J131230-215620
CRATES J131243+482833
CRATES J131249-042449
CRATES J131444+234828
CRATES J131606-333909
CRATES J131736+342514
CRATES J132111+221553
CRATES J132145+831607
CRATES J132236-093750
CRATES J132701+221036
CRATES J133204-050943
CRATES J133239-125604
CRATES J133307+272525
CRATES J133245+472226
CRATES J133739-125720
CRATES J134413-172341
CRATES J134532+445250
CRATES J134548+070623
CRATES J134743-375050
CRATES J135052+303446

13 05 00.0 +78 54 35.7
13 08 23.7 +35 46 37.2
13 09 33.9 +11 54 24.6
13 10 28.7 +32 20 43.8
13 12 31.6 -21 56 23.4
13 12 43.3 +48 28 30.9
13 12 50.9 -04 24 49.9
13 14 43.8 +23 48 26.7
13 16 08.0 -33 38 59.2
13 17 36.5 +34 25 15.9
13 21 11.2 +22 16 12.1
13 21 45.6 +83 16 13.4
13 22 36.9 -09 37 37.8
13 27 00.9 +22 10 50.2
13 32 04.5 -05 09 43.3
13 32 39.2 -12 56 15.3
13 33 07.5 +27 25 18.4
13 32 45.2 +47 22 22.7
13 37 39.8 -12 57 24.7
13 44 14.4 -17 23 40.4
13 45 33.2 +44 52 59.6
13 45 49.3 +07 06 31.1
13 47 40.4 -37 50 36.6
13 50 52.7 +30 34 53.6

3.4e-10
1.1e-09
4.57e-10
5.3e-09
2.17e-09
8.99e-09
4.31e-10
1.45e-09
2.57e-09
3.33e-10
1.28e-09
3.69e-10
4.52e-10
1.87e-09
5.01e-09
3.53e-09
4.16e-10
3.14e-10
1.77e-09
5.01e-09
2.11e-09
6.36e-10
8.96e-10
6.35e-10

255.8
527.0
785.1
3031.9
123.4
250.3
296.8
158.2
1164.7
541.3
323.6
275.4
575.8
984.0
629.5
150.6
399.2
457.5
4996.4
300.1
255.6
145.5
83.7
671.7

-11.63
-11.49
-12.05
-10.81
-11.38
-10.68
-11.46
-11.31
-11.06
-11.60
-12.11
-11.10
-10.68
-10.73
-10.11
-10.80
-13.02
-11.36
-10.82
-10.81
-10.72
-12.45
-11.46
-11.13

2.04
1.86
1.13
1.79
2.61
3.00
2.14
2.56
1.95
1.74
1.46
2.54
2.63
2.35
3.17
3.10
0.45
2.06
1.56
2.79
2.95
1.46
2.69
2.11

BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1351.1+0032
2FGL J1352.6-4413
2FGL J1353.3+1435
2FGL J1354.7-1047
2FGL J1358.1+7644
2FGL J1359.4+5541
2FGL J1359.9-3746
2FGL J1419.4+3820
2FGL J1420.2+5422
2FGL J1427.0+2347
2FGL J1427.4-3306
2FGL J1428.0-4206
2FGL J1433.8+4205
2FGL J1435.1+2022
2FGL J1436.9+2319
2FGL J1438.7+3712
2FGL J1440.3-1540
2FGL J1440.9+0611
2FGL J1441.1-3304
2FGL J1443.9-3908
2FGL J1444.1+2500
2FGL J1454.4+5123
2FGL J1457.4-3540
2FGL J1504.3+1029

CRATES J135103+003120
CRATES J135256-441244
CRATES J135323+143535
CRATES J135447-104101
CRATES J135755+764321
CRATES J135905+554441
CRATES J135949-374612
CRATES J141945+382201
CRATES J141946+542328
CRATES J142700+234802
CRATES J142739-330612
CRATES J142755-420612
CRATES J143405+420313
CRATES J143521+202050
CRATES J143641+232039
CRATES J143853+371026
CRATES J143956-153143
CRATES J144052+061033
CRATES J144121-330423
CRATES J144401-390846
CRATES J144356+250156
CRATES J145428+512445
CRATES J145724-353848
CRATES J150424+102943

13 51 04.4 +00 31 19.4
13 52 56.7 -44 12 42.9
13 53 22.8 +14 35 39.3
13 54 46.5 -10 41 02.7
13 57 55.4 +76 43 21.0
13 59 05.7 +55 44 29.4
13 59 49.7 -37 46 00.8
14 19 46.6 +38 21 48.5
14 19 46.6 +54 23 14.8
14 27 00.4 +23 48 00.0
14 27 41.4 -33 05 31.4
14 27 56.3 -42 06 18.7
14 34 05.7 +42 03 16.0
14 35 22.0 +20 21 17.9
14 36 41.0 +23 21 03.3
14 38 53.6 +37 10 35.4
14 39 56.9 -15 31 50.5
14 40 52.9 +06 10 16.2
14 41 19.9 -33 03 24.1
14 43 57.2 -39 08 39.7
14 43 56.9 +25 01 44.5
14 54 27.1 +51 24 33.7
14 57 26.7 -35 39 10.0
15 04 25.0 +10 29 39.2

8e-10
6.44e-10
5.3e-10
1.26e-09
8.38e-10
5.45e-10
5.9e-10
4.54e-10
7.66e-10
1.15e-08
9.41e-10
1.47e-08
5.39e-10
5.01e-10
4.41e-10
1.92e-09
4.94e-10
1.08e-09
3.98e-10
3.25e-09
9.16e-10
2.01e-09
1.19e-08
4.01e-08

160.2
723.2
177.1
401.4
715.7
143.8
73.9
775.8
2248.1
241.6
490.5
2442.6
286.8
82.7
650.7
315.4
542.3
36.5
293.5
38.1
229.4
96.3
628.9
1686.8

-12.25
-12.90
-13.08
-10.70
-12.41
-10.98
-11.32
-11.39
-11.36
-10.67
-10.96
-10.36
-12.41
-11.71
-11.57
-11.36
-11.40
-11.73
-10.57
-11.22
-11.32
-11.59
-10.40
-10.08

1.62
0.32
0.75
2.77
0.81
2.94
2.89
1.80
1.36
3.02
2.42
2.33
1.21
2.45
1.69
2.21
1.94
2.78
3.04
3.27
2.40
2.51
2.87
2.77

BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1504.9-3433
2FGL J1506.0+3729
2FGL J1506.6+0806
2FGL J1508.9-4342
2FGL J1513.6-3233
2FGL J1516.9+1925
2FGL J1517.7-2421
2FGL J1520.8-0349
2FGL J1520.9+4209
2FGL J1522.1+3144
2FGL J1522.7-2731
2FGL J1539.5+2747
2FGL J1542.9+6129
2FGL J1548.8-2251
2FGL J1549.5+0237
2FGL J1550.7+0526
2FGL J1551.9+0855
2FGL J1553.5+1255
2FGL J1555.7+1111
2FGL J1559.0+5627
2FGL J1604.6+5710
2FGL J1607.0+1552
2FGL J1608.5+1029
2FGL J1610.8-6650

CRATES J150501-343231
CRATES J150609+373049
CRATES J150642+081353
CRATES J150934-434041
CRATES J151337-323534
CRATES J151657+193224
CRATES J151743-242216
CRATES J152033-035705
CRATES J152039+421129
CRATES J152209+314418
CRATES J152238-273014
CRATES J153938+274433
CRATES J154255+612950
CRATES J154848-225133
CRATES J154929+023707
CRATES J155035+052702
CRATES J155202+085051
CRATES J155333+125655
CRATES J155543+111127
CRATES J155848+562524
CRATES J160437+571432
CRATES J160707+155113
CRATES J160846+102905
CRATES J161042-664914

15 05 02.4 -34 32 56.5
15 06 09.5 +37 30 51.1
15 06 44.5 +08 14 00.7
15 09 35.7 -43 40 31.7
15 13 39.0 -32 34 59.5
15 16 56.8 +19 32 13.0
15 17 41.8 -24 22 19.5
15 20 33.0 -03 57 05.0
15 20 39.7 +42 11 11.5
15 22 010.0 +31 44 14.4
15 22 37.7 -27 30 10.8
15 39 39.1 +27 44 38.3
15 42 57.0 +61 29 55.4
15 48 49.8 -22 51 02.5
15 49 29.4 +02 37 01.2
15 50 35.3 +05 27 10.5
15 52 03.3 +08 50 47.3
15 53 32.7 +12 56 51.7
15 55 43.0 +11 11 24.4
15 58 48.3 +56 25 14.1
16 04 37.4 +57 14 36.7
16 07 06.4 +15 51 34.5
16 08 46.2 +10 29 07.8
16 10 46.4 -66 49 01.3

7.27e-10
6.75e-10
5.97e-10
5.29e-10
1.55e-09
4.69e-10
5.16e-09
1.09e-09
3.34e-10
1.76e-08
3.55e-09
6.4e-10
6.37e-09
1.22e-09
1.82e-09
1.02e-09
5.53e-10
4.87e-09
1.4e-08
1.28e-09
1.65e-09
2.18e-09
1.59e-09
2.57e-09

71.8
948.8
38.7
105.6
241.7
609.3
2446.5
75.0
56.5
493.8
1538.2
291.5
144.0
106.7
918.7
1614.6
53.3
409.0
506.5
169.7
485.3
223.5
1755.6
73.1

-13.36
-11.20
-11.71
-10.82
-11.02
-11.35
-10.76
-11.43
-11.22
-10.09
-10.77
-11.78
-10.81
-12.06
-10.88
-11.37
-11.96
-11.05
-10.07
-11.55
-10.84
-11.18
-10.79
-11.01

0.86
1.89
2.78
3.24
2.67
1.94
1.92
2.77
3.10
3.29
2.11
1.83
3.11
1.99
2.23
1.50
2.38
2.41
3.30
2.29
2.55
2.55
2.04
3.20

BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1613.4+3409
2FGL J1618.2-7718
2FGL J1625.7-2526
2FGL J1630.4+5218
2FGL J1635.2+3810
2FGL J1637.7+4714
2FGL J1640.7+3945
2FGL J1641.6-0614
2FGL J1642.9+3949
2FGL J1650.8+0830
2FGL J1653.9+3945
2FGL J1656.5+6012
2FGL J1657.9+4809
2FGL J1700.2+6831
2FGL J1703.2-6217
2FGL J1709.7+4319
2FGL J1714.8+6836
2FGL J1719.3+1744
2FGL J1722.7+1013
2FGL J1724.0+4003
2FGL J1725.0+1151
2FGL J1727.1+4531
2FGL J1727.9+1220
2FGL J1728.2+0429

CRATES J161340+341241
CRATES J161746-771718
CRATES J162547-252734
CRATES J163043+522157
CRATES J163515+380813
CRATES J163744+471739
CRATES J164029+394704
CRATES J164201-062118
CRATES J164258+394842
CRATES J165038+082442
CRATES J165353+394541
CRATES J165647+601228
CRATES J165746+480832
CRATES J170009+683004
CRATES J170337-621233
CRATES J170940+431845
CRATES J171613+683636
CRATES J171913+174506
CRATES J172244+101323
CRATES J172404+400432
CRATES J172504+115227
CRATES J172728+453049
CRATES J172807+121541
CRATES J172824+042655

16 13 41.1 +34 12 47.9
16 17 49.4 -77 17 18.4
16 25 46.9 -25 27 38.3
16 30 43.2 +52 21 38.6
16 35 15.5 +38 08 04.5
16 37 45.1 +47 17 33.8
16 40 29.6 +39 46 46.0
16 42 02.2 -06 21 23.6
16 42 58.8 +39 48 37.0
16 50 37.6 +08 24 52.2
16 53 52.2 +39 45 36.6
16 56 48.2 +60 12 16.5
16 57 46.9 +48 08 33.0
17 00 09.3 +68 30 07.0
17 03 36.4 -62 12 40.9
17 09 41.1 +43 18 44.5
17 16 13.9 +68 36 38.7
17 19 13.1 +17 45 06.4
17 22 44.6 +10 13 35.8
17 24 05.4 +40 04 36.5
17 25 04.3 +11 52 15.5
17 27 27.6 +45 30 39.7
17 28 07.1 +12 15 39.5
17 28 25.0 +04 27 04.9

4.94e-10
2.1e-09
8.15e-09
9.54e-10
1.16e-08
1.82e-09
3.83e-09
1.12e-09
3.39e-09
7.19e-10
8.77e-09
3.56e-10
1.17e-09
3.8e-09
3.27e-09
2.22e-09
1.24e-09
2.23e-09
2.29e-09
2.06e-09
3.7e-09
1.55e-09
7.01e-10
1.27e-09

3088.1
2377.9
2390.9
37.9
2403.9
766.7
1650.8
1480.4
6299.8
204.0
1158.4
226.5
739.4
383.5
608.6
197.2
819.7
579.9
191.2
296.1
198.0
1360.3
365.0
622.0

-11.36
-10.68
-10.46
-11.85
-10.23
-10.94
-10.71
-11.16
-10.51
-10.87
-10.61
-11.26
-11.00
-10.66
-10.66
-11.07
-11.32
-11.27
-11.55
-10.98
-11.35
-10.58
-12.77
-10.56

1.23
2.02
2.23
2.65
2.46
2.26
2.15
1.75
1.76
2.90
2.40
2.46
2.21
2.84
2.63
2.71
1.84
2.05
2.25
2.63
2.43
2.36
0.74
2.72

BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1728.2+5015
2FGL J1730.7+0023
2FGL J1731.3+3718
2FGL J1733.1-1307
2FGL J1734.3+3858
2FGL J1736.6+0626
2FGL J1739.5+4955
2FGL J1740.2+5212
2FGL J1740.3+4738
2FGL J1742.1+5948
2FGL J1744.1+1934
2FGL J1745.5-0751
2FGL J1748.8+7006
2FGL J1749.1+4323
2FGL J1751.5+0938
2FGL J1756.5+5523
2FGL J1800.5+7829
2FGL J1801.7+4405
2FGL J1806.7+6948
2FGL J1809.7+2909
2FGL J1813.5+3143
2FGL J1813.7+0617
2FGL J1818.6+0903
2FGL J1823.7+6856

CRATES J172818+501315
CRATES J173034+002420
CRATES J173047+371451
CRATES J173302-130445
CRATES J173420+385745
CRATES J173625+063115
CRATES J173928+495502
CRATES J174036+521147
CRATES J173958+473802
CRATES J174231+594513
CRATES J174358+193509
CRATES J174528-075306
CRATES J174832+700550
CRATES J174900+432151
CRATES J175132+093858
CRATES J175728+552309
CRATES J180045+782804
CRATES J180132+440409
CRATES J180651+694931
CRATES J180945+291013
CRATES J181335+314422
CRATES J181333+061531
CRATES J181839+090344
CRATES J182332+685759

17 28 18.6 +50 13 10.5
17 30 35.0 +00 24 38.7
17 30 47.0 +37 14 55.1
17 33 02.7 -13 04 49.5
17 34 20.6 +38 57 51.4
17 36 28.6 +06 31 47.5
17 39 27.4 +49 55 03.4
17 40 37.0 +52 11 43.4
17 39 57.1 +47 37 58.4
17 42 32.0 +59 45 06.7
17 43 57.8 +19 35 09.0
17 45 27.1 -07 53 03.8
17 48 32.8 +70 05 50.8
17 49 00.4 +43 21 51.3
17 51 32.8 +09 39 00.7
17 57 28.3 +55 23 11.9
18 00 45.7 +78 28 04.0
18 01 32.3 +44 04 21.9
18 06 50.7 +69 49 28.1
18 09 45.4 +29 10 19.9
18 13 35.2 +31 44 17.6
18 13 33.4 +06 15 42.0
18 18 40.1 +09 03 46.2
18 23 32.9 +68 57 52.6

8.05e-10
2.24e-09
5.92e-10
3.13e-09
3.55e-09
7.26e-10
1.21e-09
2.53e-09
5.7e-10
5.28e-10
6.33e-10
1.03e-09
2.14e-09
1.3e-09
4.56e-09
5.48e-10
4.45e-09
4.4e-10
3.83e-09
1.17e-09
1.79e-09
9.48e-10
1.83e-09
7.79e-10

161.8
123.4
68.7
5388.9
1160.0
217.2
577.7
1347.2
833.0
116.2
170.4
931.5
572.8
284.9
2015.2
50.2
2874.0
522.0
1595.5
52.6
92.0
261.6
120.6
207.9

-11.50
-11.12
-12.20
-10.71
-10.90
-10.49
-11.80
-10.56
-12.97
-11.26
-10.74
-11.82
-11.57
-11.22
-10.83
-12.01
-10.74
-10.98
-10.76
-12.01
-11.44
-11.39
-11.28
-11.42

2.37
2.86
2.04
1.64
2.11
3.25
1.52
2.39
0.18
2.76
3.10
1.28
1.74
2.40
1.95
2.36
1.88
2.38
2.12
2.34
2.68
2.27
2.72
2.34

BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J1824.0+5650
2FGL J1832.7-5700
2FGL J1848.5+3216
2FGL J1849.4+6706
2FGL J1849.5+2744
2FGL J1849.7-4310
2FGL J1852.5+4856
2FGL J1902.5-6746
2FGL J1903.3+5539
2FGL J1911.1-2005
2FGL J1917.6-1921
2FGL J1918.2-4110
2FGL J1921.3-1231
2FGL J1921.9-1608
2FGL J1923.5-2105
2FGL J1924.8-2912
2FGL J1927.5+6117
2FGL J1937.2-3955
2FGL J1946.1-3115
2FGL J1954.6-1122
2FGL J1958.2-3848
2FGL J1959.1-4245
2FGL J2000.0+6509
2FGL J2000.8-1751

CRATES J182406+565059
CRATES J183230-565922
CRATES J184821+321903
CRATES J184917+670548
CRATES J184931+274822
CRATES J184924-431426
CRATES J185229+485549
CRATES J190300-674936
CRATES J190311+554044
CRATES J191109-200655
CRATES J191745-192138
CRATES J191816-411126
CRATES J192122-123205
CRATES J192152-160712
CRATES J192332-210434
CRATES J192451-291428
CRATES J192730+611729
CRATES J193715-395756
CRATES J194558-311120
CRATES J195441-112326
CRATES J195759-384514
CRATES J195911-424605
CRATES J195958+650900
CRATES J200057-174856

18 24 07.1 +56 51 01.5
18 32 31.1 -56 59 18.8
18 48 22.1 +32 19 02.6
18 49 16.1 +67 05 41.7
18 49 31.7 +27 48 00.7
18 49 25.9 -43 14 13.1
18 52 28.5 +48 55 47.5
19 03 01.2 -67 49 35.6
19 03 11.6 +55 40 38.4
19 11 09.6 -20 06 55.1
19 17 44.8 -19 21 31.6
19 18 16.2 -41 11 30.9
19 21 23.9 -12 31 54.4
19 21 51.5 -16 07 12.6
19 23 32.2 -21 04 33.4
19 24 51.1 -29 14 30.1
19 27 30.5 +61 17 32.9
19 37 16.2 -39 58 01.6
19 45 59.4 -31 11 38.3
19 54 41.2 -11 23 22.7
19 57 59.8 -38 45 06.4
19 59 13.4 -42 46 07.9
19 59 59.8 +65 08 54.7
20 00 57.1 -17 48 57.7

2.63e-09
8.26e-10
1.54e-09
7.36e-09
7.38e-10
1.26e-09
2.86e-09
7.3e-10
3.47e-09
5.67e-09
3.23e-09
2.54e-09
1.04e-09
1.6e-09
8.33e-09
3.03e-09
8.51e-10
1.13e-09
7.14e-10
2.95e-09
3.05e-09
2.46e-09
5.88e-09
2.47e-09

1193.1
154.6
640.5
476.0
49.9
104.7
374.1
359.7
166.3
3013.0
322.2
189.8
96.1
84.0
2739.6
14822.5
514.0
837.6
154.8
404.6
2825.3
269.3
222.8
2144.4

-10.69
-11.49
-11.08
-10.61
-12.19
-11.58
-11.17
-10.76
-10.92
-10.43
-11.38
-11.14
-11.50
-11.27
-10.60
-10.65
-12.06
-11.02
-12.27
-10.95
-10.80
-10.81
-10.76
-10.84

2.30
2.39
2.19
2.79
2.19
2.48
2.33
2.76
2.93
2.17
2.19
2.66
2.59
2.88
2.04
1.25
1.30
2.13
1.62
2.52
1.82
2.84
2.96
1.90

BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J2001.7+7042
2FGL J2004.5+7754
2FGL J2009.5-4850
2FGL J2009.7+7225
2FGL J2015.1-0137
2FGL J2022.3-4518
2FGL J2022.5+7614
2FGL J2023.4-1137
2FGL J2025.6-0736
2FGL J2030.3-0622
2FGL J2031.7+1223
2FGL J2035.4+1058
2FGL J2039.1-1046
2FGL J2050.0+0408
2FGL J2056.2-4715
2FGL J2109.9+0807
2FGL J2115.3+2932
2FGL J2116.2+3339
2FGL J2121.0+1901
2FGL J2127.8+3614
2FGL J2133.8-0154
2FGL J2135.6-4959
2FGL J2139.3-4236
2FGL J2143.2-3929

CRATES J200134+704026
CRATES J200531+775243
CRATES J200925-484954
CRATES J200952+722916
CRATES J201514-013723
CRATES J202225-451338
CRATES J202236+761129
CRATES J202336-113960
CRATES J202541-073548
CRATES J203016-062211
CRATES J203154+121929
CRATES J203522+105554
CRATES J203901-104652
CRATES J205006+040736
CRATES J205615-471445
CRATES J211009+080957
CRATES J211528+293339
CRATES J211614+333918
CRATES J212100+190118
CRATES J212743+361251
CRATES J213410-015325
CRATES J213519-500651
CRATES J213924-423508
CRATES J214303-392946

20 01 34.0 +70 40 25.8
20 05 31.0 +77 52 43.2
20 09 25.4 -48 49 52.6
20 09 52.3 +72 29 19.4
20 15 15.2 -01 37 32.5
20 22 26.4 -45 13 29.5
20 22 35.6 +76 11 26.2
20 23 36.7 -11 39 58.3
20 25 40.7 -07 35 52.7
20 30 15.1 -06 22 15.0
20 31 55.0 +12 19 41.3
20 35 22.3 +10 56 06.8
20 39 00.7 -10 46 41.9
20 50 06.2 +04 07 48.9
20 56 16.5 -47 14 47.4
21 10 09.7 +08 09 55.4
21 15 29.4 +29 33 38.4
21 16 14.5 +33 39 20.4
21 21 00.6 +19 01 28.3
21 27 43.0 +36 13 05.8
21 34 10.3 -01 53 17.2
21 35 20.1 -50 06 50.2
21 39 24.2 -42 35 20.6
21 43 02.9 -39 29 24.8

8.17e-10
1.08e-09
3.83e-09
1.44e-09
1.18e-09
4.95e-10
1.51e-09
1.12e-09
1.01e-08
8.7e-10
1.22e-09
1.54e-09
2.22e-09
8.28e-10
8.63e-09
1.01e-09
1.35e-09
2.82e-09
2.35e-09
1.07e-09
9.51e-10
8.71e-10
5.57e-09
6.69e-10

61.1
2674.8
874.1
791.9
585.3
142.6
400.0
92.1
754.5
137.0
1097.7
463.4
117.3
452.5
1534.3
66.1
888.7
98.5
290.3
45.1
1708.8
236.1
95.4
35.6

-13.00
-11.24
-11.21
-11.50
-12.57
-11.41
-11.13
-11.41
-10.60
-10.23
-11.16
-10.66
-11.31
-11.88
-10.36
-12.12
-11.19
-11.48
-10.98
-11.57
-11.28
-10.96
-10.83
-11.72

1.29
1.41
1.92
1.68
0.74
2.51
2.34
2.70
2.59
3.71
1.88
2.74
2.70
1.54
2.53
2.14
1.94
2.60
2.64
2.86
1.56
2.74
3.26
2.80

BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB

MULTIWAVELENGTH STUDIES OF RADIO-LOUD AGN

2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J2143.5+1743
2FGL J2144.8-3356
2FGL J2146.5-1530
2FGL J2147.3+0930
2FGL J2147.4-7534
2FGL J2148.2+0659
2FGL J2150.8-2738
2FGL J2151.5-3021
2FGL J2152.4+1735
2FGL J2154.0-1138
2FGL J2157.4+3129
2FGL J2157.9-1501
2FGL J2158.8-3013
2FGL J2159.9+1023
2FGL J2201.9-8335
2FGL J2203.4+1726
2FGL J2204.6+0442
2FGL J2206.6-0029
2FGL J2208.1-5345
2FGL J2211.9+2355
2FGL J2213.1-2527
2FGL J2217.1+2422
2FGL J2219.1+1805
2FGL J2225.6-0454

CRATES J214335+174354
CRATES J214503-335730
CRATES J214622-152546
CRATES J214709+092949
CRATES J214712-753621
CRATES J214805+065743
CRATES J215122-274232
CRATES J215159-302837
CRATES J215225+173414
CRATES J215349-113628
CRATES J215727+312654
CRATES J215806-150105
CRATES J215852-301328
CRATES J220008+103009
CRATES J220216-833813
CRATES J220326+172542
CRATES J220416+044003
CRATES J220643-003108
CRATES J220743-534633
CRATES J221205+235531
CRATES J221302-252932
CRATES J221701+242146
CRATES J221913+180640
CRATES J222546-045700

21 43 35.5 +17 43 48.7
21 45 01.1 -33 57 16.4
21 46 23.0 -15 25 43.9
21 47 10.2 +09 29 46.7
21 47 13.0 -75 36 13.0
21 48 05.5 +06 57 38.6
21 51 21.9 -27 42 23.0
21 51 55.5 -30 27 53.7
21 52 24.8 +17 34 37.8
21 53 50.2 -11 36 14.1
21 57 28.8 +31 27 01.4
21 58 06.3 -15 01 09.3
21 58 52.1 -30 13 32.1
22 00 07.9 +10 30 07.9
22 02 19.7 -83 38 11.5
22 03 26.9 +17 25 48.3
22 04 17.7 +04 40 02.0
22 06 43.3 +00 31 02.5
22 07 43.6 -53 46 35.1
22 12 06.0 +23 55 40.6
22 13 02.5 -25 29 30.1
22 17 00.8 +24 21 46.0
22 19 14.1 +18 06 35.6
22 25 47.3 -04 57 01.4

4.46e-09
2.08e-09
4.31e-10
3.5e-09
3.59e-09
3.94e-10
4.74e-10
6.42e-10
5.67e-10
8.36e-10
2.51e-09
1.13e-09
2.35e-08
4.6e-10
2.86e-09
6.53e-09
6.48e-10
6.16e-10
1.15e-09
9.73e-10
7.47e-10
9.12e-10
4.8e-10
2.23e-09

570.9
212.5
582.9
1002.0
674.8
7026.8
430.6
1159.8
628.4
252.1
490.0
2207.1
355.5
187.7
487.3
1088.6
333.8
246.1
1157.9
719.6
449.7
583.7
377.9
3252.0

-10.14
-11.35
-11.06
-10.48
-10.47
-10.33
-11.54
-9.40
-13.23
-10.91
-10.74
-11.09
-10.20
-12.72
-10.69
-10.67
-12.14
-11.86
-11.05
-11.72
-11.36
-12.05
-12.86
-10.79

3.18
2.40
2.25
2.60
2.78
1.89
1.90
3.61
0.05
2.76
2.64
1.64
3.32
1.08
2.70
2.37
1.41
1.82
1.96
1.50
2.06
1.26
0.64
1.77

BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J2229.7-0832
2FGL J2234.9-4831
2FGL J2236.4+2828
2FGL J2236.5-1431
2FGL J2237.2-3920
2FGL J2243.2-2540
2FGL J2243.9+2021
2FGL J2244.1+4059
2FGL J2250.0+3825
2FGL J2251.9+4032
2FGL J2253.9+1609
2FGL J2256.4-2009
2FGL J2258.0-2759
2FGL J2308.0+1457
2FGL J2311.0+3425
2FGL J2315.7-5014
2FGL J2322.2+3206
2FGL J2322.6+3435
2FGL J2323.6-0316
2FGL J2325.3+3957
2FGL J2325.4-4758
2FGL J2327.5+0940
2FGL J2329.2-4956
2FGL J2330.6-3723

CRATES J222940-083254
CRATES J223513-483557
CRATES J223620+282856
CRATES J223633-143326
CRATES J223705-392109
CRATES J224326-254429
CRATES J224356+202101
CRATES J224412+405722
CRATES J225006+382415
CRATES J225159+403106
CRATES J225358+160853
CRATES J225640-201141
CRATES J225805-275823
CRATES J230733+145026
CRATES J231104+342504
CRATES J231545-501842
CRATES J232155+320409
CRATES J232243+343610
CRATES J232330-031702
CRATES J232517+395739
CRATES J232526-480003
CRATES J232733+094009
CRATES J232920-495548
CRATES J233036-372443

22 29 40.1 -08 32 54.4
22 35 13.2 -48 35 58.9
22 36 22.5 +28 28 57.4
22 36 34.1 -14 33 22.2
22 37 08.1 -39 21 38.2
22 43 26.4 -25 44 27.0
22 43 54.7 +20 21 03.8
22 44 12.7 +40 57 13.6
22 50 05.8 +38 24 37.2
22 51 59.8 +40 30 58.2
22 53 57.8 +16 08 53.6
22 56 41.2 -20 11 40.4
22 58 06.0 -27 58 21.3
23 07 34.0 +14 50 18.0
23 11 05.3 +34 25 10.9
23 15 44.3 -50 18 39.9
23 21 55.0 +32 04 07.6
23 22 44.0 +34 36 13.9
23 23 32.0 -03 17 05.0
23 25 17.9 +39 57 36.5
23 25 27.0 -48 00 16.8
23 27 33.6 +09 40 09.5
23 29 20.9 -49 55 40.9
23 30 35.8 -37 24 38.0

4.27e-09
5.91e-10
5.08e-09
3.86e-09
4.81e-10
1.62e-09
3.93e-09
2.6e-09
1.09e-09
1.02e-09
9.65e-08
7.74e-10
2.87e-09
1.23e-09
4.31e-09
6.57e-10
1.4e-09
4.3e-10
2.13e-09
2.33e-09
8.71e-10
2.03e-09
5.7e-09
3.98e-10

1226.6
904.1
1742.4
465.0
163.5
649.6
106.4
228.2
61.1
137.9
10380.1
400.2
3518.1
239.7
638.5
563.8
180.4
38.0
761.9
115.5
197.0
652.7
427.7
298.2

-10.30
-11.07
-11.15
-10.99
-12.32
-11.40
-11.07
-11.31
-11.85
-11.72
-9.24
-11.89
-10.89
-11.24
-11.09
-12.20
-11.52
-11.65
-10.92
-11.34
-12.08
-10.39
-10.61
-12.90

2.69
2.05
1.68
2.41
1.54
1.86
2.98
2.41
2.44
2.22
2.82
1.58
1.64
2.45
2.18
1.12
2.30
2.84
2.27
2.67
1.70
2.87
2.83
0.70

BZQ
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZQ
BZB
BZB
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
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2FGL name

CRATES name

CRATES position (J2000)

S 1−100 GeV

S 8.4 GHz

log(νS ν )peak,IC

ǫ

Source type

2FGL J2330.9-2144
2FGL J2334.3+0734
2FGL J2336.3-4111
2FGL J2338.1-0229
2FGL J2345.0-1553
2FGL J2347.9-1629
2FGL J2353.5-3034

CRATES J233102-214827
CRATES J233413+073615
CRATES J233633-411518
CRATES J233758-023056
CRATES J234511-155507
CRATES J234803-163113
CRATES J235346-303732

23 31 04.0 -21 48 15.4
23 34 12.8 +07 36 27.5
23 36 34.0 -41 15 22.0
23 37 57.3 -02 30 57.6
23 45 12.5 -15 55 07.8
23 48 02.6 -16 31 12.0
23 53 47.5 -30 37 48.5

2.19e-09
8.99e-10
1.32e-09
1.73e-09
4.25e-09
1.56e-09
5.28e-10

57.2
922.2
472.6
570.0
462.0
2239.6
294.0

-10.89
-11.16
-11.90
-10.90
-10.84
-11.06
-12.43

3.42
1.96
1.50
2.42
2.57
1.67
1.17

BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZQ
BZB
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Table D.1: The CRATES-2FGL sample (continued)
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